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ABSTRACT

Detailed stratigraphy and high resoluúon seismic mapping is essential in areas such
as the Dampier Sub-Basin where exploration for conventional structural plays has

reached a mature stage, and only more subtle stratigraphic plays provide new
strategies. It is in the analysis of the vertical and lateral architecture of reservoir units
and their relationships with sealing rocks that these stratigraphic plays may be

defined.

A roview of the sequence stratigraphy literature suggests to me a shortcoming in
which many interpretations are driven by previously conceived sequence stratigraphic
and sedimentological models. This work demonstrates that any particular area must
be considered individually on the basis of available data with respect to the age of the
rocks, struetural regime, style of sedimentary basin and depositional setting.
Depositional systems should be defined on an independent basis, and then
'characterised' by the style of deposition that is observed by sedimentological
evidence. The style of deposiúon observed may be qualified only by considering
numerous sedimentological models as end-members which are 'type' examples of
these variables, and then allocated accordingly within a spectrum of possibilities.
Whon this is achieved, the effect that sediment influx, eustacy and tectonics had on
the defined depositional systems may be objectively evaluated.

The depositional systems of the Mesozoic succession of the Dampier Sub-basin can

be described elegantly in terms of tectonic systenß tracts (Prosser, 1993) which
characterise the styles of sedimentation that occur during progressive rift-related
stages of structural evolution of the basin. This framework is used on a 'super-cycle'
scale and is relevant to all the basins of the North West Shelf. The structural
inheritance of older basin morphologies and fault patterns, vulnerable to reactivation
(HilI, 1994), is interpreted as an additional controlling factor in the l)ampier Sub-basin.

This factor is considered in addition to the effect that rifting and sea floor spreading
events and the tectonic effects that the adjacent cratons had on the stratigraphy of the
Western Margin of Australia during the Mesozoic.

Detailed chronostratigraphic correlatiois of the Aptian to Callovian section within
and adjacent to the Lewis Trough of the Dampier Sub-Basin has led to the definition
of five major chronostratigraphic cycles. The sedimentary architecture (geometries,
thicknesses and lateral extents) of depositional systems within each cycle reflects the

tectonic stage of basin development in terms of a tectonic systems tract. Detailed
seismic faeies mapping, integrated with chronostratigraphic well log correlations, has

allowed the architecture of many of these units to be described.

The early rift climax systems tract of Calypso Formation equivalents (Mid-Callovian
- Oxfordian) is dominantly a marine shelf succession where seismic reflection
terminations reveal half graben sediment filling under static to slightly transgressive
changes in relative sea level. During lower Oxfordian time, an increased rate of half
graben fault movement gave way to pronounced deeper marine conditions in the
Lewis Trough and adjacent Elliassen Terrace, as subsidence dramatically outpaced
sediment supply. At this time the Elliassen Formation was deposited as part of the

mid-late rift elimax systems tract. Gravity induced slope apron depositional systems
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formed along a contemporaneously developing fault scarp. These slope apron
systems contain depositional elements such as braided channels, levee complexes and
discrete sand lobes. As sedimentation progressed, increasingly mud rich conditions
accompanied the deposition of muddy turbidites, contourites and levee complexes,
and hemipelagic ponding.

The formation of an unconformity near the end of Oxfordian time is directly
attributed to break up and subsequent sea floor spreading on the Argo Abyssal Plain.
Marginward, i.sostatic upli ft operating conte.mporaneously with sediment
cannibalization via headward erosion of a previously developed fault scarp provided
high rates of sediment influx. Deposition of the Angel Formation and equivalents as
an immediate post-rift systems tract resulted. Ever increasing sand rich conditions
ensued as sedimentary gradients subsided and progressive sediment 'filling' of the
basin depocentre occurred. Concommittently, there was an evolutionary progression
of depositional systems from sandy slope aprons, to channel lobe complexes, to a
shelf fed depositional ramp as sedimentation became more widespread up section.
This vertical succession of depositional systems resulted as topographic relief
progressively decreased due to basin filling and then gave way to thermal subsidence
related to basin tilting (flexure). Six genetically related units were defined using well
logs and high resolution palynology. These units were interpreted to be the result of
variations in sediment influx and tectonically influenced changes in relative sea level.
This led to the mapping of three seismic units, which, together with the well
correlaúons, demonstrate the progression that is described above.

Diminishing sediment supply signalled the end of widespread Angel Sandstone
deposition during the Berriasian. The Dampier rift basin was dominantly filled at
this time and deposition of a marine claystone, the Forestier Claystone, became
widespread. Onlap onto the adjacent Enderby Terrace commenced as a late post rift
systems tract as sands of the Talisman Sandstone Member and muds of the Forestier
Claystone slumped into the eastern margin of the Lewis Trough. This filled any
remnant relief of the Rosemary Fault scarp that may have existed. Mild,
synsedimentary,left-lateral wrenching movements that occurred sporadically over the
Rosemary Fault system during Angel Formation úme and continued in the Early
Cretaceous may have also had some palaeotopographic control of sedimentation.
Sediment starvation persisted in the basin depocentre. A disconformity within the
valanginian marks the onset of a regional transgression where the Birdrong
Sandstone and the Mardie Greensand transgressed over the Enderby Terrace,
primarily due to thermal isostatic subsidence of the basin margin. A disconformity
near the top of the Aptian marks the establishment of fully open marine conditions
with deposition of the Windalia Sandstone, Gearlc Siltstonc, and Haycock Marl in a
passive margin setting.
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CHAPTER I: INTRODUCTION

THE DAMPIER SUB-BASIN

1"I OBJECTIVES

The objective of this research project rrvÍrs to define the depositional systems and

assess the sedimentary architecture in the Apúan to Callovian Age succession of the
Dampier Sub-basin, North Wost Shelf, Australia. In this study, I applied sequence

stratigraphic methods and concepts by integrating sedimentology, log sequence

analysis and seismic interpretaûon in an attempt to understand the effect of tectonics,
eustacy and sediment source on reservoir development and sedimentation. The
ultimate aim was to identify new petroleum stratigraphic trapping mechanisms, whilst
assessing present play concepts that have been applied to the area.

The study area (Figure 1.1), covers approximately 6000 km2 over the northern
portion of the Dampier Sub-basin, and centres on the Lewis Trough depocentre.

Figure 1.1. Location map of the study area showing wells, oil and gas fields, and
petroleum exploration and production permits.

1"2 DATABASE

The well database comprises relevant data from 34 non-proprietary petroleum
exploration wells (Table 1.1, Figure 1.2). This well data includes geological and
palynological reports and velocity surveys from well completion reports. \üireline
log data in digital form of all open file wells in the Barrow and Dampier Sub-basins,
obtained from Wiltshire Geological Services, exists on the Sun station hard disk at
the NCPGG. This database functions as part of the continuing Barrow Project at the
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NCPGG" software from Mincom, specifically Geolog, were used to plot and
manipulate these data.

WellName Year Operator Permit
A-loha North 1 t989 Marathon wA-8-L
Angel 1 t97Z Woodside }VA-3-L
Ansel2 1972 Woodside wA-3-L
Ansel3 1973 Woodside wA-3-L
Aneel4 1990 Woodside wA-3-L
Aurora 1 1990 Marathon wA-191-P
Bounty 1 1983 Marathon wA-191-P
Calypso 1 1985 Ma¡athon wA-8-L
Cossack I r990 Woodside wA-28-P
Cygnus 1 1989 Arco wA-202-P
Dampier 1 1969 Woodside wA-208-P
De Grey 1 l97r Woodside wA-92-9
Eaglehawk I 1972 Woodside v/A-28-P
Egret 1 t973 Woodside wA-28-P
Finucane I 1978 Woodside wA-191-P
Forestier 1 1978 Woodside wA-1-P
Lambert 1 1974 Woodside wA-28-P
Lauchie 1 1990 Phillins wA-208-P
Lesendre I 1968 Woodside wA-l-P
Leg.etrdre2 t910 Woodside wA-1-P
Lewis 1/1a 1916 Woodside wA-1-P
Madeleine 1 t969 Woodside wA-28-P
Montasue I 1985 Esso wA-28-P
Nelson Rocks I t973 Woodside wA-1-P
Orion 1 1990 Woodside w93-3
Rosemary 1 1973 Woodside wA-1-P
Rosemarv North 1 1982 'Woodside w93-3
Samson 1 1984 Woodside wA-208-P
Talisman 1 1984 Ma¡athon wA-8-L
Talisman 2 1985 Ma¡athon wA-8-L
Talisman 3 1987 Marathon wA-8-L
Walcott I 1979 Woodside wA-28-P
Wanaea 1 1990 Woodside wA-28-P
WanaeaZ 1990 Woodside wA-28-P

Table 1"1. List of the 34 wells used in the study showing the year the well was
drilled, the permit number and the permit operator. Refer to the bibliography for full
company names.

Palynologieal data sheets for each of the wells in this study were obtained from
Morgan Palaeo Associates. They provided high qualiry age dating information rhat
was crueial to the sequence analysis. The data sheets are "quick look" interprotations
of dinoflagcllates, spores and pollen using the palynotogical zonation sòheme of
Helby, Morgan, and Partridge (1987). A limited number of detailed interprerations
were also used in which placement of data into subzones or 'events' provideã a means
of high resoluúon dating. These detailed reports are listed as 'Palynõlogical Reviews'
for specifie wells in the bibliography.
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Most of the wells that occur on the Madeleine Trend (Figures 1.1, 1.6 ) have a

rolatively complete Upper Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous succession. Many wells on

the Legendre Trend did not intersect Oxfordian age sediments, but revealed important
information about unconformities of Callovian, Oxfordian, Berriasian, Valanginian
and Aptian ages. V/ells drilled down flank from the Legendre Trend, for example

Lauchie l, have a more complete section due to continuous deposition of sediment

with little erosion. However, wells located along the margins of the study area, for
example on the Rankin Platform and the Enderby Platform, have significant amount

of Upper Jurassie section missing and were of little use for detailed sequence

analysis.

Cores from 16 of the database wells (Table 1.2) were studied to define lithological
faeies and facies associations, and to interpret depositional environment. These

assoeiations were correlated with well logs and seismic for the interpretation of
depositional systems. The interval length of these cores generally vary from a few
metres to 18m. The total length of core that was used for this study is 495.5m. Three

eores from Angel 4 and two cores from Cossack 1 are continuous 80m and 38m
sections, respectively, from near the top of the Angel Sandstone. These two sections

of core provided an excellent opportunity to examine the vertical facies va¡iations

that occur in this unit, and their correlation with wireline logs and seismic profiles.

The Dampier l, Madeleine I and Legendre 1 wells were drilled previous to 1970, and

as such, were bound by the guidelines under the'Petroleum Search Subsidy Act' that
was operative between 1958 and 1974 by the Commonwealth Government. As a

result of these wells being 'subsidised', they contain a section of core from each of the

Nfesozoic formations that they penetrated, thereby providing a good lithological
summary of Dampier Basin stratigraphy in a relatively continuous sedimentary

seetion. There is, however, limited core available for the defined Oxfordian,
Kimmeridgian and Lower Tithonian Age units. Interpretation of these units

therefore relied on well logs, palynology and drill cuttings.
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Well # Depth (M) Metres Well # Depth (M) Metres

Ansel 1 I 2662.t - 2667.0 4.9 Madeleine I I 2900.1 - 2907.8 1.7
3 3408.3 - 341t.7 3.4 2 2919.1 - 2984.9 5.8

3 3185.5 - 3191.9 6.4
Ansel2 1 2102.0 - 2701.0 4.1 4 34M.0 - 3408.6 4.6

3 2746.9 - 2754.0 7.1 5 3632.6 - 3636.3 3.7
6 3856.9 - 3867.3 10.4

Aneel3 1 26M.5 - 26t3.4 8.9 7 3942.3 - 3947.8 5.5
2 2746.6 - 2755.7 9.1 8 4160.0 - 4164.5 4.5

Ansel4 1 2698.0 - 27T1.0 13.0 Moncague 1 1 3219.5 - 3237.s 18.0
2 2716.5 -2144.0 27.5
J 2744.0 - 2711.0 27.0 Rosemarv 1 1 2794.4 -2803.6 9.2
4 2771.0 - 2798.3 27.3 2 2918.2 - 2927 .3 9.r

J 3185.5 -3193.7 8.2
Cossack I 1 2891.0 - 2909.6 18.6

2 2909.6 - 2928.7 t9.l
Talisman 2 3 1994.0 - 201r.3 17.3

Damnier 1 9 2834.6 - 2838.3 3.7 4 2012.0 -2030.r 18.1
10 2898.3 -2905.0 6.7 5 2030.0 - 2048.2 18.2
1l 3063.5 - 3070.9 1.4 6 20s5.0 -2058.7 3.7
n 3282.4 - 3287.0 4.6
t3 3481.5 - 3492.7 5.2 Talisman 3 1 t962.0 - 1965.0 3.0
t4 3710.6 - 3715.2 4.6 ,) 1965.0 - 1973.0 8.0
15 3931.0 - 3935.6 4.6
l6 41349 - 4140.4 5.5 Wanaea I 1 2832.0 - 2845.s 13.5

,, 2889.0 - 2904.8 15.8
Lambert 1 1 3104.0 - 3109.6 5.6

Wanaea2 1 2015.0 - 2077.0 2.0
Lesendre I 10 1933.7 - 1938.2 4.5 ') 2869.0 - 2886.0 77.0

11 2127.2 -2t28;1 1.5 J 2886.0 - 2907.0 21.0
72 2354.6 -23s9.6 5.0 4 2907.0 - 2930.0 23.o
t3 2485.6 -2488J 3.1
t4 2534.7 -2538.9 4.2
16 2974.2 -2977.8 3.6
t7 3180.0 - 3t84.2 4.2
18 3383.9 -3386.6 2.7

Leg.endre2 1 2080.3 -2083.2 2.9

Table 1.2. List of core that was logged for the project. A total of 495.5m is lisred.

Table 1.3 lists the seismic database used in this study. Seismic in paper and digital
form comprises a total of 2168.9 line kilometres. The majority of the seismic
consists of the 'Beluga survey', shot in 1988 by Command Petroleum N.L. over WA-
208-P. This seismic provides good data coverage on an approximate I x 2 km grid
over the l,ewis Trough (Figure 1.2) between Dampier I and Legondre 1. Further
seismic selected from various 1976 - 1988 vintages provide essential infills, well ties,
and extensions out of the area. The seismic grid to the north of the Legendre and
Angel area is more widely spaced, and is dominantly composed of paper sections
only.
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Figure 1.2. Seismic and well database for this study.

Table 1.3. Listing of seismic vintages and the line kilometres of paper and

workstation seismic data.

5

Survey Company Permit Year Prefix Fold Traces Km On
Work-
Statlon

Km On
Paper
Onlv

Woodside wA-28-P 1976 76 48 96 18.4

Woodside wA-28-P t977 ''t7 48 96 32

Hudson's
Bay

wA-58-P 1980 HLSO 36 96 t6

North-East
Kendrew

Woodside wA-28-P 1981 8182 48 96 27.4

Ma¡athon wA-191-P 1982 82MPA 48 96 103.5 30

Boronia Marathon wA-191-P 1983 83MPB 60 u0 78

Mawby - East
Aneel

Woodside wA-l-P 1984 84 60 u0 93.2 94.5

Dampier Basin Non-
Exclusive

198s 85DBX 60 u0 35

Kend¡ew - Dixon Woodside v/A-28-P 1985 85 60 u0 142.5

Marathon wA-191-P 1986 86MPE 60 240 t9
Easlehawk Woodside wA-28-P 1986 864 60 'uo 162.8 61.6

Firetail Marathon wA-191-P 1988 88MPF 75 300 15

Belusa Command wA-208-P 1988 CD88 100 300 ruj
Total Selsmic 2168.9 km Totals 1E70.8

km
298"1

km



The quality of the seismic ranges from fair to excellent, and varies with the area
covered and seismic vintage. The 'Beluga survey' is generally of excellent quality,
which made high resolution definition of seismic units possible on the Legendre
Trend and Lewis Trough areas southwest of Legendre 1. Generally, seismic quality
diminishes gradually north of the Legendre area towards the Talisman area in the
Iæwis Trough. In general, data quality over the length of the Madeleine Trend is
fair, a downfall to the good core and well control over this area. Data quality over
the Kendrew Trough area varies from fair in the southwest, to good in the northeast,
near Lambert I and Montague 1. The seismic coverage over this area is, however,
the main factor that constricts the interpretation.

Seismic quality has historically been a problem over the North West Shelf, owing
primarily to the velocity inversion and intrabed and water bottom multiples caused by
the thick overlying Tertiary Carbonate wedge (Ramsden et al., 1988). For insrance,
over this area, tho Eaglehawk survey suffered severely from water bottom multiples
due to the large energy source of 4075 cu in used in an effort to penetrate the
carbonates. In.addition, the velocities of the multiples are near the stacking velocities
of the Upper Jurassic section, which makes attempts to attenuate multiples without
attenuating data difficult. This problem is compounded by large lateral velocity
variations due to faulting and facies changes within the carbonates. These factors
have also made the application of statics problematic.

The digital seismic data used in this study were loaded on the Sun work station at the
NCPGG and interpreted using the 'SIERRA 2DI' software package. It proved to be
advantageous over paper seismic interpretation, thereby allowing for better and easier
high resolution mapping of seismic units.

1"3 METHODS

Coro Logging

Approximately 500m of core from 16 wells were examined during the course of
study. Core logs at 1:50 and 1:100 representing this core are found in Appendix I.
The core \ryas logged with an 

"-phusir 
o" lithology, grainsize anã sorting

(determined by hand lens), sedimentary structures, trace fossils, and large scale
diagenetic features. These features helped to identify sedimentary processes such as
energy regime, rate of deposition, and degree of reworking to characterise the
onvironment of deposition and water depth on individual depositional elements.
Eaeh core was annotated to the complete suite of electric logs at 1:100 or 1:200 scale
(Appendix II) to calibrate and determine the lithological cause of log response.
Together with the core logs, these were an aid in placing the established wire line log
facios into respective depositional elements.

Core sampling was conducted and a limited number of thin sections were cut. These
wero examined for general petrology and to establish general diagenetic trends. Thin
seCItion deseriptions are contained in Appendix III.
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Seismic Interpretation

A synthetic seismogram was generated for each of the wells in the study area using

either the Crocker Petrophysical Software or the SIERRA Sienaseis software
packages. Stratigraphic infonnation from the wells, such as sequence boundary

horizons, defined by stratigraphic well log correlations could then be tied to the

seisrnic.

Seismic horizons (Table 1.4) were correlated throughout the grid using the SIERRA
2DI interactive seismic interpretation workstation. During this exercise, the well log

correlations were continuously updated according to the seismic interpretation. Also,

seismic horizon correlations were verified against well log correlaúons. In effect, the

seismic horizon correlation was an interactive interpretive exercise with the

stratrgraphic well log correlaúon, each complementing the other in their accuracy.

Seismic Horizon Palvnolosical Zone

1 Too Toolonsa Calcilutite None

) Apúan Disconformity Middle O. operculata

3 Valanginian Disconforrnity Top B. reticulatum

4. Top Angel Formation MiddleK. wisemaniae

5 Angel Fm Horizon C Middle D. iurassicum 'b17'

6 Angel Fm Horizon E Middle O. montg.omeryi 'd'

7 Ansel Fm Horizon F Top D. swanense

8. Angel Fm Horizon G Base 14¡. clathraîa

9 Top Eliassen Member Middle W. spectabilis 'c'

10. Base Eliassen Member Middle W. spe ctabilis' a'

11 Callovian Floodins Event Middle W. disitata 'b'

Tablo 1.4. List of seismic horizons correlated over the seismic grid with their
palynological zones and subzones indicated.

Various two way time thickness (isochron) and two way time structure maps were
produced (Table 1.5). These maps, including seismic facies analysis maps are all
ineluded within section 4.1 as detachable figures. Many of them are also included on
vanous montâges that are contained in Enclosures IIIa to IIId. For each map, time
values were posted over the seismic grid and plotted on hardcopy. Contour maps

were then hand drawn and drafted.
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Unit or llorizon TWT
Structure

Mup

TWT
Isochron

Map

TWT
Isochron/
Structure

Man

Seismic
Facies

Analysis Map

Top Toolonga Calcilutite 4.45

Aptian Disconfonnity 4.43

Aptian to Valanginian Disconformity 4.42

Valanginian Disconformity 4.38

Forestier Claystone 4.37

Top Angel Fomntion (Horizon 'A') 4.36

AngelFm Units A1 andfu2 4.35 4.34

Ansel Fm Horizon 'C' 4.32 4.31

Angel Fm Units A3 and A4 4.30 4.29

Angel Fm Unit A5 4.27 4.26
- Angel Fm Unit A6 4.22 4.21

Base Angel Fm (Horizon 'G') 4.U 4.23

Eliassen Fm Horizon 'H' 4.13

Bliassen Fm UnitE2 4.tl 4.10
Base Eliassen Fonnation (Horizon 'I') 4.12

Calypso Fornation Unit Cl 4.7

Calypso Formation Horizon 'I' 4.8

Table 1.5. List of two way time structure, two way time isochron and seismic facies
analysis maps created for the seismic units and horizons. The two way time
isochron/structure maps are isochron maps from the Valanginian Disconformity to
the horizon listed, and include fault cuts to the lower horizon. Each map is indicated
by the figure number.
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Seismic units with significant sand development were tho focus of detailed selsmlc

facies analysis. There are five constructed seismic facies analysis maps, each

eontaining mapped seismic facies, selected gamma ray moúfs, dipmeter rosettes

(where available), and 100 millisecond interval isochron contours.

The lateral extent and three dimensional geometry of sandstone intervals were

inferred using seismic facies analysis maps along with isochron maps and two way

time structure maps. These maps were also useful in determining palaeogeography

and depositional structure, factors which play an important role in controlling the

shape and extent of sand bodies.

Stratigraphic Well Log Correlations

The study includes eight stratigraphic well log correlations constructed over three

chronostratigraphic levels (Table 1.6). These cross sections were designed to cross

the study area in strike and dip direcúons, while choosing wells that best represent the

interval in a specific area. They are also included in section 4.1 as detachable figures

and on the montages contained in Enclosures IIIa to Itrd.

Table 1.6. List of stratigraphic cross sections used in the study

The Aptian to Vatanginian interval is represented by two regional sections with the

Valanginian Disconformity as a datum. This disconformity is also used as the datum

for five regional cross sections produced for the Valanginian to Oxfordian interval"

The Oxfordian to Callovian interval is represented by two cross sections, and the base

of the Eliassen Member horizon is the datum.

9

Aptian - Valanginian Interval (V datum)

Secúon A - A'
fFisure 4.40)

Rosemary 1- RosemaryNorth -Orion 1-Legendre 1- Angel3 - Finucane I

Section B - B'
ßisure 4.41)

Cygnus 1 - Talisman 2 - AlphaNorth 1 - Angel 2 - Walcott 1 - Montague 1

Valansinian - Oxfordian Interval (Valanginian datum)

Section C - C'
(Fisure 4"16)

Rosemary 1 - Lewis 1 - Legendre 1 - Forestier 1

Section D - D'
(Fisure 4.17)

Dampier 1 - Madeleine 1 - Wanaea 1 - Angel 3 - Calypso 1

Section E - E'

ßisure 4.18)
Egret 1 - Montague I - Walcott 1 - Lauchie 1 - Samson 1

Section F - F'
lFisure 4.19)

Lambert I - Angel 1 -Angel 3 - Legendre I

Section G - G'
fFisüe 4"20)

Finucane 1 - Calypso 1 - Talisman 2

Oxfordian - Callovian Interval (Oxfordian datum)

Section H - H'
(Fisure 4.5)

Rosemary 1 - Lewis 1 - Angel 3 - Calypso 1

Section I - I'
(Fisure 4.6)

Montague 1 - Madeleine 1 - Lauchie 1 - Legendre 1



Regional well log correlations show the gamma ray (GR), sonic (DT), and density
(RHOB) electric log profiles at a vertical scale of 1:2500. These wire line logs were
chosen to infer lithological and seismic acoustical information from well to well.
Palynological zones.are annotated with each well to provide important age dating
information. In addition, locations of available core intervals were also annãtated on
these sections. These cross sections show major facies changes between wells and
also time equivalent horizons that divide the section into genetically related
sequences. These time equivalent horizons, defined by the wireline logs, correspond
with mapped seismic reflecrions.

As an initial part of the study, individual well sequence summary sheets were
constructed at 1:2000 scale. They contain gamma ray and sonic logs, and have
annotated lithologies, palynology, core and side wall core points as well as proposed
sequence boundaries and systems tracts. These are not included in this thisii, but
were used for the interpretation process. In addition to providing stratigraphic
summaries to individual wells, the summary sheets were used to help establish
wireline log facies in order to infer depositional elements of the various soðtioor.

1.4 REGIONAL GEOLOGY

1.4. I Regional Framework

The continental shelf of northwestern Australia, better known as the North W'est
Shelf region, is underlain by four sedimentary basins comprising the Northern
Carnarvon, the Offshore Canning, the Browse and the Bonaparte basins from south to
north respectively. These basins, some consisting of several sub-basins, make up the
northern part of the Westralian Super Basin, a thick, contiguous Permian and
Mesozoic fill along tho western Margin of Australia (Bradshaw et a1., 1938). The
V/estralian Super Basin is a 4000 km long Permian to Cretaceous basin that continues
south of the Carnarvon Basin to include the Perth Basin along the western margin of
Australia (Veevers, 1988). The Perth Basin is contemporaneous with the North
V/est Shelf, but had its origin not as a rim basin, but as a "failed arm" basin. This
failed arm extended from a triple junction located northwest of Cape Range, at a
change in trend of the continental margin (Veevers, 1983). The stiuctural
Framework of the Westralian Super Basin is shown in Figure 1.3.

The basins of the North V/est Shelf are the northeast part of overlapping rim basins
that extended along the Indian continent's northern margin during the break up of
Gondwanaland. These basins initiatly formed in response to break up of the
continent sliver by sliver due to the southeastward advance of sea floor Jpreading
ridges (stages I - III) in the northwest, and finally, to the drifting away of Indìa (stagã
IV) off the western margin of Australia (veevers, 1988; see Figure 1.4).

The Dampier Sub-basin is located in the northern most part of the Carnarvon Basin
(Figure 1.5). It borders the Barrow Sub-basin in the southeast and the Beagle Sub-
basin (of the Canning Basin) in the northeast. The Rankin Platform foìms the
northeast margin of the basin, and the Lambert shelf (a tectonic shelf) lies to the
southeast of the basin. The basin is arbitrarily separated from the Barrow Sub-basin
to the south by the Mermaid Nose. Broad structural and stratigraphic similariúes
exist between the Barrow and Dampier Sub-basins and they are oftén referred to as

10



one geological entity in the literature (ie. the Barrow-Dampier Sub-basin). The most

obvious difference is the change in structural orientation, where the Barrow area

trends north-northeast and the Dampier area trends to the North-East. The Cossigny
Fault defines the northerly limit of the Dampier Sub-basin and separates it from the
Beagle Sub-basin, the northerly limit of the Carnarvon Basin (Forrest & Horstrnan,
1986).

11
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Figure 1"5. Structural units and Sub-basins of the northern Carnarvon Basin. The

Dampier Sub-basin includes the structural units that are highlighted. Ter: terrace;

Tr: trend; SB: sub-basin; Pl: platform (after Hocking, 1992).

1"4"2 Structural Framework

The tectonic elements of the Dampier Sub-basin are shown in Figure 1.6. The
present day morphological structure consists of two linear synclines, namely the

Lewis Trough and Kendrew Trough. These are separated by the Madeleine Trend, an

intra-basinal anticline. The lægendre trend is another anticlinal trend that occurs on

the south eastern flank of the Lewis Trough. The history of tectonic development is

diseussed in detail in Section 4.2.

Hoeking (1993) provided a concise description of the structural elements of the

Eampier Sub-basin. The following is a brief morphological description of the

individual tectonic elements that comprise the Dampier Sub-basin.
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The Lewis Trough is a southwest plunging asymmetric syncline that comprises the
main basin depocentre. It is relatively unfaulted. However, on the southwest flank
near the tegendre Trend, north to south normal faults with minor throw occur. The
Lewis Trough represents continuous deposition throughout the Mesozoic (Barber,

1994; Kopsen & McGann, 1985) and contains in excess of 13 km of sedimentary fill
(HilI, 1994).

The Legendre Trend is a northeast trending anticline that formed due to various

compressional events from as early as Late Jurassic to the Tertiary. This
compressional component coincides with rollover associated to listric growth of the
Rosemary Fault during the Callovian.

The Rosemary Fault System consists of one main fault (the Rosemary Fault) next to
the Lægendre Trend and includes northeast trending faults that splay off the main
fault" Those are normal faults that throw to the northwest. The Rosemary Fault
system separates the Lewis Trough from the Eliassen-Orion Terrace.

The Eliassen-Orion Terrace borders the Rosemary Fault and to the southeast, the

Eliassen Fault. This terrace formed as a result of half-graben development associated

with syntectonic movement of the Eliassen Fault (Barber, 1994). It narrows to the

northeast and disappears northwest of Orion 1 as the Eliassen and Rosemary Faults

merge.

The Enderby Platform occurs southeast of the Eliassen Fault and is a submerged

offshore portion of the stable Pilbara Craton. It features a series of northeast

trending, southeast dipping listric growth faults. These faults were active from the

Permian to the Middle Jurassic, with the main growth taking plaee in the Early
Triassic (Veenstra, 1985).

The northeastern edge of the Lambert Shelf, defined by the Hauy Fault, marks the

southeastern limit of the Dampier Sub-basin. This is an offshore area of shallow
basement (Filbara Craton) onto which Upper Cretaceous sodiments and Tertiary
carbonates onlap.

Parallel to the tewis Trough to the northwest is the Madeleine Trend, a narrow
southwest plunging anticlinal trend. This anticline is partially a result of sediments

onlapping and draping the edge of a half graben. It is suggested that it is also related

to inversion or reactivation of major basin forming fault terraoes during the

Cretaceous (Stagg and ColweII, 1994).

The Kendrew Trough is the subsequent synclinal trend adjacent to the Madeleine

Trend. This syncline is partially the result of sediments onlapping this half graben

that developed beside the Rankin Platform. Unlike the Lewis Trough, it is more

shallow, and wells and seismic indicate that the Middle to Lower Jurassic synrift
seetion is missing, owing to either non-deposition or erosion.

The Rankin Trend occurs along the northwestern edge of the Dampier Sub-basin and

forms the southeastern margin of the Exmouth Plateau. This trend is a series of north
to northeast trending en echelon tilted fault blocks of Triassic to Middle Jurassic

strata. This platform consists of Triassic Mungaroo Formation sediments that is
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overlain by a condensed shale secúon. The first appearance of this shale section
varies laterally from Neocomian to Aptian in age.

The southeastern edge of the Rankin Trend is a fault trend which forms a
palaeoescarpment onto which Upper Jurassic and younger sediments of the Dampier
Sub-basin onlap (Veenstra, 1985). This escarpment surface is part of the main
unconformity which separates the rift sequence from the drift sequence in the
Northern Carnarvon Basin.

The Cossigny Fault defines the boundary between the Lewis Trough and the
Cossigny Trough of the Beagle Sub-basin. This fault is a deep seated normal east-
west oriented fault, probably originating in the Palaeozoic as a result of north - south
extension. Lemon and Mahmood (1994) demonstrated that this fault probably acted
as a side ramp of oblique extension that resulted in the development of the near
parallel Cossigny Trough during the Lower to Middle Jurassic.

The De Grey Nose was a structural high during the Mesozoic. Middle to Lower
Jurassic deltas associated with this high indicate that it was a major controlling factor
in deposition of fluvial systems (Hocking er al., l9s7). De Grey 1 was d¡]lø on
this high. It penetrated Berriasian to Barremian age nearshore marine sandstones that
unoonformably overlie a Lower to Middle Jurassic nearshore marine deltaic section.

1.4.3 Lithostratigraphy

Hocking (1992) summarised the lithostratigraphic terminology of the Barrow and
Dampier Sub-basins. He provided a good regional framework for more detailed
studies. The nomenclature used on the North West Shelf is generally functional and
informal. The following is a brief introduction to the lithostratigraphic nomenclature
as it applies to this study. Local and regional stratigraphic sections are shown in
Figures 1.7,3.13, and 4.54.
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Figure 1.7. Stratigraphy of the Dampier Sub-basin (modified after Barber, 1988,

1994; Woodside, 1988; Hocking, 1992).
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Athol Formation

The Athol Formation was named by Hocking in 1988 and replaces the informally
used "middle Dingo Claystone" (Kopsen and McGann, 1985). This formation is
represented by the fine-grained sequence between the "breakup unconformity" and
the "rift onset unconformity", as suggested by Hocking, 1992. It is time equivalent to
the coarser, near shore to deltaic sediments of the Legendre Formation. The Athol
Formation ranges in age from the top of W. indotata to the top of C. turbatus
(Hocking, 1992).

l,egendre Formation

Hoeking (1985) defined the Legendre Formation and it was subsequently described
by Hocking (1992) and Hocking et 41. (1987). It was deposited as a line source or a
multiple point source depositional system, and contains sections of coarsening-
upwards deltaic cycles, mouth bar and beach ridge sands, crevasse splays and
ineludes thin coal splits (Hocktng,1992).

The Legendre Formation ranges in age from the top of W. indotata to the middle of
C. turbatus palynozones (Hocking, 1992). It extends over the entire study area and
is intersected at depth by Rosemary 1, Samson 1, l,egendre I and 2, Talisman 1 and
Angel 2 wells near or at total depth.

Calypso Formation

The Calypso Formation comprises fine-grained rocks deposited between the onset
and the completion of the Callovian - Oxfordian rifting episode (Hocking, 1992). It
contains dominant siltstone and fine sandstone and limited claystone. The entire
section averages approximately 700m in thickness and occurs in Legendre 7 and 2,
Rosemary 1, læwis 1, Samson 1 and Calypso l. Hocking (1992) interpreted these
sediments to have been deposited in a low energy and restricted offshore marine
setting that was partly a deep marine trough but included areas below wavebase on
marine shelves along the basin margins.

The age range of the Calypso Formation extends from near the base of W. spectabilis
to the base of W. digitata palynozones.

Eliassen Formation

The Eliassen Formation is the fornral name of the former "Biggada equivalent",
referring to the same section in the Barrow Sub-basin (Hocking, 1992). It is a blocky
mass flow deposit and is intersected by most wells along the Legendre Trend. The
Biggada Formation of the Barrow Sub-basin has a more ragged gamma-ray character,
consists of finer grained sand and is separated by considerable intercalations of
siltstone (Hocking, 1992).

The sand distribution of this formation, defined by seismic profiles, is discussed in
detail in this study. Hocking (1992) considered it to be a section of coalesced
submarine fan sands which were deposited in response to movement of the Rosemary
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and Eliassen Faults. In this study, it is also considered to be dominated by slope-

apron wedges (see section 4.1).

The Eliassen Formation covers a relatively short time interval, spanning from the

base of W. spectabilis 'b' palynological sub-zone to near the base of W. Clathrata
zone.

Dingo Claystone

The Dingo Claystone was redefined by Cockbain and Hocking (1989) to exclude

Middle and Upper Jurassic claystones such as the Calypso and Athol Fonnatrons.

This formation represents the distal claystone time equivalent of the Angel and

Eliassen Formations. It is an open-marine, low-energy claystone that developed in
the trough area of the Dampier Sub-basin (Hocking, 1992). This formation is

considered in detail in this study.

The time span of the Dingo Claystone ranges from K. wisemnnia¿ to near the base of
the W. spectabilis palynozone.

Angel Formation

The Angel Formation was first proposed by Hocking (1985). It referred to the Upper
Jurassic sand-dominated sequence that consists of massive sandstones with thin shale

splits in the eastern Dampier Sub-basin. The formation was formally grouped by
Kaye et al. (1972) with the Dupuy Sand Member. Hocking (1985) proposed that the

Dupuy Sand Member should be restricted to the Barrow Sub-Basin.

The Angel Formation extends over most of the Dampier Sub-basin and this study

deseribes the sand distribution in detail. Hocking (1992) noted that the section south

of lVladeleine 1 at Dampier 1 and V/ithnell 1 shows more resemblance to the Dupuy
Sand Member. He also interpreted the Angel Formation as a sand-dominated,

multiple feeder, coalesced submarine fan sequence with two separate provenance

direetions corresponding to the Angel Field area and the Legendre Trend.

Hocking (1992) state that the age range, of the Angel Formation is from above the top

of P" iehiense to the base of D. swanense palynozones. This thesis places the age

range from the middle of K. wisemnniae to near the base of W. clathrata
palynozones.

Forcstier Claystone

Thompson et al" (1990) defined the Forestier Claystone as a claystone-dominated

sequence of Lower Neocomian age in the northern Barrow and Dampier Sub-basins.

This section was previously unnamed or considered as part of the Dingo Claystone.

It consists of basinal shales which were deposited prior to and during deposiúon of
the Barrow Group (Thompson et al., 1990). In this study area the formation contains

the Talisman Sandstone Member.

The Forestier Claystone disconformably overlies the Angel Formation in the study

area and varies from 50 to 100m thick along the Legendre Trend to nearly 300m over

the depocentre at Madeleine 1.
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The age range of the Forestier claystone ranges from lower E. torynum to p.
iehiense palynozones (Thompson et al., 1990).

Talisman Sandstone Member

The Talisman Member of the Forestier Claystone is a Berriasian succession of
medium to coarse and fine-grained sandstone, siltstone and shale (Thompson et al.,
1990) which occurs in the northeastern portion of the study area. It is of probable
shelf origin, and varies from a thin transgressive sand 5 to 20 m thick in .some. wells
(calypso 1, Forestier 1, Nelson Rocks 1, Lewis 1, samson 1), to a more massive
blocky unit in other wells where it is up to 80m thick (Alpha North 1, Legendre 1,
lægendre 2, Talisman 1, Talisman 2).

The age of the Talisman Member ranges from B. reticulatum to K. wisemaniae
palynozones (this study).

Lower Winning Group

The informally known lower Winning Group is a super-cycle that was deposited from
Aptian to middle Valanginian time (121 - l38Ma, rhis srudy). It is composed of
various facies that are appropriately arranged to represent a classical transgression.
These facies include, from distat to proximal, the Muderong Shale, Mardie
Greensand, Birdrong Sandstone, Nanutarra Formation and the Yarraloola
Conglomerate, respectively. Although it is tenuous as to whether they should be
considered formations or members, these respective facies have distinct
characteristics. A comprehensive description of these lithofacies is provided by
Hocking et al. (1988). In addition, Parry and Smith (1988), provided generalised
definitions of the V/inning Group stratigraphy with respect to the Barrow and
Exmouth Sub-basins.

Muderong Shale

The Muderong Shale is the distal facies of the Winning Group. It is composed of an
argillaceous siltstone with lesser shale, fine-grained sandstone and greensand
(Hocking 1987,1990; Wiseman,1979,). This shale forms the regional seal for the
majority of producing reservoirs of Cretaceous age.

Over the project area, the thickness of the Muderong Shale ranges from nearly 600m
in the vicinity of Rosemary 1, to less than 70m in the northwest near Finucane 1,
whcre it represents an aggradational wedge to a sediment starved section,
respectively.

The age range of the Muderong Shale spans the complete Winning Group interval,
which is from middle O. operculata to near top B. reticulatum (l2I - 138Ma, this
study).
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Mardie Greensand

The Mardie Greensand Member is contained within the Muderong Shale and its
facies are transitional with the Birdrong Sandstone. The Mardie Greensand
commonly overlies and/or occurs laterally to the Birdrong Sandstono (Hocking,
1988). It is grossly correlative to other glauconitic units on the North West Shelf,
and globally to sands such as the Kuparak Formation on the North Slope of Alaska.

The Ma¡die Greensand is a sandstone that commonly contains more than 30Vo

glauconite. Other components include quartz sand (5 - 857o), mud, silt and

secondary cements such as carbonate and pyrite. It was deposited and evolved on a
shallow, moderate to low-energy marine shelf, with most of the glauconite forming in
sirz (Hocking, 1990).

The Mardie Greensand can be observed within the project area in wells over and to
the northeast of the Talisman Field. It varies in thickness from 5 to 20m" The age of
the Mardie Greensand is restricted to the S. tabulata palynozone over the project
area.

Eirdrong Sandstone

The Birdrong Sandstone is a diachronous, basal transgressive lag of tho Muderong
Shale that was deposited in a littoral to sub-littoral environment. It is a relatively
elean, locally glauconitic sandstone which contains minor siltstone or eonglomerate
(Thompson et a1., 1990). A minor fluvial eomponent in channels has been noted in
some areas at the base of the unit by Hocking (1987, 1988). This base is commonly
an angular unconformity that typically overlies Callovian to early Triassie sediments

towards the basin margin. Over the project area, the Birdrong Sandstone is noted in
wells over the Enderby Platform (e.g. Nickol Bay 1, Cygnus l). It also òecurs over
the Talisman region and in some wells north of this area. It is as 90m at Cygnus 1,

and is expected to have varying degrees of development over the Enderby Platform.

The relationship of the transgressive nature of formations in the V/inning Group has

been discussed in a sequence straúgraphic framework over the Barrow Sub-basin by
Arditto (1993). Although limited data with respect to the Birdrong Sandstone was

observed in this project, the maximum age range for the Birdrong Sandstone is
considered to extend from middle M. australis subzone 'a' to E. torynum
palynozone.

Upper Winning Group

Thc upper V/inning Group is informally grouped into the Windalia Radiolarite,
Gearle Siltstone, Alinga Formation and the Haycock Marl. The most comprehensive
description of these formations with respect to the North West Shelf is provided by
Apthorpe (1979).
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Windalia Radiolarite

The Windalia Radiolarite was described by Hocking (1990) as a "varicoloured
radiolarian siltstone and calcilutite; minor argillaceous sandstone, chert and
calcareous claystone to marl". It is attributed to a major global rise in sea level with
subsequent onset of open marine circulation across the North West Shelf. The
Windalia Radiolarite and time equivalent Gearle Siltstone are unique for their high

tP,p u,1 , I , i , \ dissolved silica content. This silica content has been attributed by some authors to\ \ possible contemporaneous submarine volcanism or deep tropical weathering of
nearby continental areas. It also was deposited under conditions of very low
terrigenous input (Hocking, 1988).

Sandstone lithofacies occur adjacent to and southeast of Rosemary 1 and Rosemary
North 1 areas. The thickness of the Windalia Radiolarite is typically 5 to 20m. Its
facies are transitional with the Gearle Siltstone and the Haycock Marl. The base of
the Windalia Radiolarite is a regionally correlatable event on both seismic and
electric well logs and occurs within the middle of the O. operculata palynozone. The
youngest extent of the Windalia Radiolarite is uncertain, but possibly occurs near the
D" davidii palynozone.

Gearle Siltstone / Haycock Marl

The Gearle Siltstone is a dark grey to black argillaceous siltstone, silty claystone and
radiolarian siltstone (Hocking, 1990). The depositional setting is low energy and
shallow marine with restricted circulation (Hocking, 1990). It is the proximal time
equivalent to the Haycock Marl.

The Haycock Marl was first described by Heath and Apthorpe (1984). It is a grey to
greenish-grey argillaceous marl and calcilutite. The depositional setting ranges from
open marine, outer shelf to slope (Hocking, 1990).

Over the project area, the facies transition from the proximal Gearle Siltstone to the
distally associated Haycock Marl occurs approximately in the middle of the Lewis
Trough.

The age range for the Haycock Marl and Gearle Siltstone is from middle Santonian
(approx" 85Ma) to middle Aptian (121Ma).

Toolonga Calcilutite

The Toolonga Calcilutite is disconformable with the underlying Gearle Siltstone and
conformable with the Haycock Marl, possibly as a result of marine transgression. It
is a fossiliferous pale calcilutite and calcisiltite (Hocking, 1990). This calcilutite is a
regionally correlable formation on well logs and seismic.

The age range for the Toolonga Calcilutite (79 - 85Ma) is from lower Campanian to
middle Santonian (Barber, 1988).
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T.5 PETROLEUM EXPLORATION AND PRODUCTION IN THE DAMPIER
SUB-BASIN

The Northern Ca¡narvon Basin is presently Australia's richest oil and gas province
with total basin reserves of some 9.1 BBOE (billion barrels of oil equivalent)
(Kopsen, 1994)" Kopsen (1994) provided a humble estimate of an additional I to 2
BBOE by the yoar 2010. These reserves resulted from at least 80 wildcat discoveries,
including four giant fields and seven major fields (Kopsen, 1994).

Petroleum exploration in the Northern Ca¡narvon Basin began in 1951 with the
forrnation of the West Australian Petroleum Pty Ltd (WAPEÐ. Sir Harold Raggatt,
the director of the BMR at the time, encouraged William Walkley, an executive at

Ampol, to explore for oil around the Carnarvon Basin. Ampol had previously
acquired leases (1947) covering most of the Phanerozoic basins of Western Australia.
V/alkley sought a pa.rtner with the necessary experúse and capital for petroleum
exploration" After several years of diffioult negotiations in the late 1940's, Walkley
formed a partnership with Caltex, and WAPET was set up for oil exploration in the
Carnarvon Basin region (Pany and Smith, 1988).

The first well to be drilled using conventional style exploration techniques in
Australia yielded overwhelming optimism for the future petroleum potential in
Australia. This optimism was uqfortunately short-lived. On September 5, 1953,
Rough Range I was spudded on the Rough Range anticline within the Exmouth Sub-

basin. In November, the well flowed 850 BOPD at a depth of 1100m (Wilkinson,
1988). However this well soon proved to be uneconomic, and it was eleven years

before V/APET discovered the Barrow Island Oil Field in 1964 (McClure et al.,
1988). The remainder of the 1950's proved to be virtually unfruitful for petroleum
companies in Australia. Interestingly, the Barrow Island Oil Field has produced the
largest quantity of oil of any field in the Carnarvon Basin, with the extraction of over
200 million banels.

Offshore exploration in the Carnarvon basin began in 1961 when V/APET acquired
marine seismic and gravity data (Wilkinson, 1988). The first reconnaissance seismic
was shot over the Dampier Sub-basin in 1965 after BOCAL (British Oil Company of
Australia Ltd, now Woodside Offshore Petroleum Pty Ltd) was awarded most of the
permits in this region. Again, as for onshore drilling, it was the first offshore well
that yielded artificial success and fuelled optimism for the Dampier Sub-basin.
Legendre 1 was drilled in 1968 by Woodside (Legendre I WCR). It encountered a

6.7m section of net pay sandstone that flowed oil at a rate of 1014 BOPD (Vincent
and Tilbury, 1988). Although the Legendre area is presently being re-evaluated for
potential economic feasibility, this well inspired the drilling of further wells on the
Lcgendre Trend as well as on the Madeleine Trend.

The conventional style of play on the Madeleine Trend is Lower Cretaceous / Upper
Jurassic Angel Formation Sandstones that have anticlinal drape closure over an

underlying eroded faulted crest. This sandstono is sealed by the Foresúer Claystone
and the primary source is considered to be the Dingo Claystone. Madeleine 1 and

Dampier I werc drilled in 1969, and a subsequent gas discovery was achieved by
Angel I in 1972 (refer to Figure 1.1 and Table 1.1). The Angel Field has an
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estimated 1.69 TCF gas in place (Oil and Gas Australia, 1992)" The prior discovery
of gas at North Rankin and Goodwyn in l97l on Triassic horst blocks delayed
development of the Angel Fietd (the lack of demand for more gas). Dampier t had
no suitable reservoir as an objective. In 1979, Walcott I was positioned to re-test the
Madeleine I objective structure. The acquisition of a grid of modern seismic in 1985
and 1986 by Woodside showed that these wells were off structure (Bint, 1991).
Subsequently, the discoveries of the Wanaea Oil Field and the Cossack Oil Fielcl
were made in 1989 and 1990, respectively (Bint, l99I). Combined recoverable
reserves from these fielcls is presently estimated at264.I MMBOE (Kopsen, 1994).

The Cossack Field had original reserve estimates of 123.2 MMBO. Early in 1992,
the identification of problems in statics corrections revealed that this figure was
optimistic, and recoverable reserves now stand at 30 MMBO, only Z5Vo of the
original reserve estimates. With drilling of the preceding Madeleine 1 and Walcott I
wells off structure, it appears that statics corrections and velocities of overlying
Tertiary Carbonates has plagued the history of exploration on the Madeleine Trend.
Bearing this in mind, the Madeleine Trend has proved to be relatively more
prosperous than the Legendre Trend on the opposite flank of the Lewis Trough.

The objecúve reservoirs on the Legendre Trend included sandstones from the Angel
Formation, Talisman Sandstone Member, Eliassen Formation and the Calypso
Formation. The seal includes the Muderong Shale, Forestier Claystone and Dingo
Claystone. The primary source is considered to be the Dingo Claystone. The trap
style is typically a compressionally closed anticlinal structurs on the down-thrown
block of a normal fault.

After the discovery of Legendre 1, it was 16 years and the drilling of 8 wildcat wells
over the length of the Legendre Trond before another discovery on this structure was
made at Talisman 1 in 1984. Sporadic drilting during the 1970's and early 1980's
included Legendre 2 (r97o), Nelson Rocks (1973), Rosemary I (1973), Lewis l/lA
(1976), Forestier 1 (1978), Rosemary Norrh I (1982), Bounty 1 (1983) and Samson
1 (1984). Most of these wells were drilled on closed structures, but many depended
on fault seals. It is suspected that in most cases, breach of a fault seal caused the
failure of these wells. Indeed, the success of the Talisman field may be partially
attributed to the fact that it lies over the footwall block of the Rosemary Fault and
does not rely as much on a fault seal.

Subsequent to the Talisman discovery, wells tested closures on the Degrey Nose (i.e.
calypso 1, 1985; and Alpha Norrh 1, 1989) and the cossigny Fault (Aurora l, 1990).
Orion 1 (1990) was another well drilted to test sandstones of the Angel Formation on
thc footwall block of the Rosemary Fault (see Figure 1.6 for well locations).

The most recent exploration efforts in and around the Lewis Trough have focused on
structuraUstratigraphic style plays, lower on the flank of the Læwis trough. This style
of play requires sandstones of the Angel Formation and"/or Eliassen Formation to
pinch-out up-dip on the flank of the Lewis Trough due to submarine resedimentation
processes. Lauchie 1 (1989) failed due to lack of an overlying shale seal. The
Baleena 1(1993) Angel objective failed for the same reason (Barber, lgg4).
However, the deeper Eliassen Formation objective at Baleena 1 failed due to the lack
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of sandstone. Spinner I is another dry well that has recently been drilled near the

tauehie - Baleena area with the same objective.

lnterestingly, the discovery of oil and gas at Wandoo 1 in June 1991 heralded a new

hydrocarbon trend on the adjacently lying Enderby Platform. A flow of 4560 barrels

of 190 API oil per day flowed from a depth of 600m (Delfos and Boardman, 1994).

This field consists of Barremian age transgressive sands with drape style closure

overlying a horst block which contain oil and gas. In addition, underlying lower
Jurassic Aalenian sands were found to contain gas. The seal is the Muderong Shale.

The interesting factor of this hydrocarbon trend is that it raises the issue of long range

migration of oil from Dingo Claystones and/or Locker Shale within the tewis
Trough. There is no known mature source rock in the vicinity of the Wandoo Field.
This migration would require leakage of hydrocarbons through the Rosemary Fault,

as suggested by Christiansen (1992). It would also help to explain the lack of success

of the large number of dry wells along the Legendre Trend.

In order to assess the future hydrocarbon prospectivity of the Dampier Sub-basin, it is
helpful to review the history of success within the region. The following is a review
of some of the vital statistics for hydrocarbon fields over the Dampier Sub-basin.

Refer to Figure 1.6 for field and well locations.

Legendre Field

Year discovered: 1968. Water depth: 52m

Initial production rate: l0l4 BOPD.

Oil gravityi 145.70 API.

Estimnted recoverable reserres: 5 MMBO.

Reservoir net pay thickness: 6.7m.

Hydrocarbon-water contact depth: 1 896m.

Reservoir: Talisman Member - B. reticulatumprlyîozone.

Reservoir porosity: 147o.

SeaI: Mttderong Shale.

Saurce: Dingo Claystone.

Trap style: Faulted anticline on Legendre Trend.

Present status: Suspended.

Reference: Vincent and Tilbury (1988).
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Angel Field

Year discovered: 1972. Water depth: B}m.
Initial production rate: Angel2 - 7 .4 MMscf/day gas,37j bbls/day condensare;

Angel3 - 13.6 MMscf/day gas,704bbls/day condensare.
Estinwted recoverable reserves: 83 MMBO;1700 BCFG.
Reservoir net pay thiclcness: 82m.
Hydrocarbon-water contact depth: 27 45m.

Reservoir: Angel Formation - P. iehiense palynozone.

Reservoir porosity: l4-207o. Reservoir permeability: 150-j27 mD.
.S¿øl"' Forestier Claystone.

Source: Dingo Claystone; Locker Shale possible.

Trap style: Structural drape over an eroded fault crest.

Present status: Suspended.

Reference: Vincent and Tilbury (1983).

Eaglehawk Field

Year discovered: 1972. Water depth: I20m
Initialproductionrate: 1645 bbls/day oil; 0.141 MMscf gas.

Estimnted recoverable reserves: 3 MMBO.
Oil graviry; 300 API.

Reservoir net pay thickness: 13.9m.

Hydrocarbon-water contact depth: 27 9 5.6m.
Res e rvoir : Upper Triassic Mungaroo Formation.

Res ervoir porosity : 15 -22Vo.

,S¿øl; Muderong Shale.

Source: Locker Shale.

Trap style: Structural drape over a horSt block.
Present status: Suspended.

Reference: Vincent and Tilbury (1983).
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Egret Field

Year discovered: 1973. Water depth: 118m.

Initial production rate: 2729 bbls/day oil; 2.8 MMscf/day gas.

Estimnted recoverable reserves: 6 MMBO.

Oil gravity; 390 API.

Reservoir net pay thiclcness: 9.4m.

Hydro carbon-w ater contact depth: 3129m.

Reservoir: Angel Formation - P. iehiense palynozone.

Reservoir porosiry: l97a- Reservoir permeability; 100-200 mD

Seal: Dingo Claystone.

Source: Dingo Claystone; Locker Shale possible.

Trap sryle: Structural drape over an eroded fault crest.

Present status : Suspended.

Reference: Vincent and Tilbury (1988).

Lambert Field

Year discovered: 1974. Water depth: 125m.

Initial production rate: 375 bbls/day oll; 1.4 MMscf/day gas"

Estimated recoverable reserves: 20 MMBO.

Oit graviry.' 450 APL Water saturation: 6l%o.

Reservoir net pay thicløess: l0m.
Hydrocarbon-wdter contact depth: 31 I lm.

Reservoìr: Angel Formation - P. iehiense palynozone.

Reservoir porosity: I87o. Reservoir permeability: 300-700 mD.

SeaI: Forestier Claystone.

Source: Dingo Claystone; Locker Shale possible.

Trap style: Structural drape over an erÖded listric fault crest.

Present status: Suspended.

Reference: Vincent and Tilbury (1988).
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Talisman Field

Year discovered: 7984. Water depth: 78m.
Inirial production rate: 11239 bbls/day oil.
Total recoverable reserves: 7.8 MMBO.
OiI gravity.. 'A' Sand - 62oApI; 'B' Sand - 42.7n Apl;
'C' Sand - 41.60 API.

Reservoir net pay thiclmess: 60m gross column over 3 zones.

Hydrocarbon-water contact depth: 197 1.2m.
Reservoir: Mardie Greensand, Birdrong Sandstone, Talisman Sandstone Member - S.
tabulata, D. lobospinum, C. delicata palynozones.

Reservoir porosiry: 'A' sand - l5-24vo; 'B' Sand - ll-25vo: 'c' Sand - r6-23va.
Reservoir permeability: 'A'Sand - 127 mD; 'B' Sand - 1534 mD;
'C' Sand - 3027 mD.
Seal: Ili4uderong Shale.

Source: Dingo Claystone.

Trap style: Anticline structure over footwall block.
Present status: Depleted 1993.

Reference: Ellis (1988).

Wanaea Field

Year discovered: 1989. Water depth: 85m.
Initial production rate: 5856 bbls/day oil.
Total recoverable reseryes: 199 MMBO; 210 BCFG.
OiI gravity; 490 APL

Reservoir net pcry thickness: 103m gross oil column.

Hydrocarbon-water contact depth: 2900m.

Reservoir: Angel Formation - P. iehiense, D. jurassicum palynozones.

Reservoìr porosity: l7vo. Reservoir permeability: 300 mD (average).

Seal: Dingo Claystone.

Source: Dingo Claystone.

Trap style: Structural drape over a fault crest.

Present status: In development.

Reference : Bint (1991).
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Cossack Field

Year discovered: 1989. Water depth: 85m.

Initial production rate: 7200 bbls/day oil.

Total recoverable reserves: 30 MMBO.

OiI gravity; 490 API.

Reservoir net pay thiclcness: 54m gross oil column.

Hydrocarbon-water contact depth: 2978m.

Reservoir: Angel Formation - P. iehíense palynozone.

Reservoir porosity: l7%o. Reservoir permeability; 500 mD (average).

Seal: Forestier Claystone, Dingo Claystone.

Source: Dingo Claystone.

Trap style: Structural drape over a fault crest.

Present status: In development.

Reference : Bint (1991).

V/andoo Field

Year discovered: 1991. Water depth: 55m.

Initisl production rate: 4560 bbls/day oil.

Total recoverable reserves: 50 MMBO.

Oil gravity: 190 API.

Reservoir net pay thiclcness: 30m.

Hydrocarban-water contact depth: 600m.

Reservoir: M. australis Sandstone Member of the Muderong Shale - M. ausffalis
pdynozone.

Reservoir porosiry: 33% (average).

Res ervoír p ermeability: 2000- 1 5000 mD.

.S¿øl." Muderong Shale.

Source: Uncertain, Dingo Claystone probable, Locker Shale possible"

Trap sryIe: Structural drape over a horst block.

Present status: In development.

Reference: Delfos and Boardman (1994).
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CHAPTER 2: THEORY

SEDIMENTARY AND STRATIGRAPHIC MODELS TO REPRESENT
ARCHITECTURAL RELATIONSHIPS OF DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS

2.1 GEI.{ETIC STRATIGRAPHY

A sequence was originally defined by Sloss, Krumbein and Dapples in 1949 as
unconformity-bounded masses of strata. In 1963 Sloss modified this clefinition to
state that these masses of strata were greater than group or supergroup rank in the
American Code of Stratigraphic Nomenclature. These bounding unconformities
referred originally to "significant inter-regional unconformities which can be traced
in outcrop and in the subsurface over vast distances", and which covered much of the
North American continental interior (Krumbein and Sloss, 1963). In addition, these
six reference sequences represented "the rock record of a major tectonic cycle".
They were named from oldest to youngest as the Sauk, Tippecanoe, Kaskaskia,
Absaroka, Zuni and Tejas sequences. In this context, 'sequence stratigraphy' was
referred to by Sloss as the study of genetically-related strata that are bounded by
unconformities (Sloss, 1988; Weimer, L992a). Although the original definition of a
sequence was initially intended to occur within the lithostratigraphic hierarchy, it
w¿rs suggested by Chang in 1975 that it should be regarded as a 'synthem', a position
that was sanctioned by the International Commission on Stratigraphic Classification
but it was not ruled to be accepted. The idea was that the 'unconformity bounded
unit' should be separated from the lithostratigraphic hierarchy because it had
chronostratigraphic applications rhat made it unique (Sloss, 1988).

ln 1977, Memoir 26 (Payton, editor) defined the 'depositional sequence' as a
"stratigraphic unit ... bounded at its top and base by unconformittes or their
correlative conformities" (Mitchum et al., 1917). While the definition appears to
complement Sloss's original definition, the term 'sequence' referred to stratal
packages at a much smaller scale. In the terminology of Memoir 26, the previous
'sequences' were referred to as 'supersequences' (Sloss, 19SS). A new generation of
nomenclature was then introduced to support what was considered to be a new way
to study stratigraphy. Many stratigraphers feel that the only new aspect that was
introduced by sequence stratigraphy wâs the terminology. Indeed, this terminology
is not completely accepted throughout the stratigraphic community (e.g. Sloss, 1988:'Weimer, 1992b).

The lnternational Commission on Stratigraphy (ICS) have recently recognised the
continuing resistance to some sequence stratigraphic conccpts. Thcy are presently
establishing a forum to reconcile the divergent opinions. It will be called the
'Committee on Genetic Stratigraphy'. There is also contention on the difference
between sequence stratigraphy, event stratigraphy, and cyclic stratigraphy because of
their similarities of study. However, each "involve the establishment of explanations
for sequenees of rocks in the context of their origin and the causes of their
deposition'"("International Commission on Straúgraphy", Episodes Newsmagazine,
Seþtember Igg4). The ICS låfe recently intended that the name 'Generic
Stratigraphy' is to embrace all three of these categories.
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There are primarily two frameworks or 'schools of thought' regarding sequence

stratigraphy. The 'Vail' framework of 'sequence stratigraphy' (Figure 2.1) regards a
sequence to be bounded by unconformiúes that have formed due to falls in relative
sea level. Geometric systems tracts occur within each sequence which are implied
(by name) to occur during a particular stage of relative sea-level (i"e. highstand
systems tract, lowstand systems tract). The dominating theme is that relaúve sea-

level is driving the stratigraphy of the sediments.

The Galloway framework of 'genetic sequence stratigraphy' (Figure 2.2) is the
framework that is adopted for use in this study, albeit slightly modified. The formal
definition of the 'genetic stratigraphic unit' (Galloway, 1994) can be found in
Section 3"3"1. A 'genetic stratigraphic sequence' using the Galloway approach
(1989a) is regarded to be bounded at the top and bottom by maximum flooding
surfaces. It was defined as a regressive depositional unit bounded by transgressive

surfaces. This definition was formulated after consideration of Frazier's (1974)

coneept that depositional episodes were bounded by regional flooding events or
hiatuses formed during sea level rise or by shifting delta lobes" Previous to this, the

coneept of a genetic chronostratigraphic unit had been used since the late 1950's
(e"g" Busch,1959; Hollenshead and Pritchard, 1961).

Using the genetic sequence stratigraphic approach, systems tracts are referred to by
their geometric shape rather than by any mechanism that may be driving the

stratigraphy. While geneúc sequence stratigraphy accommodates factors such as

relative sea-level and tectonics, the framework (particularly Galloway's 1994

definition of the genetic stratigraphic unit) puts greater emphasis on sediment source

and the sediment processes. Although this framework was initially designed to apply
to shelf systems, it has proved to be equally appropriate for 'slope and basin

systems' also"

SB
'.' :

cs

HST
TS cs

S6

tv

SB -SEOUENCE BOUNDARY

HST .HIGHSTAND SYSTEMS TRACT

TST -TRANSGRESSIVE S. T.
sf

LST -LOWSTAND S.T. ' bf bosin floor fon

sf slopo fon
lsw lowslond wedge - progroding complex

TS

Þ=igure 2.1. The Vail 'slug' diagram of the depositional sequence that is driven
primarily by changes in sea level. This sequence is bounded by unconformity
surfaces thought to be caused by falls in relative sea level (from Walker, 1992 p.

258; modified after Vail et a1., 1987 and Posamentier and Vail 1988). Note that

submarine fan development is shown to only occur within the low stand systems

tract. TS - transgressive surface; CS - condensed section (or maximum flooding
surface); IV - incised valley; cs - eoastal sandstones.
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Figure 2.2. Facies architecture of a genetic stratigraphic sequence for the Galloway
framework of genetic sequence stratigraphy (from Galloway, 1994). This particular
diagram represents the depositional and stratigraphic framework of the transgressive
backstep wedge with component diastems that form the maximum flooding surface,
and the condensed section. TSL - transgressive shoreline location; PSL -
progradational shoreline location; TSE - transgressive shelf edge location; PSE -
progradational shelf edge location; SMT - shoreline of maximum transgression;
MFS - maximum flooding surface.

Transgressive surfaces, or, as referred to herein, 'primary flooding surfaces' form the
boundaries of many of the depositional episodes described in this study. The
primary flooding surface was observed to be less diachronous than the maximum
flooding surfacJ. This surface also for-, the boundary of the 'transgressive -
regressive sequence' (T - R cycle), used in regional basin analysis studies (e.g.
Embry, 1993; Johnson et al., 1985).

One of the advantages that have been realised in using the genetic sequence
stratigraphic frarnework is that the effect of various driving mechanisms may be
evduated objectivqly 

^at 
the end of the sequence stratigraphic exercise, when crucial

data and evidence N%een collated. This is conducteã by using 'generic' geometric
terms for wedges or 'systems tracts' that are observed in the geological record (e.g.
Figure 2"3). These systems tracts can be modified according to the sand body
arohitecture that is observed (Figure 2.4).

e
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Figure 2.3. Geometric systems tracts found within progradational marine basin fill.
Alternative geometric terms include fill (distinctly enclosed sub-basin or erosional

depression) and fan (point-source with radial plan form). Note that these terms are

divorced from interpretation of depositional processes or boundary conditions (from
Gdloway, 1994).
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Figure 2.4. Sand body architecture of progradational (4, B), aggradational (C),

retrogradational (D) and transgressive (E) depositional systems (from Galloway,
1994; after Leithold and Bourgeois, 1989).
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2.2 SEDIMBN'I'OLOGY IN GENETIC STRATIGRAPHY

Sedimentology is crucial in genetic stratigraphy to evaluate the three-dimensional
shape and size of a lithostratigraphic body of rock. By determining the variations of
depositional processes that occur within a particular depositional system and
attributing these variations to parameters such as sediment source and provenance,
palaeogeography, changes in relative sea-level (if any), and tectonic regime and
teetonic stage in basin development, the architecture of the lithostratigraphy will be
bettcr understood. In addition, an evolutionary progression of the style of the
depositional systems may be observed over the depositional history of the basin.
This observed progression of depositional systems will help to confirm and to better
understand these rock body geometries.

Rather than establishing a unifying model or concept, it is more important to
coneeive and establish relationships and identify the responsible parameter(s) for the
character of the depositional system. The 'extremes' of these relationships may be
represented in depositional models that account for one or more relevant parameters.
These models should be used as end-members of a spectrum of possibilities, with
each plane of the spectrum accommodating one of the parameters. The more
parameters involved, the more planes within the spectrum. In this study, models of
marine resedimented depositional systems that represent end-members of various
parameters have been chosen. The depositional systems observed in the Dampier
Sub-basin can be explained with respect to end-member submarine fan models
arranged over a spectrum of parameters. These models are outlined in Section2.3.

The hierarchy of genetic stratigraphic units (after Galloway, 1994) is shown in
Figure 2.5. The hierarchy of terminology for this study with respect to various
stratigraphic nomenclatures and with respect to data types are represented in Figure
2"6" In this study, depositional systems are composed of depositional elements. One
or more depositional processes have been identified as being responsible for the
formation of a depositional element. Type examples have been made up using the
available data to represent various depositional elements (i.e. wire line log profiles,
seismic facies and stratal patterns). By using these examples to show some of the
variaúons of depositional elements' represented by this database, numerous
depositional systems within the Aptian to Callovian succession of the Dampier Sub-
basin have been defined and characterised.
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Figure 2.5- Hierarchy of genetic stratigraphic units (after Galloway, 1994).
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2"3 MARINE RESEDIMENTATION MODELS APPLICABLE TO THE
DAMPIER SUB-BASIN

The morphology, internal structure and facies associations of submarine fans are
primarily controlled by the long-term stability of the basin and the volume of
sediment supplied to the deposiúonal area (Mutti and Normark, 1987). Turbidite
basins formed in active tectonic settings tend to be short lived, especially in cases

where both the source area and depositional basin were affected by crustal
movements (Mutú and Normark, 1987). In these short-lived systems, local tectonic
eontrol greatly influenced the development of the turbidite deposit (Mutti and

Normark, 1987).

Thc Valanginian to Callovian resedimented succession of the Dampier Sub-basin is
elassifîed within type 'D' of Mutti and Normark (1987). "Type 'D' basins are those
formed on continental crust where continuing tectonic activity resulted in relatively
rapid changes in basin shape and in short lived sediment sources. The resulting

turbidite deposits formed in relaúvely short time spans (104 to 105 years), are

dominantly coarse-grained channel and lobe units, and are volumetrically much
smaller than rurbidite fill of the other three basin types (types A to C). These small,
actively deforming and short-lived basins formed on active margins: during early
rifting phases of an opening ocean, along active transform margins and during final
stages of continental collision" (Mutú and Normark, 1987).

There are two misleading factors in discussing the Dampier Sub-basin succession in
terms of a 'turbidite fan'. The use of the term 'turbidite' implies that fluid
turbulence was the dominant sediment transport process (Figures 2.7 and2.8).
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Beduction ln Shear Stress \
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sig1 11T.- - - - - - - - - rt',o
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Figure 2.7. Classification scheme of flow types for resedimented deposits (from
Guy, 1992).
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Figure 2.8. Idealised depositional sequence from a sandy high density turbidity
eurrcnt (after Lowe, 1982).

Although sections attributed to turbidity currents (as in Figure 2.8) were identified in
this study, many were also attributed to gravity flow mechanisms (e.g. see Sections
3"2.3 and 4.I.3). These observations were also supported by recent publications (e.g.
Shanmugam et al" 1994). The morphologic distinction is that turbidite deposits are
usually detached from more proximal sediments, while gravity flow deposits will
have proximal sediments attached.

The second misleading factor is the use of the term 'fan'. This term resulted from
studies of recent submarine fans deposited on the ocean floor which have a fan-
shaped morphology. In this study, none of the depositional systems were fan-
shaped, but rather manifest the previous morphology of the basin. "The
complexities of the slope/basin system have led to limited and over generalised
models. These systems are variously referred to as turbidite or gravity-flow systems,
fan systems and deep marine systems. Each name emphasizes an important element
of their cleposition but is an incomplete expression of the diversity of systems and
proeesses inherent in the geomorphic setting" (Galloway, 1993). The successions
described in this study are referred to as 'resedimented depositional systems' so that
no particular aspect of sedimentation is excluded.

This study differs from previous investigations of the Dampier Sub-basin in giving
gravity-flow mcchanisms greater emphasis. A flow chart showing the sources of
gravity-flow mechanisms induced on the slope of a basin is depicted in Figure 2.9.
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Figure 2.9. Trigger mechanisms for slope failure (from Galloway, 1994; after
Coleman and Prior, 1988).

In reviews of the petroleum potential of the Barrow and Dampier Sub-basins, the
Calypso, Eliassen and Angel Formations were not discussed as separate enúties with
respect to the Barrow Sub-basin (e.g. Kopsen and McGann, 1985; V/oodside, 1988;
Boote and Kjrk, 1989). In these papers, these formations were discussed in the
context of their respective equivalents in the Barrow Sub-basin, namely the Biggada
Sand and the Dupuy Sandstone Member of the Upper Dingo Claystone. These
sandstone units were discussed with, reference to 'prograding submarine fans',
'turbidity-flow' and debris-flow' deposits in limited detail.

The Angel Formation was interpreted by Buswell (1989) to consist of submarine fan
sands with respect to the Mutti (1985) Type I, II and III turbidite deposits (Figure
2"10). This study was mainly a petrological study of the Angel 3 well, and the
depositional environment was not a major issue in the study. In 7994, Barber
diseussed the Aptian to Callovian succession of the Dampier Sub-basin in terms of
'Vail' sequence stratigraphy and Mutti Type I, II and trI turbidite systems.
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Figure 2.10. a) The three main types of turbidite deposits (From Mutti and
Normark, 7987, after Mutti, 1985). b) The relation of relative changes of sea level
to the different stages of growth of turbidite systems for depositional systems
developed in elongate flysch basins (I.'rom Mutti and Normark, 1987, after Mutti,
198s).
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The use of the sequence stratigraphic framework for rifted margins is discussed in
detail in Sections 4.1 and 4.3 of this thesis. In addition, the problems involved with
use of this framework for 'deep-water siliciclastic systems' are outlined after Mutti
(1992) in Figure 2.11. It is interesting to note that Mutti (1985) intended that the
three types of turbidite systems to represent end members in the stages of growth of
turbidite systems. The only suggestion that Mutti provides with respect to how
relative sea level effects the type of turbidite system is shown in Figure 2.10b. It
was later that these turbidite system types were related to sequence stratigraphic
systems tracts (i.e. the basin floor sand and slope fan systems tracts) by independent
authors (e.g. Barber, 7994).

Figure 2.11. The limitations associated with the sequenee stratigraphic model for
lowstand deep-water siliciclastic systerys (From Mutti, 1992).

A generalised facies distribution for a rather 'generic' type of submarine fan setting
(Walker, 1978) is shown in Figure 2.12. This model is practical because it shows
typical relative locations and facies distributions and associations with no relative
seale implied. It contains the submarine fan morphologic sub-divisions suggested by
Nonnark (1970). By applying additional knowledge of fan morphology,
depositional processes and relative sizes of depositional facies that occur as a result
of the type of basin, tectonic setting, basin morphology and sediment texture, these
basie facies distributions and associations are valid, albeit with the exemplification
of one or more facies and the disappearance of others. In addition, by knowing the
transport and depositional processes that produce these facies, the prediction of some
depositional facies in various locations of the system may be achieved. Note, for
example, the similarity of the 'thin-bedded turbidiæs on levee' and the 'thin-bedded
classical turbidites' of the lower fan. By making these distinctions and comparisons,
more accurate palaeogeographies of resedimented marine systems can be established.

SEOUENCE.STRATIGRAPHIC MODEL FOR LOWSTAND DEEP-WATER SILICICLASTIC SYSTEMS
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Figure 2"12. Model of submarine fan deposition, relating facies, fan morphology
and depositional environment. D-B indicates disorganised bed conglomerates (from
'Walker, 1978).

An example of the variations in marine resedimentation due to basin type is shown in
Figure 2"13. Note the differences of scale, sand content and fan elements between
the model of an active-margin setting and a passive margin in which certain
presumpúons have been placed on the basin setting. The passive margin example is
large scale, highly channelled and relatively low in relief, a common result in mud-
rieh systems. One of the presumptions made in this case is that most passive
margins are relatively mud-rich and so this is a 'typical' passive-margin fan. It is
interesting to note that the active-margin example is a favorable 'type' example of
the pertinent .section in this stucly without considering the varying factors of each
individual depositional episode. This model is on a scale of ten's of kilometres and
contains sandy slumps on the slope. It also contains a relatively sandy 'slope apron'
area of braided channels and channel-lobe complexes, and interchannel areas with
possible levees and crevasse splays. All of these factors are applicable to this study.
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Figure 2.13. Schematic views of: a) an active-margin fan with channel-mouth lobes;

and b) a mature passive-margin fan without channel-mouth lobes (from Shanmugam

et d., 1988). See text for discussion.
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Turbidite systems were distingushed from apron systems in modern setúngs by
Nelson et al. (1990). Reading and Richards (199a) classified depositional systems in
deep-water basin margins into twelve classes. These classes were based on mud-
rich, mud/sand-rich, sand-rich and gravel-rich textural factors variably combined
with point-sourced submarine fan, multiple-sourced submarine ramp and linear-
souree slope apron system morphologies. The major sedimentological characteristics
of the various possible types of deep-water basin margin systems were based on
grain size and sediment source (Table 2.1). In addition, the major subsurface and
reservoir attributes of these depositional systems were also outlined (TabLe 2.2).
Depositional models were presented for each possible system in an 'end-member'
fashion. They stated: "The exact positioning of any one depositional system within
the scheme cannot always be precise, and the position may be altered by changes in
tectonics, climate, sediment supply and sea level" (Reading and Richards, 1994).

The associations that Readings and Richards made on the various styles of
depositional systems are also applicable to this study. The depositional systems thus
defined can be characterised according to the models of Reading and Richards
(1994), and subsequently provides a vehicle to evaluate the attributes of various
dopositional systems described in this study. All of these models can be considered
as end-members of a spectrum.
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source (after Reading and Richards, 1994).
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Table 2.2. Major subsurface and reservoir
source (after Reading and Richards, lg94)
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The doep-water basin margin depositional systems that bear particular relevance to
the depositional systems described in this study include the point-source gravel-rich
submarine fan (Figure 2.14), the linear-source mud/sand-rich slope apron (Figure
2.I5), the linear-source sand-rich slope apron (Figure 2.16), the multiple-source
muüsand-rieh ramp (Figure 2.17) and the multiple-source sand-rieh apron (Figure
2" 18).
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Figure 2.14. Depositional model for a point-source gravel-rich submarine fan (after
Rcading and Richards, 1994).
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Figure 2.15. Depositional model for a linear-source mud/sand-rich slope apron
(after Reading and Richards, 1994).
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Figure 2.16. Depositional model for a linear-source sand-rich slope apron (after
Reading and Richa¡ds, 1994).
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Figure 2.17. Depositional model for a multiple-source mud/sand-rich ramp (after
Reading and Richards, 1994).
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Figure 2.18. Depositional model for a multiple-source sand-rich slope apron (after
Reading and Richards, 1994).
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Aspects of these depositional systems that bear relevance to systems described in this
study are not discussed here. However, these aspects will become apparent during
the course of this thesis. In particular, it is suggested that Figures 2.14 and 2.15 be
considered with respect to unit E2 of the Eliassen Formaúon, Figures 2.75 and 2.16
with respect to unit A6 of the Angel Formation, Figures 2.16 and 2.17 with respecr
to unitA5, Figures2,lT and 2.18 with respect to units A3 and 44, and Figure 2.18
with rospect to units Al and 42.
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CHAPTER 3: INTERPRETATION

CORE, SEISMIC AND \ryELL DATA

3"I LITHOFACIES

3.1.1 Introduction

The lithofacies in this study TJprimarily defined from core logs. This section is a

summary of 501.3m (Table 1.2) of logged core that occurs within the Aptian to

Callovian section over the study area. The locations of the wells containing cored

seetions over this interval is shown in Figure 3.1.

MONTAGUE 1

+ LAMBERT 1

DAMPIER 1 ++ MADELEINE 1 WANAEA

+ 'a'a COSSACK 1

a

TALISMAN

+ LEG 2

'+ROSEMARY 1

N

0 10 20km

l --_r-----l

CORE DATABASE
. 503-1M TOTAL CORE

Figure 3.1. Distribution of wells for core that was logged during the projeet.

The core logs are found in Appendix'I. They were drawn at either 1:50 scale or
1:100 scale. Photographs over pertinent sections of core are included with some of
the eore logs" The core was logged and described using Miall's lithofacies codes

(1e78).

Lithology, sedimentary structures, and ichnofacies, and large scale diagenetic trends

wcre the focus of the logging. The primary objective was to identify depositional
proeesses and environments of deposition. To achieve this objective, it was

appropriate to elass the variations of these given factors into the 'facies groups' and

'facies constituents' that were defined by Pickering et al. (1986, 1989) for deep water

siliciclastic facies (Figure 3.2). By grouping these variations in the core set and

placing them appropriately into this classification scheme, I imply the broad

transport and depositional processes that Pickering et al. (1989) have described for
eaeh facies constituent.
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Palynological interpretations hy Morgan Palaeo Associates (1937 - 1993) that
designate strata into nearshore marine or offshore marine environments are also
considered" Morgan Palaeo Associates interpreted these environments by
establishing the relative dinoflagellate diversities, where high diversities are
considered to be offshore and low diversities are considered to be nearshore. Their
Palynological Data Sheets were referred to for this information.

Additional interpretations were inferred from distinct features that are seen in the
core. Trace fossils wcrc notcd to ascertain an approximate marine dcpositional
setting. All of the various factors were then used to place the designated 'facies
eonstituents' into appropriate depositional elements and environments.
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CLASS

A GRAVELS,
MUDDY GRAVELS
GRAVELLY MUDS
+PEBBLY SANDS

B SANDS
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E 1 DISORGANISED
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Figure 3.2. Classification scheme for deep water sediments used in this study.

elasses A - E are defined on the basis of grain size, while class F is based on internal
organisation, and class G is based on composition. Each 'group' is distinguished on

the basis of the internal organisation of structures and textures. Each 'facies' is based

on intemal structures, bed thicknesses and composition (after Pickering et al., 1989).
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a
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Depositional elements were delineated by defining wireline log characters which are
discussed in section 3.2. In order to associate depositional environments and
processes to the log signatures, core logs were annotated to wireline logs at scales of
either 1:100 or 1:200. These are found in Appendix II.

The distribution of core that exists over the mapped time units (Table 3.1) was
considered to broadly represent the style of deposition that is associated with the
defined depositional elements and systems in this thesis and to show the. units exert
the most control on lithofacies.

The following section is a description of the core with respect to their designated
facies constituent. The allocation of core sections into these constituents is
represented in Table 3.2. For the sake of brevity, the terms sand, silt and mud/clay
are used here to describe the equivalent lithified rock types as seen in the core. In
addition, the facies constituents are referred to in the text by letter and number only,
thereby assuming that the reader knows that it is a facies constituent (e.g. 'B l. I' rather
than 'facies B 1.1').

Unit Angel
I

Angel
2

Angel
3

Angel
4

Cossack
I

Dampier
I

Lambert
1

Legendre
1

Legendre
2

Madeleine
1

M1

M2
F I 9 10 I

A1 1 I 2 1,2 1,2 10, l1 1

Az 3 2,3,4 1,2
A3

A4 t2 l1 J
A5 13 4
A6 3 14,

15.16
5

E1 12,13, 14 6,7
E2 8
C1 16, 17, t8

Montasue 1 Rosemary I Talisnian 2 Talisman 3 Wanaea 2
M1

M2 3 1

F 3.4.5.6 2 1

A1 1 2,3, 4
Az 1,2 4
A3

A4

A

E1

E2

C1 1,2,3

Table 3.1" Distribution of cores representing the defined units in the study
Figure 3.13 for formation names and ages of given uruts.

Refer to
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AZ.t 81.1 B2.l 82.2 c1.1 CI.2 c2.t c2.3 Dl.1 D1.3 E1.1 Bl.3 n.2
Aneel l 1 I 3

Ansel2 1.3

Ansel3 2 2 1

Angel 4 1 t
4

2,3,
4

I 2,3,
4

Cossack 1 t.2 1.2 )

Dampier
1

10,

11

10,

11

9,
12,
13,
14,
15,

t6

Lambert 1 1

Legendre
1

t2 10,

11

16 13 14,
t7

18

Legendre
2

1

Madeleine
1

) 5,7 1,4,
5,6,

8

2,3

Montague
I

1

Rosemary
1

2,3 1,2 3 1

Talisman
)

3,4,
5

3,6 3,4,
5

Talisman
3

2 1 2

Wanaea 1 , 1 1.2

S/anaea 2 4 2,3,
4

2 2,3,
4

1,2,
3

Table 3.2. Allocation of whole cores into
Piekering et al., (1989).

the various facies classes of
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3.1.2 Results

Faeies A2.I - STRATIFIED GRAVEL Legendre I, core 12.
Core 12 in Legendre 1 is a poorly sorted, pebbly to medium grained sandstone. It is
massive with imbricated pebbles and granules. The imbrication is inclined at
approximately a 30 degree angle of repose and decreases to horizontal at the base of
the core. Pebbles and granules consist of quartz, jasper and lithic fragments
suggesting a fluvial source from the. Pilbara Craton. Up to 5Vo detrital glauconite
occurs as medium grained sand, suggesting a marine shelf was an additional sediment
source (Odin, 1984).

No trace fossils were identified, possibly due to the high energy of deposition.
Palynology suggests a nearshore environment of deposition. The massive texture
indicates a relative episodic deposition. This facies constituent indicates high
concentration turbidity current transport with grain by grain deposition from
suspension followed by traction transport as bedload (Pickering et al., 1989). This
constituent is related to 82.2, and a higher energy, is suggested by the grain size.

The core interval occurs within a 7m bed as part of a 190m sequence comprising
dominantly mud with 5 - 20m sand beds. The gamma ray signature is a smooth
cylinder shape (refer to core to wire line log annotations, Appendix trL

Deposition of this facies probably occurred within the confines of a channel or chute
on a relatively steep muddy gradient.

Facies Bl.1 - THICK/MEDIUM BEDDED, DISORGANISED sANDs Angel I
core 1; Angel 2 core 1, 3; Anger 3 core 2; Angel 4 core 4 (2772 - 279g.3m);
cossack I core 1,2; Lambert 1 core 1; Legendre 2 core l; Madeleine r corc 2
(2981.8 - 2984.9m); wanaea 1 core 2 (2894 - 2904m); wanaea 2 core 4 (2glg.5 -
2930m).

This is a massive sand that contains common dish structures caused by fluid escape,
occasional 'floating'granules and clay rip up clasts, and rare coarse tail grading with
small pebbles and granules concentratefl in thin basal layers (Figure 3.5a). Grading is
subtle fining up or absent. The sand is well sorted, fine to medium grained and
quartzose which contains up to 57o detrital glauconite (Figure 3.5b), and often grades
up to a slightly silty or muddy matrix.

B1"l occurs as very thick sections of sand, commonly 20 to 100m thick in the Angel
and Cossack area which are separated by thin clay splits. Over the W'anaea and
Madeleine area, the sand breaks up into beds 1 - 20m thick. The gamm a ray
signature is a smooth cylinder shape and commonly displays variation of <5 API
units. Bed contacts with silts and clays are well defined and the bases occasionally
display soft sediment deformation such as flame structures, and ball and pillows.

Offshore indicators are noted in the palynology interpretation of this facies with the
exeeption of the Wanaea 2 core which are all nearshore. Although no trace fossils
were identified in this facies, silty and muddy secúons have a mottled appearance due
to burrowing. This facies is considered to have been deposited episodically, and so
the ichnofacies identified in the interbedded silts and clays of C2.1, D1.3, and El.1
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(see facies descripúons) can be considered to indicate the relative marine position
represented by these massive sands.

The Bl.1 facies implies a transport process of high concent¡ation turbidity currents.

The depositional process is rapid mass deposition due to intergranular friction (or

freezing) in a concentrated dispersion near the bed. This results in an open grain

packing that may later collapse, forming fluid escape stnrctures due to the escape of
surplus pore fluids (Pickering et al., 1989). This group of rocks has characteristics

that are transitional to 82.1, as in the cores of Cossack 1.

B1.l in this area is probably associated with non-channelised areas of decelerating

sediment flow, such as the mouths of distributary chutes or channels, where

depositional lobes tend to form (Shanmugam et a1., 1988; Mutti and Ricci Lucchi,

r972).

Facies B2.l - PARALLEL-STRATIFIED SANDS Angel 4 core 2, 3, 4 (2721

2772m); tegendre I core 10, 11; Montague 1 core l.

82.1 is transitional and interbedded with 81.1. The lithology is identical to 81.1

sands. It is distinguished from B 1.1 by the presence of scoured bases with common
rip up clasts and granules of clay, and by common faint horizontal and inclined
planar bedding. The Angel 4 core has approximately 51m of continuous section of
82.1. It predominantly consists of 7 to 10m sections of sand that are separated by .1
to lm thick silt beds of D1.3.

Bedding commonly occurs within 1 to 2m of the bed base or top. The middle of the

sand beds are typically massive tike 81.1. For example, 2758.4 to 2769.6m in Angel
4 eonsists of a soft sediment deformed contact at the base, and contains scoured bed

eontacts 1 to 5m apart within the section. Granules tend to occur just above the

seoured base that is commonly overlain by < .5m of inclined bedded sand that, in
turn passes gradationally upwards into massive sand. The bedding is often
aeeompanied by long and narrow clay rip ups (.5 x 3cm) that are imbricated parallel

to the bedding planes. Near the top, faint horizontal bedding is commonly noted.

The bedding is commonly faint, possibly owing to the lack of a significant grain size

range. A typical sequence of B2.l is represented in Figure 3.3.

Figure 3.3. Typical vertical successions noted in 82.1. See Appendix I for symbol

eodes.

F1ri
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Grading of 82.1 appears to be dominantly absent, with the exception of a subtle
upward-fining up unit in Core 11 of Legendre l.

82" 1 occurs over the Angel area, comprising very thick sections of sand 20 to 100m
thick, and coexists with 81.1. The gamma ray signature for 82.1 is noted as a bumpy
cylinder shape, having common 5 to 10 API unit variation, distinguishing it from the
smooth cylinder shape of B 1.1.

Ripple cross-stratification is rarely associated with horizontal bedding (Legendre l
core 112127.5m and Angel 4 core 3 2771.2m). The Montague I core, unique to
other representations of 82.1, is a fine to very fine grained, well sorted sand. It
displays possible polymodal trough cross bedding, suggesting multi-directional
eurrents (Figure 3.5c).

The matrix of 82.1 is typically clean and porosity is commonly near 20Vo. However,
core 10 and 11 of Legendre 1 contains a slightly muddy matrix of kaolin, and
porosity is occasionally reduced to lÙVo. Core 10 at Legendre 1, being from the
younger Talisman Sand Member rather than the Angel Formation, contains up to
20Vo glauconite.

No trace fossils were identified in 82.1 due to the episodic nature of deposition and
lack of mud. Offshore marine indicators are noted in the palynology reports with the
exception of the Wanaea 2 cores.

The implied transport process of the 82.1 Facies is high concenrration turbidity
currents. The depositional process is 'freezing' of successive traction carpets at the
base of the flow. Intense grain interaction produces strong imbrication and, although
not seen in this core, inverse grading. The structureless sections are due to rapid fall
out from suspension, like B 1.1 (Pickering et al., 1989).

It is likely that 82.1 in this area makes up amalgamated and braided channel and
chute sands over a gradient. These commonly form sheet sand geometries according
to Shanmugam et al. (1988).

Facies B2.2 - CROSS-STRATIFIED SANDS Legendre I core 16.

The core interval occurs within a 40m thick sand unit within a sequence of silt, fine
sand, and mud beds 10 to 40m thick. The gamma ray is generally moderate to high
value with a serrated to irregular signature.

This core consists of a very well sortcd, vcry finc grained quartzose sand. Bedsets 30
to 70cm thick over the full core interval consist of a scoured base with a thin massive
sand bed overlain by a low angle, planar bedded unit. The top 10 to 30cm of the bed
set is highly bioturbated. Microfaulting and intraformational breccias occur within a
few of these units, suggesting mild, incipient slumping. Palynology indicates a near
shore environment of deposition.

The transport process implicated by the P.2.2 Facie.s is bed-load transport beneath
dilute turbidity currents. Deposition occurs as intermittent suspension transport of
grain dispersions over bedforms and into scours (Pickering et al., 1989).
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Horizontal and subhorizontal burrows such as possible Teichichnuss, Rhizocorallium,
and Rosselia trace fossils are noted (Figure 3.5d). These fall into the Cruziana
iehnofacies (Figure 3.4). This ichnofacies can occur in shallow waters below fair
weather base but above storm wave base according to Pemberton et al., 1992"

Low angle cross-bedding with any divergent, curving laminae would suggest
hummocky cross stratification. However, the cross bedding noted in this core
interval suggest waning flow such as episodic turbidity currents or storrR derived
currents that are interluded by quiescent periods and intense bioturbation. The
palynology and suggested ichnofacies favour a relatively shallow water environment
of deposition. This interval is therefore interpreted to have accumulated on a storm
influenced shelf, below normal wave base.
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4-

4.
ê 1. Asteilacites

2. Cruziana
3. Rhizocorallium

4. Aulichnites
5. Thalassinoides

6. Chondrites
7. Teichichnus

8. Asterosoma
9. Rosselia

10. Planolites

Not To Scale

Cruziana lchnofacies

b)

1. Phycosiphon
2. Zoophycos
3. Spirophyton

Not To Scale

Zoophycos lchnofacies

Figure 3.4. Trace fossil association characteristics of the a) Cruziana and b)
Zoophycos ichnofacies (after Pemberton et al., 1992).
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Facies C1.1 - POORLY SORTED MUDDY SANDS
Talisman 3 core 2.

Talisman 2 core 3, 4, 5;

C1.l is noted as apoorly sorted, sandy and glauconitic mud (Figure 3"5e). It occurs
interbedded with debrites defined as F2.2 in beds .5 to several metres thick.
Convolute laminations are noted in silty sections, and wavy horizontal lamination is
common in relatively massive sections. These features give the rock a 'swirled'
appearance of that described by Pickering et al. (1989).

Chondrites burrows occur occasionally, some of which are pyritized, in massive mud
seotions. The pyritization and low diversity of these burrows suggests an,ãåtaerobic

environment of deposition.

The gamma ray signature is a high value serrated character" The above core intervals
occur within the Forestier Claystone. They are 20 to 45m thick muddy sections that
separate the Birdrong/Mardie Sand Members from the Talisman Sand Member.
Palynology indicates a marine environment of deposition.

The transport process for the C1.1 Facies is mud rich, very high density turbidity
ourrents or fluid sand-mud debris flows. The depositional process is rapid mass

deposition due to increased intergranular fricúon or cohesion where the deposit
remains sufficiently plastic for gravitationally induced loading to occur (Pickering et
al., 1989).

Cl.l as observed here was possibly deposited in relatively deep water where there
was a steep gradient and where sediment was sourced from hemipelagic deposition
mixed with a near-shore influence.

Facies Ct.z - MOTTLED MUDDY SANDS Angel 3 core 2 (2754.5
2755.7m); Angel 4 core | (2704.3 - 2706.7m); Dampier 1 core l0 (2901.4 -
2905m), 11 (3063.5 - 3070.9m); Rosemary I core 2,3; Talisman 2 corc 3 (1994 -

2007.5m), core 6; Talisman 3 core 1.

C1.2 is associated with 81.1 in the Angel area and D1.2 in the Dampier and
Rosemary cores. It is typically a fine to very fine grained quartzose sand with a

muddy matrix with intense bioturbation (Figure 3.5f). This gives the facies a
characteristic'mottled' appearance. Wavy horizontal laminations are also noted. The
sections in the Talisman cores are 'greensands' that contain 30 - 40Vo detrital and

diagenetic glauconite. They are fine to coarse grained, poorly and well sorted, and

argillaceous.

Palynology indicates variable offshore and nearshore marine environments of
deposition. Distinct trace fossil identification is limited, however Terebellina and

Planolites are noted in the Angel cores. The general appearance of the bioturbation
and these trace fossils is characteristic of the distal Cruziana ichnofacies.

The gamma ray signature is commonly flat and irregular. When C1.2 is noted to be

associated with 81.1,2 to 8m thiok 81.1 beds are interbedded with .5 to 5m C2.1

beds. These bed contacts are gradational.
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The transport process for the C1.2 Facies is winnowing of fines and short, repeated
bed-load transport of sands by strong bottom currents. The depositional process is
grain by grain deposition of coarse load and thorough post-depositional mixing of
sand and mud by burrowers (Pickering et al., 1989).

C1"2 is interpreted from the palynology, ichnofacies and depositional processes to
have occurred at varying positions on a marine shelf during periods of waning mass
flow sand deposition. This waning occurred when sediment supply ceased or was
redi rectecl cluring trans gression or tectonically quiescent periods.

Faeies cz"l - VERY THICK AND THICK-BEDDED SAND-MUD coupLETS
cossaek l core 1,2 (transitionalwithBl.l); Legendre l core 13; wanaea I

eore 1; Wanaea 2 corc 2, 3, 4.

C2" 1 consists of sand beds .2 to 2m thick, typically interbedded with relatively
thieker silt and clay beds of D1.3 and E1.1. It is also transitional to the 81.1 sand in
the Wanaea and Cossack areas. By definition, C2.1 normally contains Bouma
turbidite divisions'a'and'b'(Bouma,1962). It is transitional with the more distal
C2.2 which contains Bouma 'Tbcd' divisions. Sections in Wanaea 2 core 2 and 3 are
a variation that may be more appropriately C2.2, but are discussed here for
simplicity. In the Wanaea and Cossack areas, the C2.7 sand is lithologically identical
to 81.1 and 81.2 there.

Grading is virtually absent in C2.1 which is unusual for rocks containing Bouma
turbidite divisions. Sand beds consist of a massive and/or faint horizontal bedded
base that are occasionally overlain by a thin cross bedded section. Soft sediment
deformation is common, with occasional sand balls and flame structures.

Legendre 1 eore 13 consists of graded beds with poorly sorted, dominantly coarse
sand at the base, grading upwards to well sorted dominantly fine sand. The bases are
scoured, eontain rip up clasts and severe soft sediment deformation structures.
Porosity is generally poor due to an argillaceous matrix.

Palynology indicates both nearshore and offshore environments of deposition,
depending on the well. This may be the result of one of two factors. Conditions may
be transitional, resulting in a subjective interpretation, since many interpretations
were based on qualitative dinoflagellate diversity charts. Alternatively, the
palynological sample points may consist of resedimented nearshore indicators in an
offshore environment. These two factors are particularly controversial in the Wanaea
area, where 'Wanaea 2 and 3 indicate nearshore conditions and while the more
proximal Wanaea 1, and Cossack and Angel areas are all offshore.

The latter interpretation is the most favoured, particularly due to the resedimented
nature of these facies. This problem exists also in other areas containing turbidite
sequencos" In an area of the North Sea, for instance, 18 of 20 interpreted samples
were considered nearshore in a suspected offshore setting (Roger Morgan, pers.
eomm.).

The gamma ray signature of C2.1 is a highly serrated spike character. At large scale,
it however appears cylindrical.
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The transport process implied by the C2.1 Facies is high concentration turbidity
flows (Pickering et al., 1989)" This facies possibly occurred in areas fringing sand

rich depositional lobes. An exception to this interpretation is shown by Legendre 1

oore 13, thought to represent more proximal deposition such as within an

interchannel area and may be part of a crevasse splay or a meandering channel within
a muddy wedge during relatively mud-rich sedimentation.

Facies C2.3 - THIN-BEDDED SAND-MUD COUPLETS Madeleine 1 core 5, 7;
"Wanaea 2 core 2.

Facies C2.3 is defined as consisting of sand beds less than 10cm thick with Bouma
T6ç and less frequently, T¿ divisions. In the core, the sand is well sorted, fine to very

fine grained, and is interbedded with E1.1. Ripple cross lamination and convoluted
laminations are typical. Palynology indicates an offshore setting.

The high gamma ray signature displays an irregular to slightly serrated character

Facies e2.3 is transported by relatively dilute turbidity cunents with a depositional
process of grain by grain deposition from suspension, followed by tractional
transport as bedload (Pickering et al., 1989).

C2.3 probably represents the deposition of distal turbidiæs in a basinal setúng,
periodieally interrupted by hemipelagic sedimentation of El.1.

Faoies D1.1 - STRUCTURELESS SILTS Rosemary I cora 1,2.

These cores are from the Calypso Formation. D1.1 contains massive silt sections.

Bioturbation varies from intense to minor. Gamma ray charaeter is typically bumpy.

Rosemary I core 1 is a massive silt that is part of an approximate 60m secúon as

defined by the wireline logs. Core 2 consists of silt beds "3 to 3m thick that are

intensely bioturbated and with wavy horizontal lamination.

The transport process for Facies D1.1 is high concentration silt dominated turbidity
currents or highly fluid silty debris flows (Pickering et al., 1989). Rapid mass

deposition occurs from a concentrated dispersion.

D1.1 probably accumulated on a marine shelf below storm wave base. Palynology
indieates a nearshore setting. Sedimentation rate was probably high and kept pace

with subsidence.

Faeics D1.3 - MOTTLED SILTAND MUDAngel 1 core 1; Angel 4 core 2,3, 4;

Cossaek 1core2; Dampier l core 10, 11; Legendre l core 14,17; Rosemary I core
3; Vy'anaea 1 core 1,2; W'anaeaZcore2,3,4.

The majority of this core consists of the Dingo Claystone, except Rosemary 1 core 1

and l,egendre 1 core 17 which are from the Calypso Formation. D1.3 consists of
mottlod silts and silty muds. Some of the core sections may appropriately be classed

as D1"2, but are grouped here for simplicity. Dl.3 is transitional with C1.2 based on
inereasing grain size; and transitional with El.3 with increasing mud.
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Bedding of D1.3 is typically .2 to 8m rhick and interbedded with 81.1, Bz.l, c1.2,
C2.1, and C2.3. Bed contacts are typically sharp. Wavy horizontal lamination and
common intense bioturbaúon gives the rock a mottled appearance (Figure 3.5g).

Siderite nodules are common in the Wanaea core. Figure 3.5g displays Chondrites
burrows through a siderite nodule. It suggests siderite formation shortly after
deposition and within a few centimetres of hr¡rial, Synclepositional siderite formation
indioates disaerobic water conditions. The relative size of the trace fossils above the
nodule (relatively small), and the horizontal and shallow nature of the burrows would
agree with this interpretation.

Intense bioturbation is ubiquitous in D1.3. Commonly identified burrows are
Chondrites, Planolites, Terebellina, and Rhizocorallium Abundant
Gastrochaenolites are noted in Wanaea 2, core 4 (Figure 3.5h) which suggests the
interval here is a 'firmground'. Likely hophycos is also noted occasionally. The
above assemblage of trace fossils is common in the Cruziano Ichnofacies of the
Pemberton et al. (1992) scheme (Figure 3.4a). In addition, the predominance of
horizontal forms rather than inclined forms, and the presence of Zoophyco.ç attests to
a possible distal Cruziana assemblage. Cruziana is inferred to generally occur
within the sublittoral zone of a marine environment (Pemberton et rl.,l9g2).

Dl.3 typically has a moderate to high, bumpy signature. It is primarily D1.3 rhat is
the eause of the 'shale splits' between thick massive sands of B 1. 1 and 82.1.

Facies Dl.3 implies long lived bottom currents as the transport process. Grain by
grain deposition from suspension occurs with subsequent pervasive bioturbation
destroying most of the original sedimentary structures (Pickering et al., 19S9).

Palynology indicates both offshore and nearshore marine conditions. As with C2.1,
the same interpretational problem may exist. Nearshore conditions are inte¡preted in
the Wanaea 2, Le'gendre I and Rosemary I core, while the rest are all offshore
marine. The offshore/nearshore discussion under the section for C2.l is valid here.

The lithology, sedimentary structures, and trace fossil assemblage indicate a
sublittoral environment of deposition. Sedimentation was slow and continuous which
allowed intense bioturbation of the sediment. While wavy lamination may suggest an
oscillatory influence, it may also indicate a continuous current that is typical for a
longshore drift. This style of deposition was episodically interrupted by deposition
of B 1. l, 82.1, C1^.2, Cz.l and./or C2.3 turbidite sands.

Facies E1.1 - STRUCTURELESS MUDS Angel 3 core 1; Angel 4 core z 2722-
22.7m; Dampier 1 core 9, t2,13,14,15, 16; Legendre I core 18; Madeleine 1 core
1"4,5,6,8; Rosemary l core 1; Wanaea 2core7,2,3.

E1.1 occurs in core taken from the Forestier Claystone, Dingo Claystone and the
Calypso Formation. It is generally a massive claystone that is transitional with D1.3
(for example, Dampier I core 9). Distal turbidiæs c2.l and c2.3, and the D1.3
transition are commonly interbedded with E,l.1. It is typically slightly silty, with silt
occurring both within the matrix and as laminae. Bioturbation ranges from non-
existent to slightly bioturbated. Micaceous and fissile sections are common. They
are described as 'shale' in the core logs.
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Shell fragments and Belemnite guards occur rarely to occasionally in 81.1.
Disseminated pyrite and pyrite nodules are common. The Madeleine 1, Dampier I
and Rosemary core are slightly calcareous and contain dolomite nodules. Septarian
nodules are noted in Rosemary I core 1. Slickensides occur in Legendre 1 core 18,

Madeleine I core 8, and Dampier 1 core 15, suggesting evidence of post-diagenetic

faulting.

E1.1 typically has a high value, flat to wavy gamma ray signature. At small scale

(1:2500), it shows a high value serrated character. This signature commonly occurs

for several hundreds of metres, suggesting very thick sections of El.1 with occasional

beds of C2.3 arñ D1.3.

El.1 is offshore marine as indicated from palynology. However, Dampier 1 core 9,

Rosemary 1 core 1 and Legendre I core 18 are exceptions that contain nearshore

marine palynolo gical indicators.

Bioturbaúon in El.l is typically slight. Figure 3.5i shows Planolites, Phycosiphon,

and Spirophyton, all of which are common in E1.1. Chondrites is also common
throughout El.1. This assemblage is common to the Zoophycos ichnofacies (Figure

3.4b). Zoophycos is commonly associated with areas of lowered oxygen levels in
quiet water settings, such as across the shelf-slope break (Pemberton et al., 1992).

The transport process implied by Facies 81.1 is not clear, but may include thick,
mud-rich turbidity currents and lateral transfer of hemipelagic material by deep water

currents or sliding. Rapid deposition may result from ponding of mud rich turbidity
ourrents in confined basins (Pickering and Hiscott, 1986).

El.1 represents basinal hemipelagic sedimentation that occurred in the Dampier Sub-

basin. Turbidites associated with 81.1 are commonly distal C2.1 and C2.3. This
deposition probably occurred over the distal sublittoral zone to the maximum extent

ofthe depocentre including any associated slope. The nearshore Facies interpreted in
the Rosemary and Legendre core may have been physically near to the shoreline, but
positioned near the base of a steep scarp under low energy conditions.

Facies 8,1.3 - MOTILED MUDS Madeleine I corc2,3

E1.3 is closely related to El.1, and is discussed in comparison to E1.1. E1.3 has a

mottled appearance due to moderate to high bioturbation and sandy laminae (Figure

3"5j)" The wavy, discontinuous laminae consist of very fine grained well sorted sand.

Bioturbation consists of dominantly Planolites and Chondrites burrows. The
gamma ray signature is slightly more irregular than that of E1.1. At a small scale, it
is indisúnguishable from EI.1. The palynology indicates an offshore marine setting.

Contour currents are suggosted as a transport process for Facies E1.3. Deposition
oecurred as settling of particles or particle aggregates from suspension with extensive
post-depositional bioturb ation (Pickering et al., 1 9 89).

E,l"3 is a variation of the basinal E1.1 and represents a slower rate of deposition noted

by the increased bioturbation. The sand laminae suggest long lived low inænsity
eurrents such as contour currents.
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Facies F22 - BRECCIATED AND BALLED STRATA Angel 1 core 3; Talisman
2 eore 3, 4, 5 (2007.5 - 2048.2m); Talisman 3 core 2; Angel 3 (2770 - 2770.5m).

In the Talisman wells, F2.2 occvs as intraformational conglomerates arìd breccias
that are interbedded with Cl.1.

Angel I core 3 is a sand with brecciated clasts of the underlying clay. The sand
matrix is muddy and has no visual porosity (Figure 3.5k).

The Talisman core contain abundant microfaulting and convoluted laminae in silty
mud. Beds of .2 to .7m thick intraformational conglomerates or breccias are
interbedded with relatively thicker beds of C 1.1.

An interpreted slide block occurs in Talisman 2 at 2015.5 to 2019.5m. It is a section
of sandy mud that is bound by soft sediment faulting and sheared surfaces and which
directly overlies a contorted mud unit.

The gamma ray character is a high value, irregular and serrated one which appears
'ragged'. This ragged appearance is considered to be closely associated with debris
flows and slide blocks. Angel 1 core 3 was cut below the total depth of the logging
runs" Therefore, the log character was not observed.

In the Talisman core,F2.2 is attributed to sliding and slumping within a Cl.1 setting.
Angel I core 3 is more suggestive of a debris flow, where an overlying sand was
eroding and picking up material from the underlying mud. This erosional surface is
probably associated with the AS - AO unit boundary defined in this srudy (e.g. See
Figure 4.19).

In both of the Talisman and Angel core, these gravity driven sediments are at or near
a relatively steep gradient and are attributed to emplacement by tectonic activity or
seismicity.
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Fignre 3.5. a) Angel 2 core 1,2703.2m. Example of coarse tail grading that is
occasionally noted in B1,1. Upper portion of core reveals a dish structure, a
coÍrmon occurrenco in 81.1.

b) Typical 81.1 appearance with common floating quartz granules, detrital glauconite
(dark green), and rare jasper fragments (red).
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Figure 3.5. c) Possible trough cross bedding with rnultiple current directions, a

unique example of B2.1.

UP

d) Legendre 1 core 76,29145n Bioturbated unit with planar bedded sand of 82.2.
Noted trace fossils include Ross'elia (R), Rh.izocorallium (Rh), and Teichich,nus (T).
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f) Angel 3 core 22755.3m. The highly bioturbated, mottled appearance of C1.2 is
shown here.
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Figure 3.5. g) Typical mottled appearance of D1.3. Chondrites burrowed into a

siderite nodule near the core base. Thin Bouma'Tc' unit occurs at the core base.

Other noted trace fossils are Terrebellina (Te) and Rhizocorallium (Rh).

Figure 3.5. h) D1.3 with abundarfi Gastrochaenolites burrows, indicative of a

possible firm ground.
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Figure 3.5. i) Relatively high bioturbated example for E1.1. Noted trace fossils are

Planolites (white specks), Phycosiphon (Ph), and likely Spirophyton (Sp).

j) Madeleine 1 core 3, 3786.2m. Mottled appearance of moderate to highly
bioturbated example of E1.3. Note small sandstone core with a Bouma 'Tç' unit with

small escape burrow.
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Figure 3.5. k) Angel 1 core 3, 3408.9rn. Interpreted debris flow exarnple of F2.2.
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3.1.3 Conelusions

The various depositional facies and suggested associated settings observed in this

study are outlined in Table 3.3. This chapter provides a basis for interpretation of
wireline log signatures (discussed in Section 3.2) that may be used to infer
depositional elements from these types of settings.

Facies
Code

Depositional Setting

1^2.7 Gravelly channels

81.1 Denositional Sand Lobes

B2.l Channelled Lobes

B2.Z Shelf Storrr Sedinents

cl.1 Slooe

ct.2 Shelf Sands

cz.t Fan Frinse Turbidites

c2.3 Distal Tu¡bidites

D1.1 Shelf Sils

D1.3 Sublittoral

81.1 Basinal Hemipelagic

El.3 Basinal Contourites

F2.2 Slumos. Slides & Debris Flows

Table 3.3. The depositional facies that were identified in this study are indicated by
the facies code. An interpreted and suggested depositional setting is indicated for
eaeh facies code. Note that these facies codes are not necessarily exclusive to the
indieated dep ositional setting.

A striking aspect of this core set is the lack of grading observed in the sand. This is
possibly the result of a texturally mature sediment source. In addiúon, it may be

attributed to a ramp style of basinal resedimentation system that I refer to in this

study. According to Hellar and Dickinson (1985), "ramp deposits generally lack the

faeies segregation of more familiar fan sequences, and rarely contain the asymmetric
cyeles observed in conventional fan sequences. They are instead composed of
relatively monotonous sheets of sand, the average thickness of which gradually
diminishes down ramp as the sand to shale ratio gradually decreases." This variation
in style of submarine fan deposition is demonstrated in Figure 3.6.

Tho ubiquitous well sorted sand of the mass flow facies B 1.1, which makes up a large

portion of this core set, is attributed to a sand rich sediment source with a high degree

of sediment recycling. 81.1, typically representative of the Angel Formation, was

tikely sourced from a shelf where a good degree of reworking occurred. This shelf
area may have been closely associated with the area of deposition, located in a more

proximal position on a relatively consistent gradient as implied by a 'ramp' setting.

Those sands may have undergone repeated mass flow events before becoming a part

of the geological record.
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The lack of grain size variation of B 1. 1 and B 1.2 is considered to be the major cause
of faint bedding. Bedding features are more easily seen if there is some variation of
grain size in the sediment. If it were plausible, a study using x-ray tomography may
reveal more information with respect to the style of bedding.

CANYON-FEO
SUBMARINE FAN

Mutll oñd
Rlcci- Lrcch¡, 1972,1978
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Figure 3.6. Schemaúc stratigraphic successions produced by prograding turbidite
systems. The ramp style of fan has a ubiquitous lack of grading when comparcd to
the more conventional 'canyon fed' submarine fan.
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3"2 DEPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS

3.2.1 Introduction

In the previous section, the basinal setting was established with depositional siæs

ranging from the shelf, slope and basinal a¡eas of a marine environment. Processes

included traction currents, turbidites, hemipelagic sedimentation and gravity induced

sediments. The depositional elements discussed in this section are described with
respect to wire line log facies and includes: a) these identified processes and

environments of deposition; b) general seismic knowledge of the area which indicates

the relative basinal position of the well; and c) other studies of log profiles in marine
resedimented successions. This information is integrated to characterise and establish

wire lino log facies in order to delineate various depositronal elements. The
interpreted depositional elements are subsequently referred to, with respect to the

seismic facies that they occur in (section 3.4), and the various depositional systems

that they comprise (section 4.1).

The depositional elements are primarily delineated and defined on the basis of
gamma ray log character or 'wire line log facies'. In addition to the gamma ray log,
other wire line logs such as the sonic, density, and dipmeter (where available) logs,

were considered to a lesser degree during the interpretation. The term 'electrofacies'
is defined by Serra (1970) as: "the set of log responses which characterises a bed and

permits it to be distinguished from the others" (Serrâ, in Schlumberger Well
Evaluaúon Conference, Algeria, 1979; Serra, 1984). All log responses that indicate
the quantitative as well as qualitative aspects represent, therefore, the component

elements of the electrofacies (Serra, 1984). In order to accommodate radioactivity
based logs, I use the expression 'wire line log facies' here to replace Serra's term
'electrofacies'. It is important to note that, as other log motif based studies have

stressed (e.g. Rider, 1990; Selley, 1979), direct diagnosis of the depositional setting

from log profiles alone is not conclusive by any means. They are however useful to
delineate vertical successions of rock based on log signature when annotated to core

and ditch cuttings.

In addition to depositional elements, depositional surfaces such as unconformities,
downlap intervals or condensed sections may also be qualified by noting wireline log
'breaks' that occur within, and more often, between wire line log facies. These are

diseussed in section 3.3.2 (Definition of Chronostratigraphic Horizons).

The gamma ray log response is often used by geologists to infer sandstone grain size

trcnds and hence deposiúonal facies (Rider, 1990). As Rider (1990) clarifies, the

actual gamma ray signature is in response to the clay content, normally associated

with finer grained sand. In addiúon, he notes that the gamma ray will also respond

to the natural radioactivity of minerals such as glauconite, feldspars, and micas;

minerals which commonly occur as sand grains. This further diminishes the

assumption that gamma ray response can be associated to grain size trends. These

faetors are considered in this study. Although there is a not always a good

relaúonship between grain size and gamma ray response, I consider that there is a

good association of gamma ray signature to interpreted dopositional elements. This

assoeiation is however, indirect, and each depositional element is further supported
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by lithological information. For the purposes of thi.s study, relative gamma ray
responses are referred to as 'fining upwards' and 'coarsening upwards' sequences
(Figure 3.7 ), when successions may, in fact, be 'muddying upwards' or 'cleaning
upwards'. This is particularly applicable here because of the lack of grading
observed in core. Gamma ray responses that are suspected of being affected by
detrital minerals are noted within the depositional element discussion.

The following discussion describes each depositional element with respect to the
defined wire linc log facics and lithologics and rcfcrs to the previous secúon on
lithofacies. The depositional elements are listed with respect to the units or
formations in which they occur, as well as with respect to the expected or known
lithofacies that are to consist of (Tables 3.4 and 3.5). The primary source of the log
profiles for this secúon is the stratigraphic log correlation cross sections (see Table
1"6, Enclosures IIIa to IIId, and/or detachable figures in section 4.1) which are at a
vertical scale of 1:2500. These were also useful to observe lateral transitions that
oceur within and between the identified depositional elements. In order to observe
the wire line response of the detailed sedimentological variations, core logs were
annotated to wire line logs (Appendix II) at scales of 1:100 and 1:200 (see lithofacies
section).

Figure 3.7 schematically defines the log response descriptors and should be referred
to while reading the section. In addition, type examples of the gamma ray profiles
for each of the depositional elements are displayed in Figures 3.8 and 3.9.
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WIRE LINE LOG FACIES
CLASS¡FICATION SCHEME

Gamma ray value increasing

Assume: grain size decreasing and/or
shalê percent increasing.

INTERVAL AND CYCLE DESCRI PTORS:

Flat Bumpy lrregular Ragged
Fining Upwards

Spiky Trends
Coarsening Upwards

Trends
Overall CYclesOverall cyc es

,,,,,,,

\
Rr\\\\\

INTERVAL SHAPES AND DESCRIPTORS:

Cylinder Shape
Smooth Senated

BellShape
Smooth Senated

Concave Linear Convex

Funnel Shape
Smooth Senated

Egg Shape
Smooth Senated

Figure 3.7. Schematic definition of wireline log profile shapes, descriptors, and

symbols that are used in classifying wire line log facies (modified afær Serra, 1984).
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3"2"2 Results

Table 3.4' The depositional elements defined in this section and the various units that
exhibit their known occurrenee. Refer to Figure 3.13 for formation names and ages
of unit abbreviations.

Depositional Element M1 M2 F A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6 E1 B2 C1 C2
1 Basin Fill X x X X X X x X x X X X X
2. Condensed X X X x
3 or X x
4. Low X x X X
5. Distal or Levee Channels and

Crevasse Splays
X x x X

6. Depositional Lobe Sheet Sands X X X x X
7 Depositional Lobe Massive

Sand
X X

8 Braided Channels/Chutes X X X
9. Channel Fill X X x x X x x
10. Slope Apron Massive Sand x x X
11 Slope Apron Braided Channels x X x
12. Slope,{pron Sandv Slides x x X X
13. Slope Ap¡on Slides and Slumos X X X X
t4. Slope Apron Draoe X x
15 Retograding Upper Slope

Apron
X X x

16. UpBer Slooe Ao¡on X X
17. Slope Channels X X
18. Aggrading Shelf X X
19. Transgressive Shelf Sand x
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Depositional Element A2.t 81.1 B2.l 82.2 cl.1 ct.2 c2.r c2.3 Dl.1 D1.3 El.1 81.3 n.2
Hemipelasic Basin Fill S S D

Condensed Sections D? s?

Contourites or Levees S S D

Distal Low Density
Turbidites

D? D?

Distal or Levee
Channels and Crevasse
Solavs

S D? s

Depositional
Sheet Sands

Lobe D S S S

Depositional
Massive Sand

Lobe D S s S

Braided
Channels/Chutes

D s S

Channel Fill S? D S

Slope Apron Massive
Sand

D?

Slope Apron Braided
Channels

S? D S?

Slope Apron Sandy
Slides

s? D?

Slope Apron Slides and
Slumos

S? S? D?

Slone Anron Draoe S? s? D?

Retrograding Upper
Slooe Aoron

S? D?

UBper Slope Apron S D S

Slooe Channels D? S?

Assradins Shelf S
c\) D S

Transgrcssive
Sand

Shelf D? S?

Table 3.5. The dominating lithofacies (D) and secondary lithofacies (S), observed in
core that occurs within each depositional element. Entries denoted by '?' were not
observed in core, but are expected to oocur within the depositional element.
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Hemipelagic Basin Fill

Typical examples: Dampier 1 3090 - 4144.5m (TD); walcott r 3425 - 3740m; (see
Figure 3.8a)"

Wire line log facies descriptiou thick (commonly several hundreds of metres),
monotonous sections of relative high gamma ray value which are slightly to
moderately serrated.

Lithofacies: dominantly El. 1; may contain thin sections of c2.3 and/or D 1.3

Formntions: Muderong Shale, Forestier Claystone, Dingo Claystone and Calypso
Formation.

Gradational elements:
Apron.

Distal Low Density Turbidites, Contourites, Upper Slope

Hemipelagic Basin Fill consists of sedimentary successions that are dominated by
hemipelagic sedimentation. Sediment influx is slow and continuous with periodic
low density turbidites.

Condensed Sections

Typical examples: Finucane r 2740 - 2813.5m; walcotr r 2650 - 27r0m; (see
Figure 3.8b).

Wire line log facies description' relatively high gamma ray value, serrated and often
egg shaped profiles. Compared to Hemipelagic Basin Fill, sonic values are relatively
low, and density values are relatively high. Complete palynological zones are
covered over one to several sample points (e.g. often < 5m).

Lithofacies." no core data available, but thought to be typical of El.1 and E1.3. Ditch
cutting descriptions indicate that these sections contain dolomitic, calcitic, and
siliceous rieh sediment zones. These zones often produce spikes on the sonic and
density profiles. In relatively proximal wells, condensed sections are rich in
glauconite sand (Mardie Greensand).

Form"ations: Muderong Shale units M1 and M2; Mardie Greensand.

Gradational elements: Hemipelagic Basin Fill.

Condensed Sections represent long periods of geological time with relatively little
sediment influx. The condensed section described here is initiated above the
Valanginian Disconformity. This disconformity represents a relative sea level
flooding surface. In wells distal to sedimentation, the condensed section is a downlap
interval.
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Contourites or Levees

Typical examples: Legendre I 1798 - 2000.5m; Lewis I 2506.5 - 2742m;
IVfadeleine 13937.5 - 4228m; (see Figure 3.8c).

Wire line log facies description' overall egg shape interval 100 to 250m thick which
contains serrated, coarsening upwards trends 5 to 25m thick.

Lithofacies: C2"3, E1.1, and El.3 (Madeleine I core 3, 7, and 8)

Formations: Muderong Formation unit M2; Dingo Claystone unit E2

Gradational elements: Hemipelagic Basin Fill. It is differentiated from Distal Low
Density Turbidites by the absence of sharp spikes on the gamma ray 1og.

Contourites are oonsidered to form as a result of contour currents. Levees form as a
result of channel induced currents. Both considered to occur in mud dominated
systems. Contourites are differentiated from Levees by the basinal position of the
well"

Distal Low Density Turbidites

Typical examples: Angel 13192 - 3409m; Lambert 13313.5 - 3400.5m; Walcott I
3282.5 - 3439.5m; Wanaea 13129.5 - 3298.5m; (see Figure 3.8d).

Wire line log facies description: spiky character within a relatively high background
of gamma ray values. Individual spikes appear sharp (average lm thick), approach
'elean sand' gamma ray values, and typically fine upwards. Overall eoarsening
upwards cycles 10 to 20m thick are common. Unit thicknesses are of the order of
one metre to several hundreds of metres.

Lithofacies.' No core data are available within this dopositional element. The
Bouma turbidite successions characteristic of CZ.l andC2.2 are anticipated.

Formntions: Dingo Claystone/Angel Formation transition (units Ag A0).

Gradatíonal elements: Hemipelagic Basin Fill, Depositional Lobe Sheet Sands. It
is differentiated from Levees by overall thickness and relative basinal position.
Contourites are similar in appearance but do not display spikes.

Distal tow Density Turbidites are though to fringe depositional lobes. The sandy
'spikes' are expected to thin distally to zero thickness. This element is visibly limited
to units A3 to A6 and lower 42. This is considered to be, in part, a result of the style

of dcposition where channeUlobe complexes dominate.
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Distal or Levee Channels and Crevasse Splays

Typical examples: Angel 3 2998 - 3041m; Lauchie | 2368.5 - 2383m, 2749 -
2157m; Legendre 12174 - 2193m; (see Figure 3.8e).

Wire line log facies descríption: J to 10m thick spiky beds which have convex
fining upwards trends or convex coarsening upwards trends. Fining upwards trends
are associated with channels. Coarsening upwards trends are associated with crevasse
splays.

Lithofacies: A2.l and C2.1 are identified from Legendre I core 12 and 13. It is
anticipated that 82.l will also occur.

Formntions: Angel Formation units A3 to A5; Eliassen Member unit E1.

Gradational elements: may occur within levees of Contourites or Levees. It is
differentiated from Distal Low Density Turbidites by the relative frequency and
overall thickness of spikes in vertical sections.

Distal or Levee Channels and Crevasse Splays occur in relatively mud dominated
systems, such as unit E1. Crevasse splays represent more sand rich systems overlying
abandoned channel complexes. Whether a spike is considered a distal channel, a
channel within a levee complex, or a crevasse splay within a levee complex depends
on several interrelated factors. These are: a) relative basinal position of the well; b)
whether the system is sand or mud dominated; and c) whether the gamma ray spike
is fining upwards or coarsening upwards.
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Depositional Lobe Sheet Sands

Typical examples: Lambert 1 3083 - 3313.5m; Walcott 1 3006.5 - 3110m;
Wanaea 12822 - 3069.5m; (see Figure 3.8f).

Wire line log facies description: slightly serrated cylindrical beds 5 to 20m thick
separated by serrated beds 5 to 20m thick of relatively high gamma ray values. No
vertical thickness trends are observed, suggesting aggradation. Grading is typically
slightly coarsening upwards, slightly fining upwards, or absent. Unit thicknesses
range from one metre to several hundred metres thick.

Lithofocies: sandy beds are represented by 81.1. Muddy successions contain C2.1,
C2"3, and Dl.3.

Formations: Angel Formation units A1 to A4

Gradational elements: Distal Low Density Turbidites, Depositional Lobe Massive
Sand.

Individual sand units are laterally continuous and decrease in thickness distally.
Vertical successions are aggradational. These 'sheet sands' compose the distal
portion of depositional lobes.

Depositional Lobe Massive Sand

Typical examples: Angel I 2649 - 2935.5m; Angel 3 2135 - 2825m; Finucane 1

2982.5 - 3104m; (see Figure 3.8g).

Wire line log facies description: slightly serrated, cylindrical successions over the
full interval of one metre to several hundred metres. Thin clay splits <lm thick occur
sporadically every 40 to >100m. No vertical thickness or grading trends are observed
whieh suggests aggradation.

Lithofacies.' dominantly 81.1, and B2.1 to a lesser degree. Thin clay splits consist
of Cl.2 or Dl.3.

Formntions: Angel Formation units A1 and 42.

Gradational elements; Deposiúonal Lobe Sheet Sands, Braided Channels and

Chutes.

The Deposiúonal Lobe Massive Sand ideally represents amalgamated massive sand

that is deposited at the mouths of channels. They are thought to be the proximal
equivalent of Depositional Sheet Sands. Both make up a depositional lobe. Vertical
suecessions are aggradational.
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Braided Channels and Chutes

Typical examples: Angel 12935.5 - 3192m; Angel 2 2932 - 3111.5m; Angel 3
2825 - 2984m; (see Figure 3.8h).

Wire line log facies description: slightly serrated, cylindrical intervals ranging from
one metre to two hundred metres thick that contain thin clay splits and spiky sands I
to 3m thick every 20 to 40m. Individual 20 to 40m thick cycles are usually fining
upward. The character is similar to that of Depositional Lobe Massive Sand and clay
splits are more frequent. Sandy cycles are more serrated and irregular in shape.

Lithofacies.' Sandy beds are ideally represented by 82.1. Clay splits contain C1.2
and Dl"3"

Formations: Angel Formation units 42, 43, and A4.

Gradational elements: Channel Fill; often occurs closely related to Depositional
Lobe Massive Sand. In relatively more muddy systems (e.g. Angel I units A3 and
44, Angel 3 unit A4) it occurs with Depositional Lobe Sheet Sands. It is less

serrated than Slope Apron Slides.

Eraided Channels and Chutes are considered to form suprafan lobes or channelled
lobes" Those are also expected to form sheet-like sand body geometries (Shanmugam
et a1", 1988)" They are very massive in sand rich systems, and contain increasingly
morc clay breaks with increased mud.
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Channel Fill

Typical examples: Lauchie | 2905 - 3003m; Legendre 1 1893 - 1969.5m,2540 -
2680m; l,ewis 12160.5 - 2314.5m; (see Figure 3.8i).

Wire line log facies descriptiou slightly serrated to irregular cylindrical intervals 60
to 100m thick which contain thin clay splits commonly every 20 to 30 metres. Fining
upwards shapes occur near the interval tops which are commonly succeeded by spiky
sand beds approximately 5m thick. The character is similar to Braided Channels and
Chutes, and is usually more serrated in shape.

Lithofacies; limited core information is available, however Legendre 1 core 10 and
11 eonsist of 82.1. A2.l may also occur near some channel bases. Clay splits
eontain D1.3.

Formntions: Eliassen Formation units E1 andE2; Angel Formation units A2 to A6;
Talisman Sandstone Member.

Gradational elements: Braided Channels and Chutes; Slope Apron Sandy Slides. It
is differentiated from Levee Channels And Distal Channels by overall cycle
thiekness.

Channel Fill is associated with areas of relatively steep gradients where channel
incision was succeeded by sand deposition during the waning phase" They are

commonly associated with slope apron successions (Figure 3.72). They often overlie
and are interbedded with Slope Apron Sandy Slides.

Slope Apron Massive Sand

Typical examples: Lauchie I2208 - 2368.5m; (see Figure 3.9j)

Wire line log facies description' cylindrical intervals approximately 200m thick that
contain slightly serrated and slightly egg shaped beds 40 to 50m thick (see Lauchie
1).

Lithofacies.' no core data available. The occurrence of dominantly 81.1 lithofacies
is anticipated" The sand sections in Lauchie I have low porosities and permeabiliúes
due to an argillaeeous matrix.

Formations: Angel Formaúon units 42, 45, 46.

Gradational elements.' Slope Apron Sandy Slides. It is differentiated from
Depositional Lobe Massive Sand by the slight egg shape of the gamma ray log,
basinal position, and the argillaceous matrix.

Slope Apron Massive Sand occurs down slope from Slope Apron Sandy Slides. It
resulted from the transformation of relatively coherent sand rich slumps and slides to
relatively liquefied muddy mass flow sands.
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Slope Apron tsraided Channels

Typical examples: Legendre I 2699 - 2848.5m; Montague | 3zl9 - 3766.5m; (see
Figure 3.9k).

Wire line log facies description: 5 to 40m thick cylindrical intervals that are
internally serrated and often fining upwards. These intervals are separated by
relatively high value gamma ray clay splits 1 to 2m thick. Montague I has an
overall fining upwards trend from 3428.5 to 3761.5m. lægendre I has a vertical
aggradational trend.

Lithofacies.' Montague I core 1, the only core within this signature, contains 82.1
with possible multi-direcúonal trough cross bedding. This element may also contain
A2"I andF2.2.

Formations: Eliassen Member unit E2; Angel Formation units A3 and A4.

Gradational elements: Channel Fill. It is differentiated from Slope Apron Sandy
Slides by containing shale splits and fining upwards sequences.

Slope Apron Braided Channels are defined on the basis of gamma ray signature and
the relative basinal positions of the well locations that contain this element. Legendre
I and Montague 1 are considered to be adjacent palaeo-scarps or slopes. The
depositional element is considered to be a braided channel complex on a slope
environment.
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Slope Apron Sandy Slides

Typical examples: Forestier I 2786.5 - 2394.5m; Samson | 2L29 - 2205m;
Talisman 22075 - 2256m; (see Figure 3.91).

Wire line log facies description: cylindrical intervals one to several hundred metres
thick with slightly to moderately serrated and irregular internal character. The
frequency of the serrations is characteristically intense.

Lithofacies.' no core data available. Sandy lithologies of F2.2 are anticipated to
oceur here.

Formntions: Angel Formation units 42, A4 to 46.

Gradational elements.' Slope Apron Braided Channels; Slope Apron Slides and
Slumps. It frequently displays a vertical associaúon with Channel Fill. It can be
differentiated from Braided Channels and Chutes by the intensity of serration of the
gamma ray log.

Slope Apron Sandy Slides is defined on the basis of a unique wire line log facies
which is associated with wells along the l,egendre Trend. It is interpreted that the
Legendre Trend was in the vicinity of a scarp or gradient during deposition of this
element. An analogy is that of Shanmugam et aI. (1994), where there is a doscription
of slope related slump and debris flow lithofacies are described from the Upper
Cretaceous of offshore regions of Norway. The gamma ray signatures of their Facies
2 (their Figure 54, p. 916) have a strfüngly similar character to this wire line log
facies. Facies 2 is described as "contorted sandstone, fine to medium grained, steep
layers, variable dips, shear zones, brecciated jumble of fragments, floating mudstone
elasts, planar clast fabric, water-escape structures, sandstone dikes". The depositional
proeess for Facies 2 is "sandy slump and debris flows (freezing, in a non-channelized
slope environment;" Shanmugam et al., 1994). This same process is suspected here,
based on the basinal position of these wells and the similar gamma signatures of the
faeies between the two areas.
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Slope Apron Slides and Slumps

Typical examples: Forestier I 2080 - 2137.5m; Lewis I 2001 - 2149m; (see Figure
3"9m).

Wire line log facies description: highly irregular, ragged appearance with both
sandy and muddy lithologies.

Lithofacies.' no core data available. F2.2, and some 81.1 and B2.l are anticipated to
oecur.

Formntions: Angel Formation A2 to A4, 46.

Gradational elements: Slope Apron Sandy Slides, Upper Slope Apron.

This element contains both sandy and muddy lithologies associated with slumping on
a slope environment. It is defined on the basis of log signature and slope association.

Slope Apron Drape

Typical examples: Legendre I 1967 - 1974.5m; Lewis I 21505 - 2160"5m;
Samson 1 2308.5 - 2328.5m; (see Figure 3.9n).

Wire line log facies description' 5 to 20m thick serrated beds with overall high
gamma ray values. Relatively high sonic and density values are also noted. It tends
to occur between lower slope depositional elements (Slope Apron Braided Channels,
Slope Apron Sandy Slides, and.ior Slope Apron Slides and Slumps).

Lithofacies.' no core data available. The log character is similar to that of the Upper
Slope, and similar lithologies are inferred. These include Cl.l, cr.2 and El .l.

Formntions: Forestier Claystone, Dingo Claystone unit 44.

Gradational elements: Distal or Levee Channels.

Slope Apron Drape is associated with depositional elements of the lower slope. In all
noted cases, the top and/or bottom of the interval is a unit boundary. It is interpreted
to be a relatively condensed sediment, deposited as drape when gravity induced
sedimentation had ceased.
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Retrograding Upper Slope Apron

Typical examples: Calypso | 2212 - 2226m; Samson 1 2100 - 2tl9m; Talisman 2

1982.5 - 2005.5m; (see Figure 3.9o).

Wire line log facies description' serrated egg shape intervals 12 to 50m thick.
Glauconite influences the gamma ray response.

Lithafacies: Cl.1 and C1.2. It generally consists of >I5Vo glauconite sand.

Formations: Angel Formation unit A2; Talisman Sandstone; Mardie Greensand;

Birdrong Sandstone.

Gradational elements: Upper Slope Apron.

Retrograding Upper Slope Apron is interpreted to occur at the base of upper slope
apron deposits. It is deposited during periods of waning soft sediment deformation,
sand supply and overall low sediment input. Contour currents may have been
involved in reworking the glauconiæ rich sands.

Upper Slope Apron

Typical examples: Calypso I 2089 - 2212m; Forestier 1 2020 - 2080m; Talisman 2

2005.5 - 2048.5m, (see Figure 3.9p).

Wíre line log facies description: high gamma ray value, highly and intensely
senated. It can also be slightly irregular. Relatively high density values are noted.

Líthafacies.' contains C1.1, C1"2, andFZ.2 (Talisman 2 and 3 core).

Formations: Forestier Claystone, Angel Formaúon unit 45.

Gradational elements: Hemipelagic Basin Fill, Slope Apron Slumps and Slides.

Upper Slope Apron occurs in wells that penetrate the Forestier Claystone along the
lægendre Trend. It also occurs adjacent to the Rankin Trend (e.g. Montague 1). It is
interpreted as outer shelf or upper slope apron sediments that were deposited as a
rcsult of a tcrminated sand supply to the basin.
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Slope Channels

Typical examples:
Figure 3.9q).

Orion 1 1688 - I766m; Rosemary North 2012 - 2O32m: (see

Wire line log facies description: slightly serrated, cylindrical beds 5 to 20m thick.
Fining upwards trends are common within the beds.

Lithofacies.' no core data available; 82.1 and C2.1 are anticipated"

Formations: Birdrong Sandstone.

Gradational elements: this element is associated with a retrograding delta system.
There are no defined gradational elements present.

Slope Channels occurs within a thick prograding (approximately 600m thick at
Rosemary 1) wedge of dominantly hemipelagic mud or outer shelf and slope
sediments. Foresets that correspond to this wedge are observed on seismic. These
relatively cylindrical sands are interpreted to have been deposited within a relatively
muddy system.

Aggrading Shelf

Typical examples: Legendre I 2848.5 - 3245m; samson I 2700 - 3415.5m;
R.osemary I27815 - 3252m (TD); (see Figure 3.9r).

Wire line log facies description: relatively high gamma ray value, spiky and highly
serrated sections. Coarsening upwards cycles, and to a lesser degree, fining upwards
cyeles 5 to 10m thick are common. Slight egg shapes occasionally occur over 50 to
70m intervals. The dominant feature of this wire line log facies is overall vertical
aggradation. Complete sections are very thick (e.g. 7r5m thick at Samson 1).

Lithofacies: Cl .2,D1.1, D1.3, and El.1 (Rosemary I core I,2 and 3; Legendre 1

eore 16 and 17). Palynology indicates nearshore and marginal marine conditions.

Formations: Calypso Formation.

Gradational elements: Hemipelagic Basin Fitl

Aggrading Shelf consists of very thick sections of overall aggrading shelf sediment.
It is interpreted that tectonic influence was strong, and sediment influx kept pace with
basin subsidence.
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Transgressive Shelf Sand

Typical examples: Cygnus I 1055 - ll47m1, (see Figure 3.9s)

Wire line log facies description: intensely serrated, cylindrical to bell shape beds 10

to 30m thick.

Lithofacies.' no core data available. Similar lithofacies to Retrograding Upper Slope

Apron, incorporating Cl.1, and C1.2 are anticipated. This section contains abundant
glauconite and pyrite, vari-colored lithics including feldspar, and quartz grains are

noted to be clear to frosted (Cygnus 1 V/ell Completion Report).

Formntions: Birdrong Sandstone

Gradational elements: none.

Transgressive Shelf Sand is interpreted to be a transgressive marine sand on a marine
shelf or shoreface.
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Figure 3'8. Gamma ray type wire line log facies of depositional elements, examples (a) to (i).
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GAMMA RAY TYPE FACIES OF DEPOSITIONAL ELEMENTS
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Figure 3.9. Gamma ray type wi¡e line log facies of depositional elements, examples 0) to (s).
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3.2.3 Depositional Models

Most of the defined depositional elements can be attributed to either one or both of
the following processes: a) turbidity current associated channeVlobe complexes; and
b) gravity induced slope apron deposits. In general, most of the vertical sections on
the l,egendre Trend are slope apron type elements, while those on the Madeleine
Trend are considered with respect to a channeUlobe complex. The lateral distribution
of the depositional elements is discussed further in section 4.1 (Depositional
Systems).

Figure 3.10 shows the lateral distribution of depositional elements over an idealised
channeVlobe complex. As with any schematic depositional model, it is important to
note that geomorphologies and/or existence of the depositional elements listed are
dependant on several variables concerning the particular depositional system. These
are the sand to shale ratio, dominant grain size, and total volume of the sediment
influx; sedimentary gradients, palaeobathymetry and basin type (e.g. see Galloway
1993; Pickering et a1., 1989). In particular, the extent to which braided channels and
chutes occur with Levees, and their relative sizes is contentious, but are ultimately
vary with the content of the sediment influx and the local depositional slope. Braided
channelling is characteristic of sand rich environments and a¡eas of relatively steep
gradients. Levees are associated with mud rich environments and relatively low
depositional gradients.

Shanmugam and Moiola (1991) define the usages and meanings of the term 'lobe' for
describing resedimented sand bodies. Their definition of 'depositional lobe' is
implied in the Depositional Lobe Sheet Sands and Depositional Lobe Massive Sand
elements. They state that depositional lobes are considered to exhibit overall sheet-
like geometry. Also by their definition, depositional lobes occur at the mouths of
channels and show an absence of channelling. They consider that Facies C dominates
in depositional lobes. However, the depositional lobe elements defined in this study
have an atlinity to Facies 81.1. This variation probably reflects the lack of grain size
variation that occurs in this ramp style of setting.

Eight of the defined depositional et"-eot" are considered to consist of slope apron
deposits. The processes of these dominantly 'gravity induced' deposits are
idealistically shown in Figure 3.11. Shanmugam et al. (1994), with the use of this
diagram, distinguish the terms slide, slump, debris flow and turbidity current. These
distinctions are implied in the context of this study. While slides and slumps are both
gravity driven, downslope movements of sediment as a coherent mass, one implies
translational movement and the other implies rotational movement, respectively
(Shanmugam et al., 1994). A slide mass moves on a planar glide plane and shows no
internal deformation; a slump moves on a concave up glide plane and undergoes
rotational movements causing internal deformation (Dingle, 1977, Shanmugam et al.,
1994). A debris flow represents a variety of sediment gravity flows, such as cohesive
dobris flows, density modified grain flows and liquefied flows in which the flow
behavior is plastic. 'Debris flow' and 'mass flow' are used interchangeably because
each exhibits plasúc flow behavior (Dott, 1963) with shear stress distributed
throughout the mass (Shanmugam et al., 1994). They also point out ten distinctions
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botween debris flows and turbidity currents; the common theme being that the flow
rheology of turbidity curents is fluid, while the rheology of debris flows is plastic.

Due to the chaotic nature of slope apron successions, there is no predictable vertical
stacking sequence of facies (e.g. see Figure 3.12; Pickering et a1., 1989). In this

, the Upper Slope Apron is often bounded by the Retrogradational Slope Apron
at the base. In addiúon, the distinction between the upper slope apron and the lower

apron appears\ be the abundance of sand-bearing beds in Lower Slope Apron
successions. Galloway (pers. comm. 1994) suggested that a natural progression to

more organised channeUturbidite sands above slumps and slides of a slope apron

commonly occurs. The slide and slump glide planes act as a palaeo-low, steeply
graded area to which turbidite sands may be directed. These sites can also be a

source of inertia for channeUturbidite sand bypass and transport to the basin proper
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DEPOSITIONAT ELEMENTS OF AN IDEAL CHANNEULOBE COMPLEX
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3.2.4 Conclusions

Nineteen depositional elements were defined and described in this section (Table
3"6). Eight of those are considered to occur as a result of gravity induced processes.
Six occur as a result of turbidite currents in the context of a channeUlobe complex.
Other depositional elements are caused by sediment starvation (Condensed Sections)
and others by continuous traction currents (Contourites or Levees). The Aggrading
Shelf and Transgressive Shelf Sands exist in the context of basin type (syn-rift and
subsiding passive margin, respecfi vely),

It is important to understand that the depositional elements cited in this study are end-
members of a spectrum of depositional sites. Many are gradational to others. Some
are similar but are distinguished on the basis of external factors such as basinal
location, sand/mud supply and stage of basin development. In addition, the spatial
distribution and occurrence of various suites of depositional elements is a reflection
of these factors. This is discussed in section 3.5 (Depositional Systems). In some
cases, the style of deposition that is implied by the hard 'labelling' of a deposiúonal
eloment may occasionally seem pretentious and may not always be correct.
However, this manner is simply a method of associating the available data to the style
of deposition that the element has affrnities towards, or to relate them to similar types
of processes.
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1 Hemioelasic Basin Fill

2. Condensed Sections

3 Contourites or Levees

4. Distal Low Densitv Turbidites

5 Distal or Levee Channels and Crevasse Solavs

6. Denositional Lobe Sheet Sands

7 Deoositional Lobe Massive Sand

8. Braided Channels/Chutes

9 Channel Fill

10 Slooe Aoron Massive Sand

11 Slooe Aoron Braided Channels

12. Slope Aoron Sandv Slides

13. Slooe Aoron Slumos and Slides

14. Slooe Aoron Draoe

15. Retrosradins Unoer Slooe Anron

76. Uoper Slooe Apron

17. Slooe Channels

18. Assradins Shelf

t9. Trans gressive Shelf S and

Tablc 3.6. List of the various depositional elements defined and described in this
seeúon. They are listed in approximate relative order from the most distal to the
most proximal depositional environments.

The influence of gravity induced processes on the geological record in ancient slope
and basin systems may be underestimated in the literature. Recently however, many
known turbidite deposits in sand rich 4ctive margin settings have been reconsidered
in this context (e.g. pers. comm., Galloway 1994; Shanmugam et al., 1994
Reading, 1994). This has subsequently led to the re-interpretation of apparent
'turbidite sands' as slide, slump and debris deposits ( e.g. Frigg Field, Balder Field,
pers" comm., Galloway, 1994).
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3"3 CHRONOSTR.ATIGRAPHIC HOzuZONS

3.3.1 Introduction

Time lines, or 'chronostratigraphic horizons' were defined iteratively with seismic
and well log correlations. Eight stratigraphic log correlations were constructed in the
proeess (Table 1.6; also refer to 'Methods'). Gross correlations were initially
condueted on wireline logs using palynological zonations. Significant log breaks on
the gamma ray, sonic and density logs were noted and then correlated between wells.
The character of the log break defined the nature of the chronostratigraphic surfaces.
The palynology was used for broader, overall time control. In sections of sparse
palynological control, the log break character was relied upon to a greater degree. In
those areas, confidence in the pick was usually gained by associating the nature of the
log break in wells of good palynological control with the sections of poor time
control"

Density and sonic logs were an essential tool in the correlation exercise, particularly
for the Angel Formation sandstone. Morgan (Morgan Palaeo Associates, 1989)
commented on the use of the palynology and the sonic log: "correlation of individual
sands and shales is not conclusive based on the palynology alone, but significant
constraints can be placed on log correlations. Clearly, the sonic log provides more
hope of effective correlation than the gamma ray 1og, although a general association
of higher gamma response with the D. jurassicum 'a' and 'b' subzones is evident".
The density and sonic logs contain the values which are factors used for impedance
calculations. For this reason, they were highly useful together in locating and
correlating seismic surfaces at well locations.

Log correlations were tested when the wells were tied to the seismic data with
synthetic seismograms (calibrated with check-shot surveys). In many instances, well
correlations were readjusted based on confident seismic horizon correlations. One
horizon (Horizon 'H') was initially picked and mapped on seismic before picking it
fîom well logs. It appeared as a significant seismic event and could not be ignored.
When the event was tied to well control, it was discovered that the seismic event was
a satisfactory time line. The process of seismic horizon definition and mapping
occurred by using one of three approaches: a) first defined on well logs and
satisfactorily mapped on seismic; b) first defined on well logs and later readjusted
due to seismic horizon interpretation; or c) defined by a seismic event and
subsequently defined on well logs. In any case, no gross time discrepancies occurred
by seismic horizon correlation. In certain instances, seismic horizon correlation
ultimately increased the accuracy of the well log correlations. For these reasons, the
mapped seismic horizons are satisfactorily considered time lines for the intense
purposes of this study. The definition of each of the horizons is described in Section
3"3.3 (Results).

The hypothesis that seismic reflections could be considered to be reasonable 'time
markers' was first proposed by Vail et al., (1977). The validity of this concept at the
regional scale is a tenuous issue as discussed by Cartwright et al. (1993). By
regarding both seismic events and seismic reflection character on an integrated basis,
time constrained surfaces were successfully mapped on seismic. This achievement is
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based on the premise that lithological variations are the primary cause of varying
seismic signatures (varying seismic frequencies and amplitudes) and do not
necessarily result in individual seismic horizons.

The method used in this study encompasses the 'genetic stratigraphic unit' approach
as defined by Galloway (I99Ð which:

. "groups all sediments that record a common palaeogeographic array of
depositional systems;

. is bounded by stratal surfaces that reflect major reorganisations in the array of
dep ositional surfaces ;

. is a meaningful, mappable unit that fosters interpretation of the depositional
systems, their component facies, and historical evolution. The practical
application is prediction of the distribution of reservoir sand bodies and

stratigraphic geometries that form traps;

n must comfortably recognise and incorporate the full range of stratigraphic
surfaces as potential sequence boundaries which depend on the local genetic and
temporal significance of the surface."

The significance of each defined time line mapped in this study is discussed in the
context stated above. In addition, each is discussed with respect to the seismic
response, well log response and the formations that they encompass.

The seismic polarity is discussed with reference to 'normal polarity'. For the
purpose of this study, normal polarity is defined by a compression pulse in the f,reld
representing a negative number in digital form, which in turn, is represented by a

trough in display format. Seismic peaks and troughs with respect to normal polarity
are discussed herein.

Altlrough a 'formation' (senso-stricto) does not encompass time, the lithostratigraphy
in this study is discussed in terms of maximum time constraints based on
palynological zonations. The chronostraúgraphic significance of these horizons with
respect to formations, is shown in Figure 3.13. The montages contained in Enclosure
IIIa, IIIb, and IIIc should be referred,to while reading the following discussion of
horizon definition (Section 3.3.3).

3.3.2 Biostratigraphy

Biostratigraphy, and more specifically, palynostratigraphy, forms the basis from
whieh age daúng of time lines on seismic and wireline log correlations were made in
this study. The palynostratigraphy is adopted from Helby, Morgan and Partridge
DinoflagellateZonatton Scheme (1987). This scheme is based on the assemblages of
dominantly dynoflagellate cysts. A good summary as to how this zonation scheme

applies to the North V/est Shelf is provided by Ingram and Morgan (1988). The
palynostratigraphic chart is their Figure2 (p. 586-1). The interpretations for wells in
this study are contained within Morgan's "Palynological Data Sheets" (1987 - 1993)
and are 'quick look' interpretations.

The palynologieal zonations^,as applied to the Geological Age Scale, have
subsequently been updated buiinpublished. The updated form was acquired from

i-i
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Roger Morgan and was compiled by Partridge and Helby (1988), based on the
Cretaceous and Jurassic Global Cycle Chart (Haq et a1.,1987). The time scale used in
this thesis is from Harland (1989) and was used in the construction of Figures 3.13
and 4.54. Unfortunately, both sets of time scales and Dynoflagellate Zonation
allocations have been used in recent publications (e.g. see Figure 4"63). This
inconsistency is discussed in detail in section 4.3.
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Figure 3.13. Detailed chronostraúgraphy of the Dampier Sub-basin.



The palynological zonations have also been subsequently subdivided into subzones
which are based on 'Acme Events' (see Figure 3.13). These detailed interpretations
of subzones were available for a limited number of wells in the study area in the form
of "Palynological Review" and "Rapid Restudy" reports by Morgan (1989). These
interpretations proved invaluable to precise dating and verify the consistency of the
previously defined horizons of this project. In addition, high resolution
palynostratigraphy has recently heen applied to the Angel Formation over the'Wanaea 

and Cossack Oil Fields (Bint and Marshall,lgg4).

In addition to time and age control, the palynological interpretations give an overall
impression of depositional environment. These are divided into nonmarine,
lacustrine, brackish, nearshore marine, offshore marine and oceanic. Comments are
also included with the data sheets which provide information about caved samples,
reworking of palynomorphs, condensed sections, unconformities, and basin oxicity
levels at the time of deposition. Further statistical studies using palynomorph
diversities and abundances are suggested to provide possible details of relaúve
depositional environments, erosional surfaces, flooding surfaces, and condensed
seetions (Roger Morgan, pers. comm. 1991).
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3"3.3 Results

Top Toolonga Calcilutite Horizon

Palynological Zone/Age: palynology was not used at this level. The horizon is a

disconformity of approximately middle Campanian Age (Figure 1.7 or 4.54). This is
dated at approximately T9Mausing the Harland Time Scale.

Formations delineated: top of Toolonga Calcilutite; base of V/ithnell Formation.

Seismic response: top (zero intersection) of a high amplitude trough.

Wireline log response: abrupt decrease in gamma ray value and abrupt increase in
sonic value. Correlation is based on individual well picks. No well log correlations
were eonducted at this level.

This horizon is very ubiquitous over the seismic grid and so was easily mapped.
Detailed well correlation and age dating of this horizon was not part of this study.
The dating accuracy of this horizon is unknown. The Toolonga Calcilutite is
considered to be the result of a rise in sea level and a period of low clastic influx.
This study suggests that it represents approximately the first point at which there was
no topographic expression of the Dampier Sub-basin (discussed in section 4.2).

Aptran Disconformity

Palynological Zone/Age: middle O. operculata, above O. cinctum; middle Aptian
Ag"; 12lMa.

Form-ations delineated: top of Muderong Shale; base of Windalia Sandstone,
Windalia Radiolarite, and Haycock MarUGearle Siltstone.

Seismic response: top of a moderate amplitude peak.

Wireline log response: consistent abrupt increase in gamma ray and sonic values.
Thc density value commonly abruptly decreases, but can be increasing depending on
the relaúve basinal position of the well (e.g. Enclosure IIId or Figures 4.40 and 4.41).

The Aptian Disconformity is a regionally significant surface across the North West
Shelf. It is a flooding surface that marþs the change from restricted marine claystone
deposits to open marine deposi* (Butcher, 1989). It is the base of a condensed
scetion over the middle of the l,ewis Trough and to the northwest. Wells on the
lægendre Trend are usudly interpreted to have missing section from the base of M.
tetracantha to the top of O. cinctum, possibly as a result of erosion.
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Valanginian Disc onformity

Palynological Zone/Age: near top B. reticulatum; middle Valanginian; l38Ma.

Formations delineated: top Forestier Claystone, and Talisman Sand Member;
base V/inning Group Muderong Shale, Mardie Greensand and Birdrong Sandstone.

Seismic response: top of a low [o moderate amplitude trough. This horizon can
sometimes be difficult to pick and is occasionally picked by delineaúng seismic
characters.

Wireline log response: The surface is the base of a condensed section. Gamma ray
shape is often a serrated convex funnel shape and varies to a convex bell shape.
Where the condensed section above is significant, the gamma ray value is high and
drops significantly below the surface, and visa versa for the sonic log (e.g. Enclosure
Itrd or Figures 4.40 and 4.41; note 'Walcot I horizon at2705m).

The Valanginian Disconformity is a regional surface across the North West Shelf. In
most cases, it is considered to be an erosional surface associated with a fall in relaûve
sea level (Wiseman, 1979; Butcher, 1989). In the Dampier area, it appears however,
to be associated with sediment starvation and transgressive ravinement due to a rise
in relative sea level.

Along the Madeleine Trend and to the northwest, condensed intervals occur above
the surface. The exact time period of these intervals varies depending on the well
location. They occur with variable tops and bases between the base P. burgeri and
near the top .8. reticulatum Zones. Based on Palynological data sheets (e.g. Wanaea
I and 2, Walcott 1, Madeleine 1; Morgan Palaeo Associates) rhese intervals are
condensed and complete with no missing section.

Along the Legendre Trend, an interpreted erosional surface exists, with missing
section occurring from near the base S. tabulata to near the top B. reticulatum (e.g.
see Calypso 1, 2084m; Talisman 2,2005.5m; Foresúer I,2020m).

This disconformity is commonly known as the 'Intra-Valanginian Unconformity'
across the North West Shelf (e.g. see Barber, 1994; Labutis, 1994). In this area, this
surface is interpreted as a disconformity because there is no evidence of angular
discontinuity of strata across this surface. In addition, other studies such as tho.se
stated above, pick the disconformity at the base of, or near the base of S. areolata .

In the Dampier Sub-basin, I picked the surface at near the top of B. reticulatum
beeause of fewer difficulties in seismic correlation. Also, this surface is interpreted
here to represent the onset of transgression (ie. primary flooding surface), above
which condensed intervals occur distally (ie. Madeleine Trend and to the northwcst).
In the proximal direction (ie. tægendre Trend and to the southeast) the disconformity
represents an interpreted transgressive ravinement surface. The choice of the
surfaces mapped and their reflection of relative sea level is discussed further in
scetion 4.3.
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Horizon'A'

Palynological Zone/Age: middle K. wisemnniae Zone; ncar top Berriasian;
141Ma.

Formntions delineated: base Forestier Claystone and Talisman Sand Member; top
Angel Formation and Dingo Claystone.

Seismic response: typically this surface is the top of a low amplitude, moderate
frequency trough. It is often difficult to pick, and the nature of the seismic character
is frequently relied upon. A possible explanation for the poor seismic response is
given below. In addition, V/oodside attributes other factors such as propagaúng
multiples from the Tertiary carbonates, geometry of reflectors, crestal faulting, and
overburden geology (di Toro, 1994).

Wireline log response: The gamma ray pick is usually a subtle break in character
often accompanied by a high gamma ray value spike. It sometimes, but not always
coincides with the top Angel Formation Sandstone (e.g. Finucane 12982.5m, Figure
4.20). The density log break is an abrupt break from relatively high to relatively
low" The sonic break is usually a more gradual convex bell shape containing a small,
abrupt shift to relatively higher value (e.g. Dampier I 2899m, Figure 4.17; Angel 3

2135m Figure 4.17; Lauchie I 2208m, Figure 4.18; refer to figures in Enclosure
rrrb).

The difficulty in picking this surface on seismic is due to the low impedance contrast
that occurs across it. It is a result of the decreasing density values and increasing
sonic values that occur crossing the surface, effectively cancelling the other out to
some degree. The problem is currently being addressed by Sarah Ryan at the
NCPGG (Ph.D student).

Horizon 'A' corresponds approximately to Woodside's 'K' geological marker over
the Vy'anaea and Cossack Fields (di Toro, 1994). This marker is defined by a

sequence of altered volcanic ash beds which they interpret to occur at the base K.
wisemnniae Zone (Bint and Marshall, 1994). A wireline log correlation of their 'K'
marker picks (di Toro, 7994, their Figures 11 and 12, p.564-5), correspond to
Morgan's' (Morgan Palaeo Associates Palynological Data Sheets) near top P.

iehiense Zonein Vy'anaea 1 (2805m,Figure 4.\7), near base C. delicata Zonein
Madeleine I (2987m, Figure 4.17), and one metre above (2886m) Morgan's' only K.
wisem.aniae interpreted sample (at 2887m, Figure 4.18) in Walcott 1. The marker is
either diachronous or interpretation discrepancies based on subjectivity exist. I
believe the latter to be the most likely cause. The ash beds are not observed over the
whole study area, owing to nondeposition or erosion. It is however, a logical marker
with which to define Horizon 'A'. Based on my regional correlaúons, and Morgan's
palynological interpretations, the middle K. wisemnniae Zone is the best position to
pick this surface.

The correlaúon of Horizon 'A' reveals that the lithological top of the Angel
Formation Sandstone is diachronous. It occurs near the top of D. jurassicum in
wells on the Kendrew Terrace (e.g. Montague 1 3029m, and Egret 1 3110m, Figure
4.18); near middle P. iehiense at Wanaea I (2822m); and near middle K.

wisemaniae at Angel 3 (2736m). Sandstones that occur above near middle K.

wisemaniae (Horizon 'A') in wells along the Legendre Trend (e.g. Legendre 1,
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Figure 4"16; Calypso 1, Figure 4.17) therefore belong to the Tali.sman Me.mbe.r
Sandstone, according to the definition in this thesis.

Horizon'B'

Palynological Zone/Age: Upper - Lower P. iehiense boundary; middle Berriasian;
l43Ma"

Formntions delineated: Angel Formation, base of unit 41, this study.

Seismic response: no seismic event was mapped at this horizon.

Wireline log response: sharp shale spike, or either the top or bottom of a sand bed
on gamma ray log; small abrupt increase in sonic and density values (e.g. Enclosure
rrrb).

Horizon 'B' defines the base of unit 41. This unit is characterised as a phase of
retrogradation of sand supply. Sand deposition is thought to have occurred no
further to the southwest than the Angel V/ells.

Horizon'C'

Palynological zone/Age: approximately middle D. jurassicum "bä' Subzone; near
base Berriasian; 145Ma.

Formntians delineated: A2 to A3 unit boundary, this study; base of Woodside's
Angel Formation for the wanaea and Cossack Fields (Bint & Marshall, 1994).

Seismic response: top of a low to high amplitude trough. The mappability of this
event varies from excellent where it defines the base of a sand section, to fair within
shaly seetions.

Wireline log response: noted on gamma ray logs as the base of significant sandy
intervals over most of the area; occasional low abrupt increase in sonic value; abrupt
inereases in density values are common (e.g. Enclosure IIIb).

Horizon'D'

Pølynological Zone/Age: approximately within D. jurassicum 'aii' Subzone;
upper Tithonian; approximately 147.5Ma.

Formations delineated: A3 to A4 unit boundary, this study.

Seismic response: no seismic event was mapped at this horizon.

Wireline log response: base of a relatively shaly section on the gamma ray log;
undescriptive character breaks occur in sonic and density logs (e.g. Enclosure IIIb).
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Horizon'E'

Palynological Zone/Age: near top O. montgomeryi Zone; upper Tithonian;
approximately 148.5Ma.

Forrnntions delineated: A4 to A5 unit boundary, this study.

Seismic response: top of a high amplitude peak; occasionally varies to the top of a
moderate amplitude trough.

Wireline log response: horizon is picked on the gamma ray log as the base of sandy

sections atAngel 1 and northeast thereof (Lambert 1 and Montague 1, Figures 4.18
and 4.19). The gamma ray log break is significant but is not easily definable along
the Legendre Trend. Funnel shaped decrease on sonic log is common. The break in
the density log is commonly ill-defined and may abruptly increase or decrease in
value (refer to figures in Enclosure trIb).

Horizon'F'

Palynological Zone/Age: near top D. swanerue 'c' Subzone; base Tithonian;
l52Ma.

Formntions delineated: A5 to A6 unit boundary; this study.

Seismic response: top of a high amplitude trough and varies less commonly to a

high amplitude peak. This event is highly conúnuous and easy to map.

Wireline log response: gamma ray, density and sonic log breaks are variable in
character. The sonic and density values either both decrease or, more commonly,
both increase (e.9. Enclosure IIIb).

Horizon'G'

Palynological Zone/Age: near base W. clathrata; near top Oxfordian; 155Ma.

Formations delíneated: Base Angel Formation; unit 46, this study; top Eliassen

Member.

Seismic response: base of a high amplitude trough; may occur at the top of a low to
moderate amplitude peak. This everit is easy to pick on the basin flanks where
underlying reflectors are erosionally truncated at the surface.

Wireline log response: base of significant sand intervals on gamma ray logs in wells
on the Legendre Trend. On the Madeleine Trend, it is commonly picked at the base

of one to several discrete distal channels (e.g. see V/alcott | 3767m, Figure 4.18;
Madeleine 1 3659.5m, Figure 4.17). Sonic and density log breaks are distinct but
variable. They are, however, noted overall by a decrease in log values. Ideal log
breaks typied of this surface occur at Wânaea 1 (3641.5m, Figure 4.17) and Lauchie
I (2620m, Figure 4.18) (refer to figures in Enclosure trIb).

Horizon 'G' is the surface of a major unconformity where significant section can be

missing above this surface, particularly in wells along the Legendre Trend (typieally
base O. nnntgomeryi to base W. clathrata is commonly missing). Where this
surface is picked at the immediate top of W. spectabilis (ie. base of W. clathrata
missing), erosion is certain. This is evident by reworked W. spectabilis
palynomorphs occurring in sand intervals above this surface in Rosemary 1, Lewis I,
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Lauchie I and lr.genrlre I (Morgan Palaeo Associates, 1989). In addition, Morgan
comments about the "turbidites reworking particularly the W. spectabilis zone have
made a very significant contribution to the section".

Horizon'H'

Palynological Zone/Age: approximately above top I7. spectabilis 'c' subzone;
middle Oxfbrdian; l56Ma.

Formations delincated: Eliassen Membcr E1toE2 unit boundary, this study.

Seismic response: top of a high amplitude, moderate frequency peak. This event is
easy to map. It was defined and correlated on seismic before it was picked on
wireline logs.

Wireline log response: subtle character break in gamma ray 1og; sonic and density
values both commonly decrease (e.g. Enclosure IIIa).

Horizon 'H' was mapped due to the ubiquity of the seismic event. It represents the
end of sedimentaúon which causes significant mounding on seismic.

Horizon'I'

Palynological Zone/Age: near middle w. spectabilis 'a' subzone; lower
Oxfordian; 156.5Ma.

Formntions delineated: base Eliassen Member; top calypso Formation.

Seismic response: top of a moderate amplitude, low frequency trough and varies to
a low amplitude peak in some areas. This horizon separates mounded reflection
character above from highly monotonous, parallel and continuous reflectors below.

Wireline log response: base of significant sand intervals on gamma ray logs in
many wells along the l,egendre Trend. In other wells the pick is at the base of an egg
shaped gamma ray log motif. Sonic and density log breaks are highly variable. The
most flamboyant of those occurs in Lewis I (2742m, Figure 4.5), where there is a
high, abrupt increase in both the sonic and density logs (refer to figures in Enclosure
IIIa).

Horizon 'I' marks the time of a very,significant increase in water depth or marine
flooding. It divides an anoxic, offshore marine section above, from a dominantly
nearshore section below, as noted from palynological interpretations.
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Horizon'J'

Palynological Zone/Age: middle W. digitata 'b' subzone; middle Callovian;
159Ma.

Formations delineated: Calypso Formaúon C1 to C2 unit boundary, this study.

Seismic response: top of a moderate amplitude, low frequency trough.

Wireline log response: this surface is only intersected by Rosemary l, Samson l,
Calypso I and Aurora I in the study area. It is picked on the gamma ray log as a
very high value spike. There is a consistent abrupt increase in sonic and density
values (e.g. Enclosure IIIa).

Horizon 'J' is an interpreted flooding surface that occurs within a very thick section
of interpreted shelfal siltstone and claystone (approximately 700m thick in Samson
1).

3.3.4 Conclusions

The definiúon of the Toolonga Calcilutite, Aptian Disconformity, Valanginian
Disconformity, and Horizons 'A' through to 'J' have been substantiated on well logs,
seismic and palynological data. These horizons are all considered to be
ehronostratigraphic surfaces that are reasonably constrained by time. In addition,
they often eoincide with depositional element bounda¡ies, major erosional surfaces,
flooding surfaces, and/or simply mappable surfaces that are attributed to an intricate
interplay of sea level, sediment supply and tectonics. This interplay is discussed in
chapter 4.
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3.4 SEISMIC FACIES

3"4.1 Introduction

The principles of seismic facies mapping in petroleum exploration to infer lithofacies
and subsequently identify potential stratigraphic traps has been documented by
Mitchum et al. (1971), Mitchum (1977, 1985), Mutri and Normark, (1990) and
Posamentier and Erskine, (1990). Ramsayer (1979) outlined a seismic mapping
technique with a coding system" Thorne (1992) examined the assumptions used for
the seismic sequence stratigraphy methodology. These principles and methodology
are the basis for seismic facies definition and mapping in this study.

A seismic facies unit is defined as "a mappable three dimensional seismic reflection
pattern whose characteristics differ from those of adjacent pattems" (Mitchum et al.,
1977; Ramsayer, 1979). The term 'facies', as with lithofacies, is used here in an
informal fashion for the purpose of distinguishing characteristics of a unit from those
around it. The underlying purpose of seismic stratigraphy and seismic facies
mapping is that by studying the geometries exhibited on seismic, palaeogeographies
and their environments of deposition may be reconstructed. The ultimate goal of this
study is to infer and identify sand-shale relationships that have hydrocarbon trapping
potential"

In the previous section it was demonstrated that most of the mapped seismic horizons
in this project were satisfactory time lines. Vail et al., (1977) stated that "no seismic
reflector will follow the top of a time transgressive lithostratigraphic boundary". The
lateral extent of sequence boundaries or stratal surfaces is scruúnised by Cartwright
et al. (1993). They demonstrate several situations where, parúcularly in this age of
increasing seismic resolution and use of 3-D seismic, "surfâces of stratal
discontinuity can only be discrete and correlatable over an extremely limited alea",
and that they "should not be expected to be correlatable as discrete and valid
stratigraphic surfaces over large distances". Bearing this statement, I have qualified
the mapped seismic horizons in the previous section. The assumption as to whether
the mapped stratal surfaces are time lines should be qualified before seismic facies
analysis is conducted in any seismic,stratigraphic study. When this is achieved,
however, seismic facies analysis of the amplitude, frequency, conúnuity, geometry,

qnÀ termination pattern may be conducted on the seismic units that are bounded by the
mapped stratal surfaces or horizons.

Five seismic facies maps (see table 1.5) were constructed in tho course of the project
work and are contained in Enclosures IIIa, and IIIc. They pertain to the seismic units
that are considered to have significant reservoir potential and varying seismic
charaeter that can be used to define seismic facies. These maps incorporate
parameters of the seismic facies unit including reflection continuity, frequenoy,
amplitude, geometry and terminaúon pattern. Isochron contours are drawn on these
maps at an interval of 100ms. Informative gamma ray log motifs and dipmeter
rosettes (where dipmeter data was available) of the pertinent s_ections were annotated
near some well locations. Basic lithology and unit thi"ttr"r.Jr'indicated for each of
the wells that intersected the unit.
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Seismic stratigraphy studies that involve seismic facies on the North West Shelf
include that of Kirk (1985), Boote and Kirk (1989), Kirk (1991) and Miller and

Stuart (1992). These studies address the seismic expression of marine systems, and

in particular, 'submarine fan sands'. V/hile papers that address seismic facies are

limited in number, there are many recent papers that address sequence stratigraphy
on the North West Shelf. This contrast may be attributed in part to the lack of
resolution in the seismic data over the region. The data set used in this study (see

section 1.2) varies from fair to exceptional over the study area.

The legend and seismic facies analysis code system which were used for the seismic

facies analysis are shown in Figure 3.15. Note that the term 'convergence' refers to
when two parallel reflections converge to form one reflection (e.g. Figure 3.14).

The use of the term 'downlap' can be used to describe two types of progradational
wedges" This is a distinction made by Cartwright et al. (1993, see their Figure 7

p"2B). The first instance is where clinoforms downlap a discrete downlap surface.

The second instance occurs when there is sediment aggrading ahead of prograding
clinoforms which results in 'asymptotic downlap'. In this case, an apparent downlap
surface may be observed on poor resolution seismic which will cross time lines
within this 'downlap interval'. Subsequently, the apparent downlap surface gets

younger in the distat direction. Both occurrences of downlap are mapped in this

study. Generally, discrete downlap occurs as foresets within channels, as pinch-outs

of seismic 'mounds', or within the wedges of slope apron deposits. Asymptoúc
downlap (Figure 3.14) pertains to the distal portions of the study area and is
considered to consist primarily of hemipelagic accumulations that have bypassed the

slope of the prograding clinoforms. The aggrading downlap interval reflectors may

thin or thicken distally, while those near the base of the unit may onlap rising
palaeobathymetry.

'Uplap' is are*atiragf,¡6ç¡ry rpflecúon configuration term that is defined by Galloway

f rgq¡).f'fliiËlfitt$iF"ä'iìl'u*inr where ihe slope coincides with a relatively steep

teetonic scarp which may be undergoing differenúal subsidence. Slope and basin
strata may 'uplap' the structural features (Galloway, 1993). Uplap occurs in some

seetions along the Legendre Trend and the Rankin Platform.
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'I'he tbllowing portfblio of seismic stratal patterns outlines the characteristic features
of the many depositional elements and formations that can be observed within the
Valanginian to Callovian succession. Gamma ray log motifs were annotated to
seismic profiles of individual units in order to associate the depositional elemenrs,
defined by wire line log facies in the previous section, to the seismic stratal patterns.
Other examples include profiles showing the typical seismic character of unils or
fonnations.

The numerous illustrations of seismic examples and seismic stratal configurations are
an essential visual aid to interpret lithofacies. Refer to Figure 3.16 for the locations
of the seismic examples. Cut-out seismic examples of distinct depositional elements
are referred to larger window seismic examples. The locations of the 'window'
seismic examples are, in turn, outlined on the respective uninterpreted seismic
seetions and are included as enclosures. The legend pertaining to these examples is
shown in Figure 3.17. The seismic examples were displayed on the SIERRA 2di
Workstation and printed. They are at a relatively compressed scale to provide an
approximate vertical exaggeration of 3:1. In addition, amplitude was reduced by
using the gain control.

ASYMPTOTIC
DOWNLAP

CONVERGENCE

Ð)

Figure 3.14. Idealised stratal configuration for asymptotic downlap and convergence
(see also seismic examples Figures 3.18 and 3.19).
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a) LEGEND
GENERAL INFORMATION

INFERRED SEDIMENT SOURCE AXIS. >>>>
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EROSIONAL EDGE -

REFLECTION CONFIGURATION SYMBOLS
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C orTo - Dn\.

_>
IITTT

Ob Sg orSh
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P
C-Con

P

c-up
P

c-c
P

NONE1/2 CYCLE THICK

WELLINFORMATION

UNITTHICKNESS GIVEN IN METRES

LITHOLOGY ABBREVIATIONS:
gravel - grv
sandstone - ss
siltstone - sltst
shale - sh

UNCONFORMITY:
æ

GAMMA RAY MOTIF:

API units

FAULTED CONTACT: DIPMETRE ROSETTE:

{

SEISMIC FACIES ANALYSIS CODE SYSTEM
(Modified after Ramsayer, 1979)

REFLECTION CONFIGURATIoN DESCRIPTIoN coDE: #
A - UPPERSEQUENCEBOUNDARY t-

B - LOWERSEQUENCEBOUNDARY
C - INTERNALCYCLE CONFIGURATION & SEISMIC CHARACTURE

UPPER SEOUENCE BOUNDARY LOWER SEOUENCE BOUNDARY

Te - EROSIONALTRUNCATION On - oNLAP
Tp - TOPLAP Un - UPLAP
c _ coNcoRDANT Dh - DOWNLAP

C . CONCORDANT
Con - CONVERGENT

INTERNAL CYCLE CONFIGURATION

P - PARALLEL
M - MOUNDED
Ob - OBLIOUE PROGRADATIONAL
Sig
Sh

- SIGMOID PROGRADATIONAL

W

SEISMIC CHARACTURE

Rf - REFLECTION FREE
ch - cHAoTtc
C . CONTINUOUS
D - DISCONTINUOUS
N . NOISY
A - AMPLITUDE; H or L
F FREOUENCY; H or L
H . HIGH
L-LOW

SHINGLED
WAVY

Figure 3.15. Legend a), and seismic facies analysis code system b), for seismic facies
maps (part of Enclosures IIIa and IIIo).

b)
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SEISMIC EXAMPLE LOCATIONS
WORKSTATION SEISMIC

HAROCOPY SEISMIC
ONLY

Location
No.

Figures

1 3.79
2 3.18
3 3.39 3.40 3.52
4 3.51
5 3.22, 3.41, 3.42, 3.43, 3.53
6 3.49
7 3.48
8 323, 3.31, 3.37, 3.39, 3.45, 3.54
9 3.50
10 3.21 3.47
11 3.33 3 3.35,3.36,3.46,3.55
t2 3.27, 3.29, 3.29, 3.30, 3.32, 3.44. 3.56
13 3.20
t4 3.24,3.25,3 3.57

Figure 3.16. Location map of the seismic examples in Figures 3.18 to 3"57. The
table lists the figures that pertain to each of the numbered seismic locations.
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LEGEND FOR SEISMIC EXAMPLES

SEISMIC SCALE

0 1 2km Verticle
Scale

(approximate)

200m

1OOm
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HorizontalScale

VERTIOLE EXAGERATION: APPROXIMATELY 3:1

GAMMA RAY
APIUNITS

GAMMA RAY LOG MOTIF O 160

lOOm

EROSIONAL SURFACE

MAPPED HORIZON

STRATAL
CONFIGURATIONS

FAULT DISPLACEMENT

Figure 3.17. Legend pertaining to the seismic examples in Figures 3.18 to 3.57
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3.4.2 Results

Convergence

Convergence, as illustrated in Figure 3.18, displays the convergence of continuous,
moderate amplitude and frequency events. This character is typical along the
.southeast flank of the Lewis Trough over the time equivalent succession of the Angel
Formation. It is interpreted to dominantly represent the fine grained basinal sediment
of the Dingo Claystone. Isolatcd sand bodics may pinch out in the down-dip
direction near the position of horizon convergence.

9!9!po¡nt Shotpoint1650 Line CDBS-16 2oso

2.25sec

2.50sec

2.25sec

2.50sec

Figure 3.18. Seismic example and stratal configuration showing convergence. Note
the over¿rll reduction of a:nplitude and frequency of many events in the down-dip
direction. Refer to Figure 3.14 for idealised stratal configuration of convergence.
See Enclosure fVa for position on uninterpreted seismic section.
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Asymptotic Downlap

Figure 3.19 is a seismic example illustrating asymptotic downlap. This type of
downlap is characteristic of the stratal configurations that occurs in distal Dingo
Claystone. Unfortunately, most of the data is relatively noisy where asymptotic
downlap occurs, making it a difficult pattern to delineate. This configuration is

associated entirely with Hemipelagic Basin Fill of the Dingo Claystone that was
intersected, for example, in Dampier 1 and Madeleine 1.

Shotpoint Shotpoint
11s0 Line CDBB-16 1s50

2.25sec

2.50sec

2.75see

2.25sec

2.50sec

2"75sec

Figure 3.19. Seismic example and stratal configuration of asymptotic downlap.
Note the aggradation of stratal reflectors distal to the prograding clinoforms. See

Figure 3.14 for idealised stratal configuration of asymptotic downlap. See Enelosure
IVa for position on uninterpreted seismic section.
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Eliassen Formation

The basal unit E2 of the Eliassen Member has mounded geometries in strike section
which are bound by continuous high amplitude events at the top and base (Figure
3"20)" The mounded geometry is rare in dip sections. Dip sections typically have
we.clge shaped geometries. The internal character of unit E2 is low amplitude,
discontinuous and often chaotic patterns. High amplitude troughs (normal polarity),
interpreted as possible sand bodies, are noted cutting the low amplitude background
character. Unit E1 often contains one or two continuous cycles near the base which
occur parallel to the mounded geometries of 82. The upper portion of E1 usually
contains low amplitude and discontinuous non-descript character. The Eliassen
Member is considered to be a mud rich system that is interpreted to contain
eontourites and muddy channels and levee complexes (e.g. Figures 3.47,3.48,3.49).

Shotpoint
3000

Shotpoint
3400Line CD88-13

2.O0sec

2. 25sec

2.OOsec

2. 25sec

Figure 3.20. Seismic example and stratal configuration of a strike section of the
Eliassen Member. The dimensions of the mounded configuration near the centre of
the figure is 2.6km long and ranges from approximately 75 to 150m in thickness.
Note the high amplitude trough that is interpreted as a possible sand body. See
Enclosure IVb for position on uninterpreted seismic section.

Possible sand body
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Calypso Formation

The Calypso Formation displays a relatively monotonous seismic cha¡acter of
continuous, moderate to high frequency and moderate to low amplitude (Figure
3.2I), and lacks any specific stratal patterns. The stratal configuration is primarily
parallel and minor onlap occurs rarely at the base reflector. The seismic facies of the
Calypso Formation was not mapped owing to the lack of variation in stratal
configuration.
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Samson 1

Shotpoint
'I 950

Shotpoint
2350Line CD88-66

1.50sec

1.75sec

2.00sec

1.50sec

1.75sec

2.00sec

Figure 3.21. Seismic example and stratal configuration of the Calypso Formation.
The steep fault to the right of Samson 1 is part of a collapse graben that is adjacent to
the Rosemary Fault. See Enclosure IVc for position on uninterpreted seismic section.
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Hemipelagic Basin Fill

Hemipelagic Basin Fill has a poorly defined seismic character. Low to moderate
amplitudes and relatively discontinuous events prevail. Very low frequency events
may be continuous. Stratal configurations include aggradation, convergence (Figure
3.18), asymptoúc downlap (Figure 3.19) and onlap (Figures 3.22 and 3.23). The
seismic facies of the Hemipelagic Basin Fill is defined by the lack of high
amplitudes, low frequencies and sharply defined stratal configurations.

Lauchie 1

JI Hemipelagic
Basin Fill

Figure 3.22. Seismic example and stratal configuration of the Hemipelagic Basin Fill
of the Forestier Claystone at Lauchie 1. Note the onlapping horizons. See also

Figure 3.53.

Lewis 1

Slumps and Slides
Upper Slope å IApron -+ I

Figure 3.23. Example of the Upper Slope Apron, Forestier Claystone intersected at
Læwis 1. It is interpreted to be slightly condensed and deposited on a slide scar, up-

slope to possible Slumps and Slides. See also Figure 3.54.
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Depositronal Lobe Sheet Sands

Sheet sands have a continuous and parallel seismic character, characterised by low
amplitude and moderate to high frequency. Examples are displayed in Figures 3.24
and3"25"

Distal Channels
Angel 3

Depositional Lobe
Sheet Sands

Figure 3.24. Unit A3g4 example of interpreted sheet sands at Angel 3. See also
Figure 3.57.

Depositional Lobe
Sheet Sands

INTERPRETATION

Sheet Sands

Massive Sand

Angel 3 Chute

Figure 3.25. Example of unit A5 sheet sands at Angel 3. The section also includes
configurations to suggest the presence of a massive sand and sand chute. See also
Figure 3.57.
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ãd Angel 3 Depositional Lobe
Massive Sand

Depositional Lobe Massive Sand

Massive sands are considered to have mounded configuraúons, similar to the
example in Figure 3.26. There, the outer mounded geometry may be delineated by a
high amplitude event, but the internal character is often relaúvely transparent.

Figure 3.26. Seismic mound interpreted as a massive sand of a depositional lobe.
The section is Unit A6 intersected at Angel 3. See also Figure 3.57.

Braided Channels and Chutes

Figure 3"27 displays continuous high amplitude events that converge at the margins
of the complex. These are considered typical of Braided Channels and Chutes.

Similar geometries are also noted in Figures 3.25 and 3.39. This character is also

assoeiated with broad, erosional cut and fill features (e.g.Figure 3.51).

Legendre 1

Braided Channels
and Chutes

Figure 3.27 Braided Channels and Chutes at Legendre I Unit 45. See also Figure

3"56"
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Channel Fill

lnærpretations of Channel Fill are illustrated in Figures 3.28, 3.29,3.30, 3.31 and
3.32. Channel Fill is usually associated with an erosional surface identified by
erosionally truncated reflectors (e.g. Figures 3.28 and 3.29). Internal seismic
character is characterised by continuous, low amplitude and high frequency (e.g.
Figure 3.28), or may display discontinuous concave up events as in Figuré 3.31.

-
-
t-----'-

Legendre 1

Channel Fill

Levee

Figure 3.28. Talisman Sand Member at tegendre 1. Interpreted channel fill is
associated with erosional surface and possible levee. See also Figure 3.56.
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Legendre 1

Channel Fill

Legendre 1

ChannelFill
/Braided Channels

Figure 3.29. Unit At¿2 at Legendre 1, inærpreted as Channel Fill. See also Figure

3"s6"

Figure 3.30. Unit Argg4 at l-egendre 1 is considered to be transitional with Channel Fill
and Braided Channels and Chuûes. See also Figure 3.56.
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Lewis 1L- | channet Fitt

f--:-< 
I

Figure 3.31. Interpreted channel Fill example at Lewis 1, unit 46. Note the
discontinuous, slightly concave up events in the down-faulted area. See also Figure
3"54.

Slope Apron Braided Channels

A section of Braided Channels within an interpreted Slope Apron is displayed in
Figure 3.32. It has a low amplitude, high frequency and slightly chaotic seismic
character. The overall wedge shape supports the slope apron interpretation. The
seismic character of this example would not suggest a sand prone affinity without
direct well evidence.

Legendre 1

Channel Fill

lï-1 sop"Apron
l*-J BraidedChannels

Figure 3.32. Unit E2 at lægendre I interpreted as a slope apron deposit. Note the
overall wedge shape of the unit. See also Figure 3.56.
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Samson 1

Slope Apron Sandy Slides

Examples of Slope Apron Sandy Slides are displayed in Figures 3.33, 3.34 and 3.35.

It is difficult to typify the seismic character because no section was thick enough in
the data set to obtain a representative seismic character. One possible cha¡acteristic
is a broad concave up configuration or dish shape of relatively high amplitude peaks

or troughs.

Figure 3.33. Unit A¡UZ at Samson I of interpreted Slope Apron Sandy Slides. See

also Figure 3.55.

Figure 3.34. Unit A6 at Samson 1 of interpreted Slope Apron Sandy Slides. See

also Figure 3.55.

Samson 1ã_t Slope Apron
Sandy Slides

r29



ã | Stope Apron
á_ | Sandy Slides

Samson 1

Figure 3.35. Unit A5 at Samson 1 of interpreted Slope Apron Sandy Slides. See
also Figure 3.55.

Slope Apron Slides and Slumps

Slope Apron Slide and Slumps contain discontinuous, concave up and chaotic events.
The examples (Figures 3.36 and 3.37) have subtle wedge shapes, rypical of slope
apron deposits.

Figure 3"36. unit A3¿4 at Samson I of interpreted Slope Apron slumps and Srides.
See also Figure 3.55
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Slope Apron
Slumps and Slides

Samson 1
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Lewis 1
Slope Apron
Slumps and Slides

Figure 3.37. Unit A3¿4 at Lewis 1 of interpreted Slope Apron Slumps and Slides

See also Figure 3.54.

Slope Apron Deposiúonal Sand

Slope Apron Depositional Sand examples are shown in Figures 3.38, 3.39, 3.40,
3"4I" 3.42, and 3.43. Overall lens shaped packages are noted in many of the
examples. These discontinuous and low amplitude seismic 'lenses' tend to be
outlined by continuous,low frequency, high amplitude events.

Figure 3.38. Unit A5 at Lewis 1, interpreted as Slope Apron Depositional Sand

gradational with Channel Fill. See also Figure 3.54.

Lewis 1

n-l
Slope Apron
Depositional Sand
/Channel Fill
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Rosemary 1 (projection) Possible chute

lll Slope Apron
I . I DepositionalSand

Figure 3.39. Slope Apron Depositional Sand projected from unit A5 at Rosemary 1 (l -

2km)" See also Figure 3.52.

Rosemary 1 (projection)

F
Slope Apron
Depositional Sand --"/ --'-'/

Figure 3.40. Slope Apron Depositional Sand projected from unit AZA+at Rosemary I
(1 - 2km). See Also Figure 3.52.
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Slope Apron
Depositional Sand lauchie 1

{
?_+G

Figure 3.41. Unit A6 at Lauchie 1 of inærpreted Slope Apron Depositional Sand. See

also Figure 3.53.

Slope Apron
Depositional Sand

Lauchie 1

Figure 3.42. Unit A5 at Lauchie 1 of interpreted Slope Apron Depositional Sand. Note

the relatively lower amplitudes within thp seismic lens. See also Figure 3.53.
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Slope Apron
Depositíonal Sand Lauchie 1

Figure 3.43. Slope Apron Depositional Sand example of unit At&Z at Lauchie 1. See

also Figure 3.53.
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Levees and Contourites

Levees and Contourites display similar log profiles and seismic characters, and
therefore discussed here together. Examples are displayed in Figures 3.44, 3.45,
3"46, 3.47 and 3"48. It is possible that these examples are more like levees than
contourites since they are all associated with nea¡by incised channel features,
interpreted to be mud filled (e.g. Figures 3.47 and 3.48). The seismic is characterised
by continuous, low amplitude and moderate to high frequency, and parallel events
with mounded geometries.

Figure 3"44. Interpreted Crevasse Splays within a levee complex at Legendre 1 unit
81. See also Figure 3.56.

Legendre 1

Channel Fill

Levee and
Crevasse Splays
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Levees or
Contourites

Lewis 1

Figure 3.45. Dip section of interpreted Levee complex at Lewis 1 unit E2. See Figure
3"47 for a nearby strike section. See also Figure 3.54.

Samson 1

Muddy channel
axrs

Levee

Figure 3.46. Interpreted levee complex within unit E1 at Samson 1. Note possible
muddy channel axes. See also Figure 3.55.
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Samson 1 ontourites or Levees

Figure 3.47. Interpreted Levees or Contourites within unit E2 at Samson 1. See also

Figure 3.21.

Shotpoint Shotpoint
1360 Line CDgg-23 1710

1.7Ssec

2.00sec

1.75sec

2.00sec

Figure 3.48. Strike section exàmple of interpreted levee complex and possible
muddy channel. See Figure 3.45 for nearby dip section and well profile. See

Enclosure IVd for position on uninterpreted seismic section.

Muddy channel

Levee
H
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Erosional Channel Features

A fault controlled channel scour feature is highlighted in Figure 3.49 (strike example)
and Figure 3.50 (dip example). Prograding clinoforms are seen in both sections.
This channel has a maximum depth of 100m and is between I - 2km across. This
equates to a width to depth ratio of about 10 to 1. The channel is thought to be sand
filled with a gamma ray log profile similar to that of the Channel Fill depositional
ele,ment.

A broad erosional feature is shown in Figure 3.51. Three episodes of cut and filt can
be observed. It is expected that the lithofacies over this section would be similar to
the Braided Channels and Chutes depositional element.

cD88-856
Shotpoint
1 460

Shotpoint
1 860Line CD88-17

1.50sec

1.75sec

2.0sec

1.50sec

1.75sec

2.0sec

Figure 3.49. Strike section showing clinoforms within an incised channel feature.
See Figure 3"50 for the dip profile of channel. See Enclosure IVe for position on
uninterpreted seismic section.
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cDsB-817
Shotpoint
1 400

Shotpoint
1 800Line CD88-56

1.5Osec

'1 .75sec

2. 00sec

1.5Osec

1.75sec

2. 00sec

Figure 3.50. Dip section of incised channel feature. See Figure 3.49 for the strike
profile of this feature" See Enclosure [Vf for position on uninterpreted seismic
section.
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Shotpoint
930

Shotpoint
1230Line CDBB-17

1.50sec

1.75sec

2.00sec

1.50sec

1.75sec

2.00sec

Figure 3.51. Seismic profile of a broad channel cut and fill scquence. See Enclosure
lVe lor position on uninterpreted seismic secüon.

3.4.3 Conclusions

Seismic characters and typical seismic stratal configurations for various depositional
elements are sumÍtarised in Table 3.7. It is ditficult, ancl perhaps dangerous to
directly infer lithologies from seismic fiequency and amplitucle alone. It is observed,
however, that many high amplitude events are often associated with sandy
lithologies. By studying the seismic stratal configurations and relating them to
various depositional elements, more accurate predictions of the lithofacies can be
inferred. The examples shown in this section, although llurrerous, highlight typical
seismic stratal configurations and seismic character o{' specifìc depositional features,
depositional elements, and formations. In addition to the usc o[ ciirect reference in
lhis project area, they may be useci as a guide to int'er lithofacies in areas of similar
depositional settings and limited well data.
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Depositional
Element.

Seismic Character Stratal Conhguration Outer
Shane

Aggrading
shelf

(Calypso
Formation)

continuous, moderate to high
frequency, moderate to low
amplitude

parallel, minor rare onlap

Hemipelagic
Basin Fill

discontinuous, low to moderate
frequency, low to moderate
amplitude; also occurs continuous
with verv low freouencies

onlap, convergence,
fisymptotic downlap,
aggradation

Depositional
Lobe Sheet

Sands

continuous, moderate to high
frequency, low arplitude

parallel, possible onlap

Depositional
Lobe Massive

Sand

discontinuous, convex up, moderate
frequency, high amplitude; mounds
mav be intemallv fransDafent

bi-di¡ectional downlap mound

Braided
Channels and

Chutes

continuous, high amplitude bi-di¡ectional convergence,
erosional Euncations

lens

Channel Fill continuous and discontinuous,
concave up, high frequency, low
amplitude

erosional truncation ehannel
or IJ'
shape

Slope Apron
Braided

Channels

chaotic, high frequency, low
amplitude

wedge

Slope Apron
Sandy Slides

broad concave up or dish shaped
events, hish amplitude

Slope Apron
Slumps and

Slides

discontinuous, concave up, chaotic downlap wedge

Slope Apron
Depositional

Sand

continuous, high amplitude;
intemally discontinuous, low
amplitude

bi-directional convergence lens

Levees and
contourites

continuous, moderate to higb'
frequencv. low amolitude

bi-directional downlap mound

Table 3.7. Summary of seismic characters and stratal configurations of depositional
elements.
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Shotpoint
825

Shotpoint
1225Line CDBB-20

Figure 3.52. Seismic profile near Rosemary displaying a seismic 'lens'
Enclosure IVg for position on uninterpreted seismic section.

1.75sec

2. 00sec

1.75sec

2. 00sec

See
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Lauchie 1

Shotpoint
11 60

Shotpoint
1 560Line CD88-46

Figure 3.53. Seisrnic profile and stralal configuration diagram at Lauchie I

Enclosure IVh for position on uninterpreted seismic section.
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1 .75sec
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Lewis 1

Shotpolnt
1 750

Shotpoint
2150Line CDBB-52

1.50sec

1.75sec

1 .50sec

1 75sec

Figure 3.54. Seisrnic profite and stratal configuration diagram at Lewis l. Sce
Enclosure IVi for position on uninterpretecl seismic section.
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Samson 1

Shotpoint
1 750

Shotpoint
2150Line CDB8-66

Figure 3.55. Seismic proiile and stratal conliguration diagram at Samson I

Enclo.surc IVc f'or ptlsition on uninlcrpretcd .seismic sectton.
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Legendre 1

Shotpoint
290

Shotpoint
20Line 85-2953

'1 .50sec

1.75sec

2.00sec

1 .50sec

1.7Ssec

2 .00sec

Figrrre 3.56. Scisrnic prol'ile ¿tnd stratal conligLrration cliagr:rm at L,cgcrrclre l. See
E,nclosurc IV j firr posit-iorr ou unint-erpretcd sei.sntic .scctioll.
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Angel 3
(projected 300m S)

Shotpoint
780

Shotpoint
500Line 85-2953

2.00sec

2. 25sec

2.00sec

2.25sec

Figure 3.57. Seisrnic profìle and stratal configuration diagram near Angel 3. See

Enclosure IVj for position on uninterpreted seismic section.
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CHAPTER 4: RESIII,TS AND DTSCIISSION

DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS, TECTONIC DEVELOPMENT AND GENETIC
STRATIGRAPHY

4.1 DEPOSITIONAL SYSTEMS

4.I.1 Introduction

Depositional systems in the Dampier Sub-basin are outlined by Barber (1994) in the
context of the 'Vail' sequence stratigraphic approach. He defined sequences (see
Figure 4.68) which are attributed to eustatic sea level using the Haq et al. (1988) sea
level curve. The prediction of sand prone depositional periods are outlined in a
temporal sense and associated with eustatic falls of sea level. Much of the same data
is used in this project. Discrete episodes of deposition have been defined based on
palynology, well log and seismic correlations (Secúon 3.3). Lithofacies have been
defined using core log interpretations. These lithofacies have been associated to
depositional elements that were fundamentally defined using wire line log facies
(Section 3.2). Gamma ray log motifs were annotated to seismic profiles (Secúon
3.4) in order to assess the seismic configurations and character of the various
depositional elements. The lithofacies, depositional elements and seismic facies form
an integral part of this chapter. These aspects are used to characterise each
depositional system. The influence of sediment source, palaeo-topography, syn-
sedimentary tectonics, and sea level for each of the defined episodes of deposition
were then evaluated.

There are many papers on sequence stratigraphy over the North West Shelf (e.g.
Barber, 1994: Ross and VaLl, 1994; A¡ditto, 1993; Spring and Newell, 1993;
V/ulff, 1992) that discuss sand-shale development in a temporal sense. This study,
however, focuses on the spatial and three dimensional development of sand-shale
interplays. This method utilises depositional models to help characterise the style of
sedimentation within each depositional episode by using seismic facies maps,
lithofacies and depositional elements. Each proposed style of deposition helps to
explain lateral lithologies and sand body distributions which are, in turn, inferred
from seismic facies maps, isopach mapb, and structure maps.

Palaeo-bathymetry and overall basin shape is the primary controlling factor of the
morphology of marine resedimented facies. Sandy lithologies can often be inferred
to occur in palaeo-bathymetric low areas, while thinner, hemipelagic sediments may
occur on local topographical highs. In the case of submarine cûnyons and incised
channels, these generalisations should be met with caution. This is because many
canyons and channels that have been drilled as exploration targets have been mud
filled (pers. comm., W. Galloway,1994).

Isopach maps are typically used to infer palaeo-topography, where relatively thick
areas are local lows, and thin areas are local highs. There are two Ítssumptions that
need to be considered and accounted for, in order to interpret the palaeo-topography.
Firstly, it must be assumed that the top of the unit was relatively flat near the end of
the depositional episode. It is reasonable to suggest that relief probably existed at the
ond of depositional episodes in active margin settings sueh as the Dampier Sub-basin.
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For example, slope aprons can be relatively thick with respect to the rest of the unit,
but they are not necessarily deposited in the lowest areas of the basin. The relative
thicknesses of slope apron deposits were the result of sediment source and palaeo-
relief rather than selectively filling palaeo-topographic lows within the basin. A
good counter-example to this would be a channel-lobe complex, where depositional
morphology is strongly controlled by palaeo-topography. The style of depositional
system and basin setting needs to be considered in this manner to objectively use

isopachs to infer palaeo-topography.

The second assumption deals with the differential compaction of different lithologies.
lvlud is typically highly compacted, sand is variably compacted and mixed lithologies
are relatively the least compacted. Therefore, relatively thicker areas on isopach
maps may represent sandier areas that have undergone less compaction, rather than
just palaeo-topographic low areas. However, if the palaeo-topography is controlling
the distribution of sand deposition, this factor may amplify the real palaeo-
topography. Again, the style of depositional system and basin setting needg to be
considered to evaluate the influence of compaction in a given area. Although there is
little knowledge of the relative timing of compaction of underlying sediment, it may
also effect the palaeo-topography.

Another assumption must be considered when isochron maps are used as effective
isopach maps. It deals with velocity contrasts of varying lithologies. The assumption
is that velocities of the lithologies within the unit are the same, and therefore two-
way-time is directly proportional to unit thickness. A unit that contains varying
lithologies with large velocity contrasts, if unaccounted for, may result in unrealistic
obseruations of relative unit thickness. Here, the factor of varying lithologies usually
has a negaúve effect. For example, if the sand has a higher velocity than the mud
within the unit, sandier areas will appear to by relatively thin. In this ease, palaeo-
topographic low areas may not be obvious.

In many cases, an isochron map of a single unit may not reflect the palaeo-
topography as well as one would expect. The assumptions outlined above need to be
checked throughout the interpretation of any isochron map. Some of these factors
have been alleviated to some extent in this study by using comtlination
strueturaVisochron maps"

Combination structuraUisochron maps were constructed from the Valanginian
Diseonformity to: Horizon 'C' (middle Angel Fonnation); Horizon 'E' lower-
middle Angel Formation); Horizon 'G' (base Angel Formation); Horizon 'I' (base

Eliassen Formation); and Horizon 'J' (Callovian flooding event). Fault cuts at the
base of the isoohron intervals were drawn on these maps. Using these maps, overall
palaeo-topography of the intervening depositional episodes was inferred. By using
the Valangir-rian Disconformity as the top of the isochron units, I assumed that there
was little,l'no relief of the Lewis Trough depocentre during the Valanginian. This
interpretation is supported by the Stratigraphic Log Correlaúons 'C' to 'G' (Figures
4.16 to 4.20) which have the Valanginian Disconformity as the datum. The horizon
correlations appear relaúvely uniform across the secúons with no significant
thiekness variations" In addition, the Valanginian Disconformity Strueture Map
(Figure 4.38) displays a relatively uniform structure. Although there is definition of
the l,ewis Trough on this structure map, it is interpreted that this syncline formed
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later by differential subsidence in the Middle Cretaceous. This is cliscussed in detail
in Section 4.2 (Structural and Tectonic Development V/ith Relation to
Sedimentaúon).

The isochron/structural maps from the Valanginian Disconformity were used to
interpret overall basin shape and relief at the time of deposition of the overlying
tectonic sequence. Tndiviclual variations of each depositional system were considered
using the unit isochron maps. Mapped stratal patterns provided clues to the lateral
extont of these lithologies. Local lithologics are included in the intelpletation frt-rm
nearby wells. Mapped seismic stratal configurations provided clues to the lateral
extent of these lithologies. Two way time structure maps, isochron maps,
isochron/structure maps and seismic facies maps are listed in Table 1.5.

The lithological content and morphologies of submarine channels and lobes is highly
depondent on the relative grain size and the sand to mud and/or sand to gravel ratio
that exists in the sediment supply (Galloway, l9g3). For example, 'transporr
efficiency' is a concept developed by Mutti (1979) which is dependent on the
sediment supply and qualifies the transportability of sand into the basin. Relatively
muddy systems are highly efficient systems that transport isolated sand lobes onto the
basin floor. Poorly efficient systems have a high sand to mud ratio, and lobes are
less extensive and are dominantly composed of depositional and mixed channel fill
types. Factors affected by the sediment supply in channels include the width to depth
ratio, channel sinuosity, levee height and overall stability (see Figure 4.1).

The degree to which lobes are 'sheet lobes' or 'mounded lobes' is also dependent on
the sediment supply and varies with the amount of channelisation and areal extent of
the lobe (Figure 4.2). These concepts are used here to help exptain the development
of the depositional episodes.
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Figure 4.1. The textural spectrum of turbidite channels contrasting the geometric and
depositional attributes of erosional and depositional types. Changes in width/depth
ratio, sinuosity, levee height and channel stability parallel the patterns that are
documented for fluvial settings (after Galloway, 1993).
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Fígure 4.2. Block diagrams illustrating the geometry and characteristics of coarse
sandy and mixed sandy to muddy turbidite lobes.
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The following discussion is a description of each depositional episode which together
represent the evolution of a rifted margin. Each episode was interpreted with respect
to the various depositional models and processes that are discussed previously
throughout this thesis. The interpretations are based on the available data and
constructed maps. Schematic palaeo-geography diagrams, seismic facies maps,
seismic examples, stratigraphic log correlations, isochron maps, structure/isochron
maps, and structure maps relevant to each depositional episode are listed at the
beginning of the particular discussion. The figures and maps listerl for each
depositional episode are often numerous, and it is suggested that they be referred to
throughout the discussion. In addition, the detailed chronostratigraphy (Figure 3.13)
should also be referred to throughout the discussion. In order for the key figures and
maps to be crossed referenced with convenience, they have been compiled as various
montâges that are contained within the thesis as enclosures. The relevant montages
should be hung on a nearby wall when the relevant section is being read.

Schemaúc palaeogeography diagrams were drawn for each of the units that seismic
facies maps were constructed for. Where available, these figures are used to show
the interpreted depositional element associations and their lateral distributions. The
legend for the schematic palaeogeography diagrams is shown in Figure 4.3.
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LEGEND FOR SCHEMATIC PAI-AEOGEOGRAPHY
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Figure 4.3. Schematic palaeogeography symbols that pertain to diagrams in this section.
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4.1.2 Discussion

Calypso Formation Unit C1

Seismic example: Figure 3.21

Stratigraphic log correlationr : location map, Figure 4.4; section H - H', Figure 4.5;
seetion I - I', Figure 4.6.

Isochron mop : Calypso Formation unit C1, Figurc 4.7.

Structure/isochron mnp i Valanginian Disconformity to base Calypso Formation unit
C1, Figure 4.8.

luíontage: Enclosure IIIa.

Core data: Legendre I core 16, 17,18, Facies 82.2, D1.3, and E1.1; Rosemary 1

core 1, 2 and 3, Facies D 1. 1, D 1.3 and 81. 1

timited data was collated for Calypso Formation unit C1. Many of the wells reached

total depth within this unit (e.g. sections I - I', H - H', Figures 4.5 and 4.6). In
addition, there is little variation in seismic stratal configuration, and so little
stratigraphic information could be obtained by seismic facies analysis. Seismic
character is typically represented by continuous, parallel events which onlap and
uplap the basin margins or uplap fault scarps (e.9. Figure 3.21). This unit was
studied in order to contrast sedimentation style and evaluate basin evolution with
respect to the overlying Eliassen and Angel Formations. While these formations are
considered to be post-rift, the Calypso Formation is interpreted to have been
deposited during intra-rift half graben development. The Rosemary Fault was active
during this period (e.g. Barber, 1994; see his figure 20). This fault movement
appears to have been initiated near the onset of Calypso Formation deposition (e.g.
sec Figure 3.21 note fault cuts).

Half graben development provided subsidence of the Lewis Trough area which kept
pace with sedimentation. The seismic facies, wire line log facies and depositional
facies observed in core attest to this interpretation. The depositional elements are
interpreted as Aggrading Shelf in proximal areas, grading to Hemipelagic Basin Fill
in distal areas. Legendre 1 core 16 contains Facies 82.2 (cross-stratified sands), core
17 has Facies D1.3 (mottled silt and mud), and core 18 has Facies E1.1. Core I,2
and 3 at Rosemary 1 contain Facies C1.2 (mottled silt and mud), Dl.1 (structureless
silts), D1.3 and El.1. These facies are interbedded with each other.

Nearshore palynological indicators occur in all wells that penetrate this section along
the Legendre Trend. Distal wells such as Walcott I and Madeleine I have offshore
palynological indicators.
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It is interesting to note that Legendre I core 18 is a black shale of Facies 81.1 with
nearshore palynological indicators. This shale probably represents a low energy
environment with low sediment influx and anoxic water which is near to a shoreline.
It is impossible to comment on water depth in this situation. Thin coals can be
interpreted from ditch cuttings above and below the shale unit, attesting to a
terrigenous influence. This core also contains slickensides, providing evidence that
fault movement of the Rosemary Fault succeeded deposition and lithification.

An asymmetrical morphology of unit Clis revealed by the isochron map (Figure 4.7).
This also attests to the proposed half graben development. A large sediment source
can be inferred to occur to the east of Samson 1. This area contains a collapse graben
(see structure/isochron map, Figure 4.8), part of which is shown in Figure 3.21. A
smaller concentration of sediment is noted to the northwest of Rosemary 1 and is
defined by the 320ms isochron (Figure 4.7).

The Rosemary Fault was mapped with reasonable confidence on the
strueture/isochron map. This accuracy is, however, limited because the fault occurs
near the ends of seismic lines and does not intersect other lines. North - south faults
are observed to splay from the Rosemary Fault over the Lauchie I to Legendre I
area" Many of these faults continue up section into the overlying Eliassen and Angel
Formations.
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Eliassen Formation U nit E2

Schemntic palaeogeography : Figure 4.9.

Seismic facies map: Figure 4.10.

S eismic examp les : Figures 3.20, 3.32, 3.45, 3.47, 3 -48, 3.54, 3.56, and 3 "57 .

Stratigraphic log correlations : location map, Figure 4.4; section H - H', Figure 4.5;

section I - I', Figure 4.6.

Isochron mnp: Figure 4.11.

Structure/isochron mnp ; Figure 4.12.

Structure tTurp : top Eliassen Formation unit E2,Figtre 4.13.

Il[antage: Enclosure IIIa.

Core data: Madeleine 1 core 7 - Facies 82.3, El.3; core 8 - Facies El.1"

Unit E2 of the Eliassen Formation is considered to be a mud rich system where sand

efficient transport processes occurred. It contains evidence of significant levee and

oontourite development. Sandy sections observed at Lauchie 1 and Legendre 1

contain Channel Fill and Slope Apron Braided Channels (Figure 3.32), respectively.
These sections coincide with interpreted sediment source axes that trend to the
northwest and the north, respectively. These sediment source axes correspond with
relatively thicker areas noted on the isochron map. In addition, they correspond to
inferred palaeo-topographic low areas noted on the structuraVisochron map.

Conversely, the adjacent palaeo-topographic high areas contain interpreted
eondensed sections (e.g. Orion 1), and contourites (e.g. Rosemary 1; Samson l,
Figure 3.47)" Levees also occur adjacent to the sediment source axes and can be
observed at tewis 1 (Figures 3.45 and 3.48).

A possible Depositional Lobe Massive Sand is interpreted to the south of Angel 3,

distal to one of the sediment source axes. This area is highlighted by mounded stratal
patterns that contain high amplitude events (Figures 3.20, 3.57). Adjaeent to this,
Angel 3 (23m thick) is on a palaeo-higf and is relatively eondensed.

Sediment starvation is noted at Calypso 1. It contains a 14.5m section of mud that is
not necessarily on a palaeo-high. The controlling factor in this area is thought to be

the lack of sediment source and possible relaúvely continuous current activity that
prevented any significant hemipelagic sedimentation.
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An area of ponding is interpreted to the east of Dampier 1 within the Lewis Trough.

High frequency events that onlap the lowermost palaeo-low portion of the trough are

noted on seismic. The seismic character does not reveal any particularly sandy

attributes. It is likely that the ponding is mud dominated"

Most of the Lewis Trough is interpreted to be undifferentiated basin fill. Muddy

turbidites, contourites and hemiplegic sediments are noted at Madeleine 1 and

Walcott l. This is consistent with core data from Madeleine 1. Hemipelagic

sediments occur at Wanaea l. These wells are considered to represent the

representative style of deposition that dominated the Basin Fill portion of the Lewis

Trough. This basin fill contains seismic convergence onto the flank of the Legendre

Trend, and onlap onto the flank of the Madeleine Trend. Bi-directional downlap

oceurs in areas of seismic mounding. The relative thinning onto the flanks and the

overall kidney shape of the isochron thickness contours suggests that much of the

available aecommodation provided by the Lewis Trough was filled by this unit.

The unit thickness is Oms immediately north of Dampier l. It is interpreted that this

area represents deep water which was sediment starved. No sediment is evident to

have been soureed from the Rankin Platform area to the northwest. There is,

however, some mounding that occurs in the northern portion of the unit, and it is

unknown as to whether it represents sandy or muddy sediment.

The seismic character of this unit is discussed in section 3.3.2. Sand bodies of
possible reservoir potential may also occur within the basin fill area of the Lewis

Trough. Considering the expected transport efficiency of this system, it is possible

that turbidite sheet sands may occur in areas flagged by the allocated symbol on the

schematic palaeogeography diagram. They refer to high amplitude trough anomalies

whieh can be observed on seismic (e.g. Figures 3.20, and 3.57) at or near the base of
the unit. The flagged locations are mostly speculative and further mapping is

required to evaluated the exact extent of these anomalies.

Eliassen Formation Unit E1

Seismic examples: Figures 3.20,3.44 and3.46

Stratigraphic log correlations : location map, Figure 4.4; section H - H', Figure 4.5;

section I - I', Figure 4.6.

Structure nnrps : top Eliassen Formation unit E2, Figure 4.13; base Angel

Fonnation, Figur e 4 "24.

Montage; Enclosure IIIa.

Core data: Legendre I core 12,13 and 14, Facies A2.I, C2.1 and D1.3; Madeleine

1 eore 6 and 7, Facies C2.3,81.1.

Seismic facies analysis was not conducted on unit E1 because it lacks variation in

seismic stratal configurations. The typical seismic character is discontinuous and

continuous, parallel, low amplitude and moderate frequency (e.g. see Figure 3.20)-

The top of the unit is erosionally truncated by the overlying Angel Formation. The

base of the unit has conúnuous parallel events that often parallel the mounded

configuration of unit E1.
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The system is mud dominated. Sandstone sections ocçur only at Legenclre. 1 where
Channel Fill Levees and Crevasse Splay depositional elements are inteipreted (Figure
3"44). Core 12 at Legendre I contains Facies 42.1 (stratified gravel¡, core 13 has
Facies C2.I (very thick and thick bedded sand-mud couplets), -d "o." 

14 contains
Facies Dl.3 (mottled silt and mud). The other weils tontain muddy sections of
Hemipelagic Basin Fill, Condensed Sections and Contourites or Levees. A muddy
channel axis ìs shown in Figure 3.46.

lt appears that there is little sand development within unit E1. This unit is ptobably
associated with transgression and flooding of low relief topography. Although this is
a muddy system where sand efficient transport processes can occur, there is tittle sand
available in the system for transport. The only sand that is evident occurs as Channel
Fill" Levees and Crevasse Splays at Legendre l.
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Angel Formaúon Unit A6

Schemntic palaeogeography : Figure 4.14.

Seismic facies map : Figtre 4.21.

Seismic examples : Figures 3.26,3.31, 3.34, 3.41, 3.49,3"50,3.51, 3.52,3.53 and

3"54"

Stratigrøphic log correlations : location map, Figure 4.15; section C - C', Figure

4.16; section D - D', Figure 4.17; section E - E', Figure 4.18; section F - F', Figure
4"19; section G - G', Figure 4.20.

Isochron mnp: Figure 4.22.

Structure/isochron mnp : Valanginian Disconformity to base Angel Formation,
Fígure 4.23.

Structure nwp i base Angel Formation,Figure 4.24.

Montages: Enclosures Itrb and IIIo.

Core data: Madeleine I core 5 - Facies El.l; Dampier 1 core 14,75, 16 - Facies

El" 1.

The basal member of the Angel Formation, Unit A.6, overlies a major unconformity.

In addition to missing palynological zones noted on well log correlations, erosional
truncation can be observed along the southeastern flank of the l-ewis Trough (see

Figures 3.49,3.50,3.57,3.52,3.53,3.54 and 3.56). Synsedimentary normal faults,
some of which terminate within this unit, are displayed in Figures 3.49, 3.51,3.52,
3.53 and 3.54. The footwall components of most of these examples are interpreted to
be filled with Channel Fill sand, which demonstrates that these faults, being active at

the time of sedimentation, strongly eontrolled palaeo-topography and hence sand

distribution.

The stratigraphic log correlation D - D'in Figure 4.17 shows a thickening
hemipelagic wedge (defined by asymptotic downlap seismic facies) in the vicinity of
Darnpier 1. This wedge is interpreted from the isochron map to thicken to the north-
northwest (perpendicular to average straúgraphic strike shown on the schematic
palaeogeography). Very little definition of the Lewis Trough can be observed on the

isoehron map, suggesting that it was virtually filled with sediment prior to deposition
of this unit. In addition, considerable unit thickness exists over the Kendrew Trough
region, suggesting that active sedimentation had taken placc.
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It is suggested that the morphology of thi.s unit was controllecl by ha.sin tilting in the
direction approximately perpendicular to the average stratigraphic strike. This tilting
would have included relative isostatic uplift occurring near the margin of the Lewis
Trough adjacent to the Rosemary - Legendre Fault. The region of relative uplift is
designated on the schematic palaeo-geographic diagram by areas of palaeo-
topographic highs, Slope Apron Depositional Sand, and incised channel areas that
contain Channel Fill sand. Channcl fill stratal patterns can be seen in Figures 3.31,
3"49 and 3.50. This region was probably an intermediate platform that succumbed
to trot'tlt-norLhcasL faulting (see structure/isochron map, Figure 4.23). This platform
area was adjacent to an area of increasing gradient, as defined by the areas of seismic
oonvergence. These areas of seismic convergence possibly contain mottled silt and
mud lithologies such as Facies D1.3.

The incised channel at Lewis I extends to an area of interpreted Depositional Lobe
Massive Sand in the distal direction. A channel-lobe complex is interpreted to occur
between Samson I and Legendre I where Braided Channels and Chutes are
interpreted. This complex extends to the Angel area where Depositional Lobe
Massive Sands occur (Figure 3.26). Slope Apron Sandy Slides (Figure 3.34) occur
adjacent to this channel-lobe complex at Samson 1. The area to the west of Angel
area channel-lobe complex is thin as indicated by seismic isochrons. Although Sandy
Slides are interpreted from well data at Forestier 1, this area was subjected to
continual sediment remobilisation and considerable erosion prior to the onset of
deposition of unit 45.

Slope Apron Slides and Slumps are noted at Montague 1. This is the only direct
evidence of sediment being sourced from the North Rankin Platform area. Seismic
reflections uplap onto this palaeo-escarpment as shown on the seismic facies map.
Seismic mounding can be noted over two areas in the Kendrew Trough region.
Hemipelagic sections at 'Walcott I and Wanaea 1 suggest that this mounding is
probably mud dominated. If sandy seismic characters, such as high amplitude
troughs can be observed within the palaeo-low portions of these mounded areas,
potential for good sealing exists. In addition, areas of high amplitude trough
anomalies occur within the region of asymptotic downlap (see schematic
palaeography diagram). Further mapping is required to assess the extent of these
anomalies.
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Angel Formation Unit A5

Schemntic palaeogeography : Figve 4-25.

Seismic facies map: Figure 4.26.

Seismic examples: Figures 3.25,3.27,3.35, 3.38, 3-39,3.49,3.50 and 3.51.

Stratigraphic log coruelations : location map, Figure 4.15; section C - C', Figure

4"16; section D - D', Figure 4-L7; section E - E', Figure 4.18; section F - F', Figure

4.19; section G - G', Figure 4.20.

Isochron tnnp : Figure 4.27.

Structure/isochron mnp ; Valanginian Disconformity to base Angel Formation,

Figure 4.23.

Structure nnp : base Angel Formation,Figve 4.24-

Montages: Enclosures Itrb and IIIc.

Core data: Madeleine 1 core 4 - Facies El.l; Angel 1 core 3 - Facies F2.2.

Angel Formation unit A5 is considered to have a retrogradational relationship with

the underlying unit 46. This contact is considered slightly erosional near the margin

(e.g. see Lewis 1 and Forestier 1 on section C - C', Figure 4.16), and aggradational

within the depocentre (e.g. see Madeleine 1 and Wanaea 1 on section E - E', Figure

4.1S). As with unit 46, this unit has the same three major sediment source axes. The

sediment source axis at Lewis 1 (Figure 3.38) bifurcates around a palaeogeographic

high area (coincident with Baleena I area). This unit contains the second stage of
interpreted channel cut and fill which is shown in Figures 3.49, 3.50 and 3-51.

Similar sedimentological relaúonships are expected in this unit, as with unit 46.

Braided Channels and Chutes are noted at Legendre I (Figure 3.27). This is
interpreted to be associated with distal sheet sands at Angel 1 and Angel 3 (Figure

3.st).

A highlight of this unit is the well developed seismic lens features that are seen on

the southeastern flank of the L,ewis Trough (Figures 3.39 and 3.42). These features

eontain massive sand at Rosemary 1 and Lauchie I, interpreted to be Slope Apron
Depositional Sand.

A debris flow (Facies F2"2) occurs at Angel 1, core 3. This facies is expected to

oeeur within the Slope Apron Slides and Slumps depositional element, the likely
result of relief and instabilities provided by nearby fault movement. A fault is

interpreted in the general vicinity of this depositional element on the

strueture/isochron map (Figure 4.23; see also tectonic elements map, Figure 4.4O).
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SCHEMATIC PALAEOG EOG RAPHY
ANGEL FORMATION UNIT A5

Figure 4.25.
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Other features noted within unit A5 include seismic mounding in the Kendrew

Trough region, seismic convergence and distally associated asymptotic downlap.
Seismic trough anomalies are possibly associated with distal turbidite sands. These

features are similar in description to those in unit 46.

Angel Formation Units A3 and A4

Schemntíc pal.aeogeograplzy : Figure 4.28.

Seismic facies mnp: Figure 4.29.

Seismic examples: Figures 3.24,3.30,3.36,3.37 and 3.40.

Stratigraphic log correlations : location map, Figure 4.15; section C - C', Figure
4"16; section D - D', Figure 4.17; sectron E - E', Figure 4.18; section F - F', Figure
4"19; secúon G - G', Figure 4.20.

Isochron mnp : Figure 4.30.

Structure/isochron mnp : Valanginian Disconformity to Angel Fonnation horizon
'C' (top of unit A3 and A 4), Figure 4"31.

Structure m"op : Angel Formation horizon 'C' (top of unit A3 and A 4), Figure 4.32.

Montage: Enclosures Itrb and IIIc.

Core data: Legendre 1 core 11 - Facies Bl.2; Madeleine I core 3 - Facies E1.3;
Dampier l core 12 - Facies El.1.

Angel Formation units A3 and A4 are confined by horizons 'C' and 'E' and are

divided by horizon 'D'. Unit A3 is a relatively thinner, muddy unit that was

deposited during a period of waning sand influx to the basin. Units A3 and A4 are

log defined units and were mapped as one seismic interval because of limits in
scismic resolution. These units are rotrogradational with respect to ,A.5. No active

faulting is interpreted to occur within the Angel Formation above horizon 'E',
although minor faults are mapped on the structure maps (Figures 4.31 and 4.32).
These faults are considered to be palaeogeographic remnants from earlier faulting
aetivity.

The deposition of the Slope Apron Depositional Sand over the Legendre Trend area

waned during this period (e.g. see Figure 3.40), while extensive slumps and slides
oeeurred over areas of previous Channel Fill (e.g. Lewis 1, Figure 3.37), and
previous palaeo-highs such as at Samson I (Figure 3.36). Braidod Channels and

Channel Fill occur at Legendre I (Figure 3.30; core I 1, Facies 82.1) which correlates
with interpreted Depositional Lobe Sheet Sands at Angel 3.
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Slope Apron Braided Channels are interpreted at Montague I which suggests that
some sediment was being sourced from the Rankin Platform. It is possible that a
sediment source axis exists to the north of Lambert l. However, due to the lack of
seismic data over the area, this is not conclusive.

Slope Apron Sandy Slides are interpreted to the west of Legendre 1, (e.g. Legendre

2, Foresúer 1, Talisman2, Calypso 1), suggesting that relief pre-existed due to the

Legendre Fault in this area.

Angel Formation Units A1 and A2

Schemntic palaeogeography : Figure 4.33.

Seismic facies mnp: Figure 4.34.

Seismic examples : Figures 3.29, 3.43.

Stratigraphic log correlations: location map, Figure4.l5; section C - C', Figure
4.16; section D - D', Figure 4.17; section E - E', Figure 4.18; secúon F - F', Figure
4.19; section G - G', Figure 4.20.

Isochron mnp : Figure 4.35.

Structure/isochron trury : Valanginian Disconformity to Angel Formation horizon
'C', Figure 4.31.

Structure mnp : Angel Formaúon horizon 'C' (base of unit A1 and A2), Figure 4-32.

Montage: Enclosures Itrb and IIIo.

Coredata: Angel l core 1-FaciesB1.l; Angel 2core 1and3 - FaciesBl.l;
Angel 3 core 2 - Facies Bl.1; Angel 4 core 1,2,3 and 4 - Facies 81.1, 82.1, C1.2,

and Dl.3; Cossack 1 core I and2 - Facies 81.1, C2.1, and Dl.3; Dampier I core 10

and 1l - Facies C1.2 and D1.3; Lambert 1 core I - Facies 81"1; Madeleine 1 core 1

and2 - Facies 81.1, El.1,81.3.

Angel Formation units A1 and A2 have extensive sand development and constitute a

sand rich depositional system. As with units A3 and 44, these units were also

mapped together due to limits of seisr4ic resolution. The base of unit A2, horizon

'C', represents the base Angel Formation over the Wanaea and Cossack Fields

aeeording to di Toro (1994).

A renewed sediment pulse of massive sand flow deposition is represented by unit 42,
overlying the thinner, muddier unit 43. The thinner Unit A1 is interpreted as a

waning pulse of Angel Sand in areas where deposition of the Angel Formation had

ceased. The top of the Angel Formation is slightly diachronous. It ranges from
middle P. iehiense Zone atWanaea 1 to middle K. wisemnniae Zone at Angel3.
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It is in sand rich systems such as these units that sand piles up and forms some degree

of relief, and will not be transported over extensive distances. The extensive sand

development here, where some distal sheet sands are observed as far as Madeleine 1,

is considered to be a reflection of the amount of sand existing in this system, and not
necessarily due to the efficient transport of sand. In addition, the observation that
these sheet sands deposited by unconfined turbidity currents rather than distal channel
sands associated with confined current flow, coheres with this interpretation.

tvlost of the existing core database was derived from units A1 and 1,l2. Facies Bl.1
and 82"1 dominate the sand, and are often interbedded with Facies C1.2, C2.1, and

D1.3" Facies 82.1, associated with channelled deposits, appears to be restricted to
relatively proximal areas (e.g. Angel 4 core 2,3, and 4).

In addition to the Angel Field, Deposiúonal Lobe Massive Sand oceurs at Finucane I
and Bounty 1. It is likely that the sand was sourced from the Rankin Platform, as

proposed by Hocking (1992). Poor data is available west of the Angel Field . This
area is probably dominated by amalgamated Depositional Lobe Massive Sands. A
good example of channel incision and subsequent Channel Fill at Legendre 1 is
shown in Figure 3.29. This again is considered a major source for the Depositional
Lobe Massive Sands that exist over the Angel area, although it may be mixed with
possible sediment sourced from the Rankin Platform.

Depositional Lobe Sheet Sands are also relatively extensive and are observed at

Larnbert 1, Walcott 1, Madeleine 1 and over the'Wanaea and Cossack Fields.

Massive sand beds greater than 5m thick and consisting of Facies C1.2 (mottled
muddy sands) and interbedded with Facies Dl.3 (mottled silt and mud), occur within
core 10 and l1 at Dampier 1. These core oecur within a section approximately 170m

thick that has a serrated, slightly concave egg shaped gamma ray log motif. This
section is within unit A1 and correlates to a relaúvely thin (<10m) section at

Madeleine 1 which is possibly sediment starved ( section D - D', Figure 4.17). The
sand at Dampier 1 is well sorted, very fine grained, with a silty, argillaceous and

calcareous matrix. This section is interpreted to have been deposited by contour
currents.

Units A1 and A2 are retrogradational with respect to units A3 and 44. A1 and A2

are more areally extensive, backstepping and onlapping onto the Eliassen - Orion
Terrace and Enderby Platform. This is demonstrated by a sand of unit AZ at Orion 1

(19m thiek) which is bounded above and below by unconformities" It is possible that
thin isolated erosional remnants of unit A1 and A2 exist in down-faulted areas over

the Eliassen-Orion Terrace and Enderby Platform. The retrogradational nature of A1

and A2 is also observed in the Angel, Wanaea and Madeleine areas by_more proximal

facies overlying more distal depositional elements of units A3 and A4 (e.9. see

stratigraphie log eorrelations D - D', and E - E', Figures 4.17 and 4"18).

Units A4 to A1 appear to be related to a similar tectonic event and regime. As

previously mentioned, no significant active faults were interpreted over this section.
The isopaeh maps (Figures 4"30 and 4.35) display little relief, indicating that the
Lewis Trough depocentre was virtually non-existent during ttris period. It is
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suggested that this section was deposited in a ramp style setting (Hellar and
Dickinson, 1985) which resulted from broad regional tilting to the northwest
(approximately perpendicular to the stratigraphic strike of the units). Nearshore
equivalent sediments underwent repeated gravity flow erosional episodes into more
offshore areas. As a result, no nearshore sediments have been interpreted in wells
from the area, suggesting they were eroded by this process. Some isolated bodies of
nearshore sediments possibly exist in palaeo-low arcas such as down-faulted blocks
over the Eliassen-Orion Terrace and Enderby Platform.

Forestier Claystone

Seismic examples : Figures 3.22,3.23 and 3.28.

stratigraphic log correlations : location map, Figure 4.15; section C - c', Figure
4.16; section D - D', Figure 4.17; section E - E', Figure 4.18; section F - F', Figure
4.19; section G - G', Figure 4.20.

Isochron m.np: Figure 4.37.

Structure mnps : top Angel Formation, Figure 4.36; Valanginian Disconformity,
Figure 4.38.

Montage: Enclosure IIId.

core data: Angel 3 core 1, Facies E1.1; Dampier 1 core 9, Facies E1.l; Legendre
1 core 10, Facies B2.l; Legendre 2 core 1, Facies B1.1; Talisman 2 core 3, 4, 5 and
6, Facies C1.1, Cl,.2, andF2.2; Talisman 3 core 2, Facies Cl.l andF2.2.

The Forestier Claystone is time equivalent to the Talisman Sand Member which is
confined to marginal areas of the study area. Little variation in seismic stratal
patterns were noted within this unit and so no seismic facies analysis or schematic
palaeogeographic diagram was warranted. The seismic cha¡acter generally consists
of parallel, continuous events of moderate amplitude and frequency. The amplitude
and frequency decreases distally. This system is dominated by Hemipelagic Basin
Fill (e.g. Facies El.1 atAngel3 core I and at Dampier 1 core 9). Significant seismic
onlap of hemipelagic sediment is noted along the flank of the Legendre Trend (e.g.
Figure 3.22).

upper Slope Apron sections are observed at samson 1, Lewis l, Forestier 1,
Talisman 2 and Calypso I (e.g.see stratigraphic log correlations Figures 4.16,4.18,
and 4.20) suggesting that this type of sedimentation dominated along the margin of
the Rosemary-Legendre Fault. Upper Slope Apron deposits containing Facies F2.2
can be observed at Talisman 2 in core 2,3, 4 and 5 and at Talisman 3 in core I and 2.
These core contain interpreted slump blocks several metres thick which are bound by
synsedimentary fault surfaces. Intraformational breccias are also extensive. A
seismic example of Upper Slope Apron at Lewis 1 is shown in figtre 3.23.

The Talisman Member Sandstone occurs at Legendre 1 as Channel Fill (core 10,
Facies B2.r), at Legendre2 as Slope Apron Sandy Slides (core 1, Facies B1.l), and
at Talisman 2 as Retrograding Slope Apron (core 6, Facies CI.z). It appears that all
sand development in this system is restricted to relatively thinner areas (<80ms) and
near the basin margin along the Rosemary-Legendre Fault in the northeast. There are
no seismic stratal patterns that would indicate sand development elsewhere. This
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suggests that the sediment souroe for deposition of the Angel Formation had been cut
off before the onset of this relatively mud rich system. Sand remained near the
margin, and was not being transported into the basin. It is likely that regionally static
tectonic conditions existed over the Dampier Sub-basin during this period. Some

definition of the Lewis Trough can be observed on the isochron map (Figure 4.37).
This suggests that some accommodation was being provided by differential
subsidence within the Lewis Trough.

A local unconformity is interpreted in the region between Orion 1 and Legendre 1 at

the time corresponding to near the base of D. Iobospinum Zone. Missing section can

be observed at Legendre 1, Samson 1, Lauchie 1, and Lewis 1 (see Figures 4.16 and

4.18). Erosional truncation can be observed on the seismic examples shown in
Figures 3.28 and 3.50. læwis I has the most extensive missing section which is
from within B. reticulatum Zone to near the top of D. jurassicum Zone.

Lithostratigraphic variations outside the area of the unconformity do not reveal the
exact timing for when the unconformity occurred. This suggests that sea level
fluctuations were probably not responsible. The relative thicknesses of D.

Iobospinum Zone hemipelagic sections varies quite dramatically over the distal
portion of the region (e.g. approximately 200m at Walcott 1, <50m at Dampier 1,

approximately 150m at Angel 1). This unconformity may have been caused by local
uplift and subsequent erosion in the form of slumping. The region of uplift may be

defined roughly by the 100ms isochron (Figure 4-37) that encloses wells between
Lauchie 1 and Samson I and extending to Legendre 1. In addition, an anticlinal
trend may be defined by a relatively thin isochron region that trends to the north from
Lewis 1. Erosional truncation of horizon 'C' at læwis 1 and anticlinal dips of
horizons'D','E' and'F' (Figure 4.16) supports this proposed uplift and

development of a local low relief anticline. The area is the likely source area for the
unusually thick D. lobospinum Zone sections in some wells.

Winning Group units M1 and M2

Stratigraphic'Iog correlations: location map, Figure4"39; section A - A', Figure
4.40; section B - B', Figure 4.41.

Isochron nnp : Aptian disconformity tÒ Valanginian disconformity,Figure 4-42.

Structure trurps : Valanginian disconformity, Figure 4"38; Aptian disconformity,
Figure 4.43.

Montage: Enclosure trId.

Core data : Talisman 2 core 3, Facies C1.1, CI.2 and F2.2; Talisman 3 core 1,

Facies C1.2.

Units M1 and M2 contain the Muderong Shale, Birdrong Sandstone and Mardie

Greensand. Limited data was collated for these units, as it is not considered to be the
main scope of this study. However, this data enable the basin evolution of a post-rift
super-sequence to be interpreted. Limited variations of seismic stratal configuration
can be observed within this system. This is characteristic of depositional systems

that are transgressive in style. The discussion of these units is somewhat generalised,

although it appears that fairly simple processes and associaúons exist.
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A wedge that progrades north from Rosemary I to near Madeleine I is revealed on
the isochron map (Figure 4.42). This area corresponds to offlapping stratal
configurations on seismic. Isochron values vary from between 100ms and 50ms to
the north of Madeleine 1, and to less than 50ms in the vicinity of Finucane 1, Bounty
1 and Lambert 1. The region to the north, defined approximately by the 100ms
isochron, is considered a condensed section. This wedge to condensed section
relationship is clearly observed on the stratigraphic log correlation A - A' (Figure
4.40).

Normal faults with significant displacements are observed on the Aptian horizon in
the Rosemary I and Rosemary North I vicinities (Figure 4.43). There is not
adequate seismic coverage over this area to ascertain the lateral extent of these faults.
However, related fault movoments may have provided relief for erosion and
subsequent sedimentation to produce this offlapping wedge. The Winning Group
sueoession is considered transgressive overall. Therefore, it is reasonable to suggest
that the progradation observed in this area is tectonically related. The teetonic
aspects of this area are discussed in section 4.2.

An interesting observation that can be made from the isochron map is that there is no
definition of the Lewis Trough, except possibly by the 100ms isochron to the
northeast of Angel 3 and Legendre 1. This suggests that very limited relief of the
Lowis Trough depocentre would have existed during Valanginian to Aptian time.

Units M1 and M2 are separated by the Intra-Muderong Event (Butcher, 1989;

Vy'iseman, 1979). Although W'iseman considers this a regional surface assoeiated to a
relative fall in sea level, it is considered here to represent a flooding surface, at least
in this area, if not regionally. This surface occurs within the lower portion of the M.
australis Zone. Thickness variations shown on the log correlations indicate that it
marks the time of onset of fault movements in the Rosemary area.

The stratigraphic log eorrelations demonstrate the lateral distribution of depositional
elements in a succinct manner. Sand beds 5 to 20m thick at Rosemary North 1 and
Orion 1 are interpreted as Slope Channels that developed on a depositional slope.

A contourite suecession is suggested at l-egendre 1 in unit M2 owing to a serrated

egg shaped gammâ ray log motif" This interpretation agrees with the stratigraphy
that is observed at Legendre 1. Most of the depositional elements observed at
Legendre I are associated with channels. Schematic palaeogeography diagrams
indieate that Legendre I is often coincident with a sediment source axis. During unit
M2 time, it is likely that an area of negative relief still existed adjacent to a major
sediment source area and was later cut off from sediment supply. This area of
negative relief provided a focus through which water bottom currents were directed.

Sections of Mardie Greensand are observed at Alpha North 1 and Talisman 2, and
coineide with the S" tabulata Zole. These sections are interpreted as Retrograding
Slope Apron depositional elements and are interpreted as Facies Cl.1 (poorly sorted
muddy sands).

The Birdrong Sandstone exists at Cygnus 1 and is interpreted as Transgressive Shelf
Sand. This sand unconformably overlies the Legendre Formation of Bathonian Age,
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demonstrating the onlapping nature of this transgressive unit onto the Enderby
Platform. A transgressing shoreline possibly existed to the southeast of Cygnus 1,
approximately parallel with the Lambert Shelf.

Late Cretaceous development

The Campanian to Aptian section contains the Toolonga Calcilutite, Haycock Marl,
Gearle Siltstone and Windalia Radiolarite. These formations developed on a broad
marine. shelf with open marine circulation. The Haycock Marl is the distal equivalent
of the Gearle Siltstone and occurs in wells on the Madeleine Trend and to the
northwest. The Gearle Siltstone and Haycock Marl were deposited in water depths of
about 200m (Kopsen and McGann, 1985). An isopach map (Figure 4.44) and a
structure map (Figure 4.45) of the top Toolonga Calcilutite were produced to gain a
insight into the influence of post depositional subsidence and tectonics on the
underlying post rift Oxfordian to Aptian succession.

The isopach map (Figure 4.44) has a thickening trend within the t-ewis Trough. The
L,ewis Trough, which showed no relief during the Aptian to Valanginian, became
active once more due to differential subsidence occurring over the area. This
differential subsidence may have been the result of compaction of varying
thicknesses of the underlying sedimentary succession occurring over the Legendre
Trend, Lewis Trough, Madeleine Trend and Kendrew Trough. Since the Lewis
Trough has the thickest underlying sedimentary section, it would have undergone the
most amount of compaction, resulting in the Lewis Trough structural morphology to
return. However, the possibility that this subsidence is related to mild compressional
tectonics is not excluded.

The top Toolonga structure map (Figure 4.45) reveals a relatively planar surface,
with the exception of an anticline in the l,egendre 2 to Nelson Rocks I area. The
relatively planar surface has a general dip to the northwest, mainly as a result of post-
depositional passive margin subsidence.
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4.1.3 Conclusions

A west to east structural cross section of the project area is shown in Figure 4.46.

This section was constructed with the use of isopach and combination
structure/isopach maps. It is located near the stratigraphic dip of the Oxfordian to

Valanginian succession. The present day Lewis Trough fold line is indicated over the

Eliassen and A4gel Formations. There is an eastward progression of this fold line
up-section. t/¡s fotO line has implications for development of stratigraphic traps

with respect to òand pinching out up dip on the flank of the Madeleine Trend.

The easterly transport of reservoir quality sand past the Lewis Trough present day

fold line, would be required for an up dip pinch out trap to occur along the southwest

flank of the Madeleine Trend. It is possible that this occurred over most of the units

with the exception of the Eliassen Formation unit E1, and the Forestier Claystone,

both of which are mud dominated systems. These distal sand bodies may be

represented by the high amplitude anomalies discussed in this section. The best

potential for reservoir development in this area occurs within unit 82, since palaeo-

topographic relief would have resulted in significant onlap onto the Madeleine Trend.

This relief is poorly developed or non-existent over the Angel Formation. Another
faetor needs to be considered with this style of pinch out play for units At to 44.

This is the retrogradational progression of these units which make overlying seals

erucial to any sand pinch out.

StructuraVstratigraphic pinch out plays remain high risk along the Legendre Trend.

Up dip seal is crucial for such plays here. Most structural four way closures and

three way closures against the Rosemary Fault have been tested to the top Angel
Formation (see top Angel Formation structure map, Figurc 4.36). Lauchie 1 and

Baleena 1 were structuraUstratigraphic plays which appear to have lacked up dip seal

towards the Rosemary Fault. With the number of dry wells along the Legendre

Trend, it is likely that the Rosemary Fault did not prevent hydrocarbon leakage and

petroleum migration to the adjacent Enderby Platform. The existence of the'Wandoo
Field supports this hypothesis, where oil was thought to have been sourced from the

Lewis Trough (Christiansen,lgg2). Indeed, Delfos and Boardman (1994) suggested

long distance migration for of oil into the Wandoo Field.
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Barber (1994) attributes the failure of the Lauchie 1 and Baleena 1 wells to 'thief
zone' downlapping shingled sands of low and high sea level stand offlapping wedges

and not to the laok of up dip seal. The palaeo-geography discussed in this section
demonstrates that a lack of up dip shales, and the existence of channel style sands up
to and against the probable 'non-sealing' Rosemary Fault was responsible for the
failure of these wells. The existence of offlapping wedges in this succession is

limited to local slope apron gravity deposits. In general, a lack of offlap occurred
within any one unit. Processes associated with marine onlap in proximal areas and

asymptotic downlap in distal areas (as opposed to discrete downlap where shingled
sands may inhibit sealing potential), dominated the whole Oxfordian to Valanginian
suocession.

The interpretation provided in this section is contrary to the one of Barber (1994) in
several other respects. Sand development in wells along the Legendre Trend, such as

L,egendre 1 are considered by Barber to be associated with low stand (low sea level)
systems tract wedges (e.g. Barber 1994, see his Figure l0). His interpretaúon implies
that these sand packages are relatively younger than the genetically related distal
'basin floor sands' in the Angel area. Palynological evidence does not support this
interpretation (e.g. see section F - F' Figure 4.19, units A2, A4 and A5 at Legendre 1

to Angel 3 palynological correlations). A more symbiotic relationship may have
existed in the development of these relatively distal and proximal sands.

Barber's interpretation implios the development of a broad shelf where eustatic
variations may significantly control sequence formation. Low stand wedges were to
have prograded from the Enderby Platform into the Lewis Trough. The associated

onlapping sections on the Enderby Platform are considered to have been eroded later
(at some point in time which is not stated) in response to dramatic uplift. This also
implies that the accommodation, provided by continuous movement of the Rosemary
Fault, was filled at the time of each successive sequence boundary (sediment
accumulation rate equals subsidence rate). The movement of the Rosemary Fault
would need to have been relatively continuous from the Valanginian to Callovian
with continual filling of relief in order to apply the eustatic systems traot concepts
that Barber used on this area. An alternátive suggestion is proposed here.

Significant relief was provided by the Rosemary Fault during deposition of the
Eliassen Formation. The relief provided by the fault movement was probably both
topographic and bathymetric. A significant fault scarp, relatively coincident to a

shoreline, would have resulted. While sedimentation nearly kept pace with
subsidence during deposition of the Calypso Formation, subsidence related to fault
movement outpaeed sedimentaúon during deposition of the Eliassen Formation. This
resulted in significant accommodation space becoming available. Sediment filling,
accompanied by headward erosion of the fault scarp, would have progressed during
deposition of the Angel Formation. Units A4 to A1 of the Angel Formation represent

retrogradation associated with filling of scarp related relief provided by the
Rosemary Fault. A discussion of this relationship follows (Section 4.2), where a
headward erosion surface associated with a fault scarp is shown on seismic section in
Figures 4.66 and 4.67.
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Both the Eliassen Formation and Calyp.so Formation e.xist at Orion 1, which is
located on the footwall block of the Rosemary Fault. This succession is overall
transgressive, with intermediate marine palynological indicators occurring at the
base, and offshore marine palynological indicators occurring near the top of the
succession. This demonstrates that there was likely concomitant movement on the
Eliassen-Orion Fault during movement on the Rosemary Fault. It is suggested that
movement ceased at somc stagc on thc Eliassen-Orion Fault while movement
continued on the Rosemary Fault. It is likely that the section at Orion 1 either onlaps
a fault 'ramp' that is associated with juxtaposition of the Rosemary and Eliassen-
Orion Faults; or the section uplaps onto the Eliassen Fault; or both. Seismic data is
not available to interpret the correct situation. Sediment subsequently uplapped the
Rosemary Fault in the area adjacent to the OrionÆliassen Terrace during deposition
of the Angel Formation. This is supported by the presence of gravity induced slope
apron deposits in the Angel Formation which fringe the Rosemary Fault.

In a scarp related margin the nearshore area would be steep and narrow. Prograding
wedges most likely did not develop in such a narrow margin because either the
gradient would have been too extreme for deposition to occur, or any minor wedge
that did develop would have been subsequently eroded due to sediment
cannibalisation and continued mass wasting processes. Eustatic rises of sea level
would have been accompanied by headward erosion and mass wasting of scarp areas.
However, in this style of setting, sediment bypass into the basin would be relaúvely
oontinuous irrespective of relative sea level (see Figure 4.47). For this reason, an
observed eustatic response in the sedimentary succession is not expected. The
relationship of eustacy and relative sea level to the stratigraphy is discussed in detail
in Section 4.3.

The interpretation of the development of a significant fault scarp is supported by
Veenstra (1985). His seismic interpretation indicates that the margin of the Dampier
Sub-basin, adjacent to the Rankin Platform, must have had some 2400m of relief in
the form of an escarpment. This escarpment formed previous to the break-up and sea
floor spreading of the Argo Abyssal Plain. Veenstra (1985) also states that the
Dampier Sub-basin must have been more than 2000m deep immediately following
this fault movement. It is therefore reasonable to presume from this inte¡pretation that
a similar history of fault scarp develoþment on the opposite margin (ie. Rosemary
Fault) of the Dampier Sub-basin is quite plausible. This 'fault scarp' hypothesis is
eonsidered further in the following section (Section 4.2).
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A) FAULT SCARP.
SEDIMENT BYPASS

BELATIVE SEA LEVEL

DEPOSITIONAL
LOBE

B) BROAD SHELF -
LIMITED BYPASS

RELATIVE SEA
LEVEL

Figure 4.47. Comparison of the effect of relative sea level change on A) a narrow
fault searp where sediment has not filled all topographic relief of a graben; and B) a

broad shelf area that has developed after most of the topographic relief due to the
graben has been filled in with sediment. In A) initial fault movement was significant
and sediment is progressively filling the graben. In B) fault movement can be
relatively bontinuous and the rosulting accommodaúon is continuously being filled by
sediment. Eustatic sea level influences,the stratigraphy of B) to a greater degree than
A)" See text for further discussion.
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4.2 TECTONIC DEVELOPMENT AND STRUCTURE WITH RESPECT TO
SEDIMENTATION

4"2.1 lntroduction

This section discusses two aspects that deal with structure and tectonic development.
The first aspect is a review of the recent advances made and the new ideas that exist
in the literature on structural development, and the degree of support the work in this
project owes to them. The second aspect is a direct summary of the structural
development of the Dampier Sub-basin as it is observed from the evidence obtained
from the database of this project. These two aspects are indeed closely related, and
aceordingly, are discussed concurrently throughout the section.

A generalised tectonic elements map of the Dampier Sub-basin is shown in Figure
4.48. Although a detailed study of the structure and tectonic development of the
Dampier Sub-basin is not within the scope of this thesis, there are some interesting
inferences and conclusions that can be made from the results of this work. The
database for the study was compiled with the primary focus on stratigraphy and
sedimentology. Consequently, there is only limited faulting interpreted, as the
majority of the data covers the Lewis Trough depocentre. The Legendre Fault, for
example, was difficult to correlate because it only occurs near the ends of long
seismic lines. Future research should include the mapping of an extensive seismic
database of the Enderby Platform, Rankin Trend and Kendrew Trough. This mapping
would provide additional detail for interpreting the structure and tectonic
development of the area.

Tectonic History

Earlier conceived ideas of the evolution of the Barrow-Dampier rift (e.g. Kopsen and
McGann, 1985; Veenstra, 1985; Boote and Kirk, 1989) were that the present day rift
configuration was attributed to rifting associated with the breakup and subsequent sea
floor spreading between a micro-continent and northern Gondwana in the Callovian.
Woodside (1988) also suggested that the Kendrew Trough formed due to a deep
seated wrench zone. The rift was then reactivated due to extension that was related to
the breakup of Greater India from east Gondwana in the Valanginian (Fullerton et al.,
1989; Veevers et al., 1991; Exon and von Rad, 1994). The initial event, which was
considered to have the most influence on the Dampier rift basin, resulted in a regional
uneonformity at the time of continental breakup. This unconformity has been
refcrred to by Woodside (1988) as the "Main" or "Breakup" unconformity (this label
has been confusingly placed at various stratigraphic levels in the literature).
Although the two rifting and sea floor spreading events had a significant effect on the
structure and stratigraphy of the Barrow-Dampier region, recent ideas consider that
the present rift configuration is a result of rifting as early as the Permian (e.g. Hill,
1994). The common theme in the most recent literature is structural inheritance of
older basin morphologies and reactivation of older fault patterns (e.g. Ethridge and
O'Brien, 1994; Stagg and Colwell, 1994; Hill, 1994). In this section, I will also
demonstrate the importance that this factor had on the Dampier Sub-basin.
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New ideas on structural evolution are presently being formulated by AGSO,
subsequent to the acquisition of regional deep-seismic data over the main basin
elements of the North West Shelf. The initial results of the project are summarised
with respect to the Northern Carnarvon Basin by Stagg and Colwell (1994). Hill
(1994) demonstrated the role that pre-existing fault patterns had on successive rift
episodes in the Dampier Sub-basin by using the East Africa rift system as an
analogue. The tectonic history that he described helps to explain the structure and
stratigraphy observed in this study.

The structural and tectonic development of the Dampier Sub-basin is illustrated in
Figure 4.49. The North West Shelf is considered by Veevers (1988) to have been
initiated in the Cambrian in response to oceanic spreading of the Palaeo-Tethys to the
north-northwest. The resulting succession is termed Pre-Westralian Superbasin
sediments by Stagg and Colwelt (1994). They also defined five subsequent
megasequences which are related to the following major tectonic events:

"Carboniferous - initiation of the Westralian Superbasin, according to Yeates et
al. (1987) (pre-Westralian/sag phase- 1);

a

a

Late Permian - regional structuring event (sag phase-1 / sag phase-2);

Late Triassic - major episode of structuring and erosion with both crustal
shortening and extension (sag phase-2 / sag phase-3);

Callovian - initiation of sea-floor spreading in the Argo Abyssal Plain (sag phase-
3 / intra-breakup);

Valanginian - initiation of sea-floor spreading in the Gascoyne and Cuvier
Abyssal plains (intra-breakup i post-rift);" (Stagg and Colwell,1994).

Hill (1994) has described these tectonic events with respect to the structure in the
Dampier Sub-basin. This is summarised below (see Figure 4.49):

Permo-Carboniferous

o Northwest-southeast extension and creation of the Westralian Superbasin;

. breakaway of the Sibumasu Block from the north west margin of the Exmouth
Plateau;

. subsequent formation of a new ocean, the Neo-Tethys, in the earliest Triassic;

¡ the Lewis Trough is considered to have been formed by this rifting event;

o a 'Craton margin' rift valley that formed was modified by the principal stress
guides of the pre-existing mobile belt fabric;

o the resulting continental break up resulted in a passive margin and regional
subsidence and thermal relaxation in the failed Dampier rift valley;

" deposition of the post-rift Locker Shale and Mungaroo Formation.

o

a
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Iurassic

' a new rifting phase in the early Jurassic (Sinemurian - Pleinsbachian ?) lead to
continental breakup and sea floor spreading in the Argo Abyssal Plain in the
middle Jurassic;

c an extensional vector to the north-northwest induced local oblique shear
reactivation of the Pinjarra orogen fabric due to extension sub-parallel to thc pre-
existing faults;

e the Kendrew Trough formed due to extension and was followed by deposition of
the thick Legendre Formation and Athol Formation here and within the rapidly
collapsing Lewis Trough;

" a period of isostatic rebound followed and resulted in erosion of the elevated parts
of the fault blocks in the sub-basin;

n flexural collapse of the failed Dampier rift and regional extension until the
formation of new oceanic crust detached the axis of spreading from the
continental crust.

Lqte Jurassic / EarI)¡ Cretaceous

o west-northwe.st to east-southeast extension leads to breakup in the Gascoyne and
cuvier Abyssal plains during the valanginian (Fulerton et a1.,1992);

' strike slip reactivation, induced on the Paterson orogen fabric resulted in minor
uplift and erosion of the south-facing flanks of the Rankin Platform blocks and
accumulation of Late Jurassic and Early Cretaceous sediment on the down-thrown
side of the fault system;

o minor inversion is believed to have occurred near the faults surrounding the
Læwis Trough;

o the dominant extensional stress was taken up in basins to the west of the Dampier
Sub-basin;

c sea floor spreading in the Cuvier and Gascoyne Abyssal plains resulted in passive
margin subsidence of the North West Shelf from the Late Cretaceous to the
present day. These sediments consist of thick, open marine carbonates and fine
grained clastics; (summarised from Hill, 1994).

Ethridge and O'Brien (1994) suggested that the North V/est Shelf has undergone a
history of a series of minor basin inversion events that are both compressional and
extensional in nature. They describe compression for the Latest Triassic to Early
Jurassic; extensional deformation in the Middle Jurassic; Late Jurassic to Early
Cretaceous compressional inversion; Early Cretaceous extension; and Tertiary tô
Reeent wrench-related deformation that is associated with the convergent margin to
thc north of Australia. It is possible that these minor inversion wents may be
localised in nature, and caused by reactivation of the inherited fault systems. Indeed,
with the variation of interpretations for the structural history on the North West Shelf,
a eonclusive history is yet to be presented.
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A gravity model across the Dampier Sub-basin (Figure 4.50) demonstrates that the
junetion between the thick Pilbara Craton and thinner mobile belt crust occurs near
tho axis of the Dampier Sub-basin where crustal thinning has occurred (Hill, 1994).
This thinning is how the Lister (1991) delamination and sub-crustal pure shear model
(Figure 4.51) applies to the structural morphology of the Northem Carnarvon Basin.
Aoeording to Stagg and Colwell (1994), "the Northem Camarvon Basin formed when
most of the lower crust was removed probably by pure shear commencing in the
Palaeozoic. Approximately 213 of original crust was removed, producing extension
of up to 300Vo."

- 
CALCULATED GRAVITY

...- OBSERVEDGRAVITY

20 d0 60 80 100 120 140 km

Figure 4.50. Gravity model across the Dampier Sub-basin (after Hill, 1994)

LOWER PLATE UPPER PI-A,I E

B R.mp synclin6

Figure 4.51. Detachment model for extension (after Lister et al., I99l)

Ideas applied by O'Brien (1993) to the Timor Sea region may be relevant to the
Northern Camarvon Basin in the sense of a failed rift rather than a rifted margin. He
suggested that the neighbouring Browse Basin, Vulcan Sub-basin and Sahul
Platform, and the Calder Graben are computmentalised into alternating lower-plate
and upper plate rifted margins (i.e.. Browse Basin - lower plate rifted margin;
Vulcan Sub-basin and Sahul Platform - upper plate rifted margin; Calder Graben -
lower plate rifted margin). This idea was suggested by Stagg (pers. comm. 1993) for
the Beagle, Dampier and Barrow sub-basins. The Beagle and Dampier sub-basins
may be considered to be upper plate portions of a failed rift, while the Barrow Sub-
basin may be a lower plate portion of a failed rift. The compartmentalisation of the
Barrow and Dampier sub-basins is considered by Ethridge and O'Brien (1994) to
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soincide with a north-striking Precamhrian fault zone, possihly part of the. basement
mobile belt that is discussed by Hill (1994). A good example of the lower plate
failed rift portion of the Lister shear model is the large roll-over listric detachment
fault geometry of the Mermaid Fault as described by Mack (1993). In the Dampier
area, the læwis Trough would be considered the ramp syncline portion of an upper
plate (see Figure 4.51).

Sea Floor Spreading

A map of sea floor spreading magnetic lineaments of the Argo, Gascoyne, and Cuvier
Abyssal Plains with respect to the Northern Carnarvon Basin is shown in Figure
4"52. The initiation of sea floor spreading in the Argo Abyssal Plain commenced at
lineament M26N. This is the polar magnetic lineament that marks the breakup and
subsequent formation of the Argo Abyssal Plain. M26N is dated as 155Ma by IVAr
dating of oceanic crust at site 765 of the Deep Ocean Drilling Project (Exon and von
Rad, 1994). The most recent geological time scale (Harland, 1989), places 155Ma
and M26N near the top of the Oxfordian Stage. This relative age coffelation conflicts
with previous contentions that breakup of the Argo Abyssal Plain occurred in the
Callovian (e.g. Fullerton et a1., 1989).

Figure 4.52. Magnetic anomalies and lineaments of the abyssal plains (based on
Fullerton, 1989) with respect to the Northern Carnarvon Basin (after Malcolm et a1.,

1991). Note the location of ODP 765.
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The breakup of the Gascoyne, Cuvier and Perth (to the south of Figure 4.52) Abyssal
Plains was initiated by lineament M10N. This lineament is dated as 135Ma on the
Harland Time Scale (1989) and coincides with the top of the Valanginian Stage (see

Figure 4.53). There was a shift in sea floor spreading centres between M5N and
M4N. Sea floor spreading on the North West Shelf ceased at MOR @arremian -
Aptian Stage boundary).

4.2.2 Discussion

Tectonic Systems Tracts

In this study it was considered beneficial to describe the Mesozoic stratigraphy and

structure of the Dampier Sub-basin using the concept of tectonic systems tracts
(Prosser, 1993). This concept was adapted from earlier eustatic systems tracts theory
in the application of systems tracts to active fault-bounded basins. The term 'systems

tract' is defined by Brown and Fisher (1917) as 'a linkage of contemporaneous
depositional systems'. Prosser (1993) introduced new terminology in the sense of
tectonic systems tracts for areas where depositional systems are considered to be

tectonic in origin. According to Prosser (1993), "where sequences are recognised in
settings that were obviously active during deposition (or immediately prior to
deposition), such as fault-bounded asymmetric grabens, it may be that the reflector
dispositions and internal facies characteristics are related to a dominantly tectonic
control". Indeed, she noted that studies such as the one by Boote and Kirk (1989)
discussing depositional wedge cycles on the North West Shelf could have been 'aided
by the use of tectonic systsms tracts in interpretation' and would have 'clarified the
presentation of basin analysis'.

In this section, the tectonic systems tracts concept is applied with respect to the break
up and sea floor spreading of the Argo Abyssal Plain based on the magnetic
lineament information provided by Fullerton et al. (1989) and Exon and von Rad
(1994). As a result this study suggests that previous rifting events strongly controlled
the basin shape and morphology during deposition of the Upper Jurassic and Lower
Cretaceous succession. It is important to note that the 'Argo'-related rifting event
had inherited a previous basin morphology, and previously existing faults act as

zones of incipient weakness vulnerable'to reactivaúon. The 'Cuvier' and 'Gascoyne'
related rifting event mildly affected the stratigraphy and structure of the Dampier
Sub-basin subsequent to the 'Argo' related rifting.

It ean be expected that the higher frequency eustatic signal will overprint the tectonic
influence. The tectonic systems tracts defined for this area vary from 5 to 30Ma in
duration. Third-order cycles driven by eustacy are expected to range from an

apparent .5 to 4Ma in duration (Vail et al., 1988). The effect of eustacy is discussed
in the following secúon (4.3).

The Mesozoic stratigraphy of the Dampier Sub-basin can be placed into pre-rift, rift
initiation, rift climax, immediate post-rift and late post-rift tectonic systems tracts, in
addition to a later passive margin section (see Figure 4.53, stratigraphic section).
Each tectonic systems tract is defined with respect to the style of sedimentation
proposed by Prosser (1993). These systems tracts are summarised in Figures 4.54
and 4.55. A short discussion of the stratigraphy and structure for each of the
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proposed systems tracts in this study follows. Regional cross sections A - A', B - B'
and C - C' (Figures 4.57,4.58, and 4.59) are referred to throughout the text.
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Figure 4.55. An idealised section of seismic stratal patterns across an ideal rifted half
graben showing typical tectonic systems tracts and annotated with their characteristic
soismic expression (after Prosser, 1993).

Pre-rift

There is no definition of the pre-rift tectonic systems tract, simply because it
encompasses the rocks that existed prior to extension.

The pre-rift section of this study is considered to include the Triassic and Early
Jurassic succession. It consists of passive margin oceanic sedimentation and
prograding fluvio-deltaics. This sedimentation resulted from the establishment of the
Lewis Trough, following the Permo-Carboniferous rifting event. The Permo-
Carboniferous succession is expected to be relatively thin on the margins of the
Lewis Trough and relatively thick within it. Subsurface intersections of Permian
rocks exist in only two wells, Enderby 1 and Hampton 1, which are both located on
the Enderby Platform. Hampton 1 penetrated l07m below 2477m of silicified
siltstone and minor sandstone to 2492m that was underlain by a massive rhyolite, all
of indeterminate age (Hampton 1 Well Completion Report). It is presumed that these
are Permian rocks. Enderby 1 penetrated 68m at 2081m of rhyolite with minor
interbedded sandstone and shale xenoliths. This section is Scythian to Permian in age
and a tentative boundary between the Triassic and Permian is placed at2ll7.75m
(Enderby I Well Completion Report). These volcanics produce high amplitude, low
frequency events on seismic and provide a good márker for near the top of the
Permian succession.
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Rift Initiation

The rift initiation is usually associated with the first increment of fault movement that
causes a depression in the crust's surface to which gravity-driven sedimentary
systems will respond (Prosser, 1993). In the Dampier Sub-basin, however, faults
associated with the Lewis Trough were already established from a prior rifting event.
Sedimentary systems are to be expected along the basin axis and the sediment
accumulation rate is expecte.d to be greater than or equal to the rate of subsidence
(Prosser,1993).

The rift initiation systems tract includes the fluvio-deltaic to nearshore Legendre
Formation and the fine grained marine to marginal marine Athol Formation.
Synsedimentary faulting is interpreted to occur along the Madeleine and Rosemary
Faults. A succession of Legendre and Athol sediments, corresponding to
approximately 2 seconds two-way-time, is interpreted to occur within the Lewis
Trough depocentre (see Figures 4.58 and 4.59). This is equivalent to approximately
4000m of section. Prosser's ideal Rift Initiation consists of a relatively thin veneer of
sediment (approximately 100-200ms two-way-time thickness) that fills most of the
accommodation that is produced by fault movement. The relatively thick section
here was influenced by the type and style of rifted basin. Prosser applied the concept
of tectonic systems tracts to smaller style rifted basins, such as the Magnus Basin in
the northern North Sea and the Barents Sea half graben. These two examples are
smaller scale rifts, and are more closely associated with basement and crustal faults
that have no previous rifting history.

Approximately 800m of lower Jurassic section was penetrated by wells such as

Cygnus 1 and Enderby 1 on the Enderby Platform. The Lewis Trough would have
been collapsing at this time in response to rifting, while being continually filled with
sediment. A line source from the Pilbara Block to the east is expected. Sediment
would have been deflected along the axial direction within the Lewis Trough.

The basal contact of this systems tract reveals low relief (approximately 100ms)
'horst and graben' topography on the Enderby Platform. It is interpreted that this
faulting occurred early during the onset of rifting and was quickly filled by sediment
before the majority of the extension was accommodated by the Rosemary and
Madeleine Faults.

Rift Climax

The time of maximum rate of displacement on a fault is termed the rift climax, and
sediment accumulation is likely to be outpaced by subsidence and differential relief
will be created across the fault scarp (Prosser, 1993). The rift climax systems tract
can be subdivided into three stages: early rift climax, mid rift climax and late rift
climax systems tracts. The rift climax systems tract is characterised in seismic
profiles by an increase in the amount of aggradation, together with the development
of divergent forms related to continued tilting of the hanging wall during deposition
(Prosser, 1993). The formation of footwall gravity deposits such as slumps is
expected. The Calypso Formation is characteristic of the early rift climax, while the
Eliassen Formation unit E2 is characteristic mid rift climax. Unit El is characteristic
of the late rift climax systems tract. These formations are shown on seismic sections
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(see regional cross sections) with a wedge-shaped geometry, reflecting the filling of a
half graben tilted on the Rosemary Fault. They dominantly occur within the Lewis
Trough with the exception of some apron deposits in the Kendrew Trough on
seetions B - B' and C - C' as well as a slope apron fringing the Eliassen-Orion
Terrace on the Enderby Platform (section C - C'). Prosser (1993) noted that in this
systems tract, "differenúal topography is established due to the nature of individual
fault growth, the change to a single dominant fault growth, the increase in volume for
deposition (accommodation space), the low potential for erosion and high sediment
supply, and the relative rates of erosion and deposition relative to subsidence". Basin
starvation is a likely characteristic of the rift climax stage. Also, a general feature in
the rift climax systems tract, with respect to the depositional system, is the presence
of soft sediment deformation structures which indicate seismic triggering, and include
roek falls, debris flows, dewatering features and slumping (Prosser, 1993).

early rtft climax systems tract - The early rift systems tract is ideally distinguished
from the rift initiation systems tract below by a downlap surface. Downlap and onlap
can be noted on the basal horizon shown in the seismic examples. The Calypso
Formation is a fine grained, nea¡shore to shallow marine succession of sand, silt and
clay" A generally monotonous seismic character is dominated by relatively parallel,
continuous events (e.g. see Figure 3.21), suggesting aggradational depositional
patterns. The marine influence observed in the Calypso Formaûon reflects a
transgression with respect to the underlying Legendre Formation, probably as a result
of the inereased subsidence outpacing sediment accumulation. The overall half
graben wedge shape of the Calypso Formation can be observed on the Calypso
Formation isopach map (Figure 4.7). In addition, lobe shaped contours are also
observed, which reflects sedimentary point sources from the scarp produced by the
Rosemary Fault.

mid-rift climax systems tract - The onset of the mid-rift climax systems tract is
characterised by a change to retrogradational geometries of the reflectors on the
hanging-wall dip-slope as a result of transgression (Prosser, 1993). Footwall systems
are expected to be small submarine fans. Basinal systems will involve suspension
fall-out as hemipelagic muds and silts, and the hanging-wall systems will consist of
linear facies belts of regressional shallow marine deposits (Prosser, 1993). Eliassen
Formation unit E2 reveals seismic mouided geometries and slope apron wedges (e.g.
see section 4.1). The slope apron fringes the Rosemary Fault to the north of where
the Eliassen-Orion Terrace disappears (e.g. section B - B), and fringes the Eliassen-
Orion Fault to the south (e.g. section C - C'). The seismic database does not cover
the area fringing the Eliassen-Orion Terrace satisfactorily, and so this region was not
mapped.

The Eliassen Formation spans most of the W. spectabilis palynozone. Many wells
reveal nearshore palynologieal indicators near the base (W. spectabilis 'a' subzone)
while near its top (I42. Spectabilis 'd' subzone), offshore anoxic condiúons are
suggested (Morgan Palynological Reports). Indeed, Morgan (1991) suggests an
overall transgression at Calypso I for the W. spectabilis palynozone based on these
palynological indicators. It is expected that during this time, the hanging wall was
completely submerged and a narrow marine shelf would have existed on the adjacent
Enderby Platform.
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Iate rift climtu systenß tract - Eliassen Formation unit El is characteristic of this
systems tract. The base of this unit (Horizon 'H') is composed of a relatively
continuous reflector that can be easily correlated over the project area (i.e. see section
3.3). Prosser (1993) noted that this stage of the rift climax systems tract is associated
with reduced sediment accumulation rates, sediment 'draping', and an extremely
continuous reflector, especially over the highest areas where lithology contrasts, and
henoe, acoustic impedance contra.sls will be greâtest. Sedimentation of fine-grained
siliciclastics from pelagic fall-out and distal turbidite flows is expected. These
characteristics can be used to describe unit B1 of the Eliassen Formation.

Immediate Post-rift

The Angel Formation and Dingo Claystone may be described in terms of the
immediate post-rift systems tract. It marks the end of active tectonism and
displacement on basin-bounding faults which has two implications for the systems
tract characteristics: a) tilting of the hanging-wall and differential subsidence across
the fault plane ceases; and b) a decreased rate of regional subsidence, although
subsidence will continue due to lithospheric thermal cooling effects (Prosser, 1993).
In the Dampier Sub-basin, isostatic rebound on the basin margin associated with
continental break up and sea floor spreading is likely, as previously discussed.
Horizon 'G' (base of the Angel Formation equivalents) is associated with an
erosional unconformity, and in some areas appears angular by the existence of
underlying erosionally truncated reflectors. Aggradation and progradation are
expected in this systems tract.

The features associated with deposition in the immediate post-rift systems tract are
those associated with the infîlling of a hole (Prosser, 1993). Also characteristic of the
Angel Formation, Prosser (1993) states, "if local drainage basins are in subaerial
positions at this point of development they will now expand rapidly and the rate of
sediment supply to the basin will increase. The coarse-grained material derived from
these proximal sources will encroach across the basin and a coarsening-upwards
succession will be generated. Together, with a decrease in subsidence rate, there is a
greater chance of infilling the basin and gradually shallowing".

It is proposed that some of the Angel Formation was sourced from cannibalisation of
the nearshore shetfal development, deposited at the same time as the Eliassen
Formation. This section would have been almost, if not completely removed and the
underlying section would have also been resedimented as part of the Angel
Formation. Evidence of reworked palynomorphs within the Angel Formation is
shown in'I'able 4.1. Interesting to note is that the relatively older reworked
palynomorphs tend to some degree to overlie younger ones (e.g. see Rosemary 1 and
Legendre I evidence). This suggests that progressive erosion into older sediments
occurred and lead to resedimentation during the time of Angel Formation
deposition.
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Well Zonelanút reworked palynomorphs
Rosemary 1 lower P. iehiense minor middle Jurassic reworking

D. iurassicum'd' heavy Oxfordian (W. Spectabilis) rcworkins
D. iurassicum'b7ä' minor Oxfordian rew orking
C. perforans reworked W. spectabilis' d'

Lewis I D. iurassicum'aäi' minor W. Spectabílrs reworking
D. iurassicum'ai' reworked W. digitata
unit A5 (2208m) reworked W. spectabilis'd'
unit A5 (2250m\ reworked W. spectabilis 'a'
unit A6 (2276m\ reworked W. spectabilis' a'

Samson 1 D. iurassicltm'ai' reworked W. digitata
Legendre 1 D. iurassicum'bäl' minor Permian reworking

D. iurassicLtm'a' reworked Permian

unit A5 (2L74m) reworked W. spectabilis' d'
unit A5 (2192m) reworked W. digitata
unit A5 (2283m) reworked W. spectabilis' d'

Table 4.1. Detailed information that shows evidence of reworking from palynology
interpretations (source: Morgan, 1989).

The Angel Formation is characterised by 'basin infilling' on regional cross sections,
taking into account the later, compressional anticline over the l,egendre Trend
(sections B - B' and C - C';Figures 4.58 and 4.59). In addition, the stratigraphic log
correlations which use the Valanginian Disconformity as a datum (Figures 4.16 to
4.20) supports the idea of basin infilling.

Late Post -rift

The Talisman Sandstone, Forestier Claystone, Birdrong Sandstone, Mardie
Greensand and Muderong Shale are considered part of the late post-rift systems tract.
This systems tract is characterised by slow peneplanation of the remnant topography
of the rift (Prosser, L993). The seismic character is expected to be typically
continuous and parallel reflectors as previously described for the Talisman Sandstone
and Forestier Claystone in section 3.4. The reduction of topography leads to a

decrease in depositional energy environments and the progression to finer grain sizes
up section (Prosser, 1993). The onset of the Forestier Claystone and Talisman
Sandstone may be related to the end of sea floor spreading in the Argo Abyssal Plain.
In addition, an interpreted transgression during S. tabulata at the Valanginian -
Hauterivian Stage boundary may be related to the break up of the Gascoyne and
Cuvier Abyssal Plains (135Ma) and flooding associated with increased thermal
subsidence. The new spreading centre that occurs on the Gascoyne Abyssal Plain at
M4N to M5N correlates closely with the 'Intra-Muderong Event', another flooding
event which occurs near the base of the M. australis Palynozone.
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Passive Margin

The succession of Upper Cretaceous sediments, from the base of the Albian Stage, is
considered to be associated with passive margin development. There is some amount
of sediment thickening of the Albian to Campanian succession over the t ewis
Trough (e.g. See Figure 4.46). This is considered to be the result of differential
subsidence of the Lewis Trough with respect to its margins, due to compaction of the
thicker sedimentary section in the Lewis Trough. It may al.so have been an e.ffect of
mild compression related to wrenching during this time. Evidence for mild
wrenching will be discussed later.

Subsidence History

To evaluato the relationship of sedimentation with respect to tectonic history, it is
helpful to consider basin subsidence through time. Subsidence curves for the
Valanginian to Callovian section and the Valanginian to Sinemurian section, were
generated for Lauchie 1. These are shown in Figure 4.56.Lauchie I was chosen for
this analysis since it is furthest down dip towards the Lewis Trough on the Legendre
Trend side of the depocentre. These curyes were generated with the aid of
BasinMod 1-D software. Due to the general layer-cake nature of the stratigraphy
within the Lewis Trough, the relative thicknesses of the units and formations are
similar in the wells over the Legendre Trend. It was assumed that a subsidence
analysis in any of these wells would provide similar results. This assumption was
eonfirmed by viewing additional subsidence curves for the Rosemary I and Legendre
1 wells that are contained in Appendix V. The calculation of this curve utilised
horizon depth and age in absolute time (Harland 1989 time scale) and generalised
lithologies (see Table 4.2).

Lauchie I does not penetrate the base of the Calypso Formation. In order to account
for the complete depth to the base of the Calypso Formation at 160Ma, 500m of
sediment, estimated from seismic interpretation, was added to Horizon 'J' at 3200m
in Lauchie 1. In addition, a 3610m thick interval of Legendre Formation was
calculated to occur below this level by interpreting approximately 1.3 seconds two-
\ryay-time of Legendre Formation near the Rosemary Fault. This calculated thickness
is relatively arbitrary, although it is an estimate that is satisfactory for the purposes
ofthis analysis.
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Depth
(m)

fime
(Ma)

Horizon Estimated net
cumulative

accommodation

Lithology

2109 t25 Valansinian Disc 150m

2208 t4l A l52m claystone
2208 143 B 188m

2368.5 145 C 224m sandstone

2383 r47.5 D 269m claystone
2403.5 148.5 E 283m claystone
2564.5 152 F 346m sandstone

2620 155 G 400m sandstone

2840 r55.75 H 300m clavstone
3003 t56.75 I 70m sandstone/claystone
3200 r57.t J 50m claystone
3700 160 Callovian Disc. 5m siltstone
73t0 195 Base Legendre

Fm.
0m sandstone/claystone

Table 4.2. Horizon information that was used to generate the subsidence curves for
Lauchie I that are shown in Figure 4.56.

Compaction was accounted for by using the Falvey and Middleton (1981)
compaction correction equation. The effect of compaction is observed by the subtle
convergence of the horizon subsidence paths (see Figure 4.56a). It was observed that
a large amount of compaction of each unit had occurred prior to complete
sedimentation of that unit. The amount of effective compaction occurring on a given
unit over a specific period of time can be calculated by taking the difference of the
vertical thickness (measured from the subsidence curve) of the unit over that period
of time. For example, the vertical thickness of the Calypso Formation unit C2
(Horizons 'J' to 'K') is approximately 600m at 155Ma. This thickness is reduced to
approximately 535m at 120Ma. The total compaction from 155Ma to 120Ma of unit
C2 is 65m. The average amount of effective subsidence that is attributed to this unit
over this period of time calculates to be 0.186cm/thousand years (ma).

The total amounts of 'tectonic subsidence' compared to 'load induced subsidence' are
indieated in Figure 4.56a. The amount of subsidence attributed to tectonics is slightly
less than one-half of the total subsidence. The most striking feature noted is the
dramatic change in the subsidence rate at l55Ma (Horizon 'G' age). The average
rate of tectonic subsidence from 155 to 160Ma is approximately l5cm/ma, while
from 120 to 155ma it is calculated to be 0.48cm/ma.
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Figure 4.56a is a detailed account of the subsidence from Valanginian to Callovian
Age. In considering this analysis, there are two assumptions which have gross

implications. It is assumed that the Callovian disconformity is basement and

therefore any subsidence that is attributed to compaction of the underlying section is
not taken into account. Secondly, it is assumed that the total amount of subsidence
equals the amount of sediment accumulation (not sedimentation), and no relief
formed at any time due to either subsidence or uplift. These factors were taken into
aoeount to generate the subsidenco curve shown in Figure 4.56b.

As mentioned previously, the rift initiation section (Legendre Formation) is only an

estimation of thickness from seismic picks. It is interesting to note that a significant
amount of compaction occurred on this section during burial (rift climax). There is

approximately 350m of compaction of the rift initiation section during the time of rift
climax (total thickness is reduced from 4350m to 4000m, approximately). This
calculates to 7cmlma. During rift climax time, the average amount of subsidence
attributed to compaction of the rift initiation section is 7cmlma. The average amount
of subsidence attributed to compaction of the rift climax section during rift climax
time is 6.5cm/ma. The average amount of subsidence attributed to sediment loading
during rift climax time is I2.5cmlma. By adding these figures together, the net rate
of apparent subsidence (subsidence at the sediment-water interface) during rift climax
time is 26cmlma. However, the actual sediment accumulation rate (or total
subsidence) for the rift climax section is only Z2cmlma. The result is that -4cmlma is

attributed to tectonic subsidence. Since this is a negative number, it indicates that
with these assumptions, tectonic uplift was possible during rift climax time.

Evidence provided from rock and seismic data indicate that there was a significant
deepening event during the rift climax. This deepening was too significant to be

attributed to a rise in eustatic sea level. In addition, a deepening event would not be

expected to occur during a period of tectonic uplift. Therefore, it must be taken into
account that subsidence possibly ouþaced sediment accumulation during this time.
This factor was taken into account to generate the subsidence curve in Figure 4.56b.
The expected amount of accommodation generated due to subsidence was estimated
and is shown in Table 4.2 as'cumulative net accommodation'. An estimated 395m
of aecommodation was estimated to have been produced during the rift climax.
During the immediate post-rift sectioni it is estimated that this accommodation was
taken up by 250m of non-compacted sediment accumulation. This sediment filling is

noted from the interpreted uplap of seismic reflectors. In addition, a significant
shallowing upward trend is noted over the Angel Formation from the rock evidence
and seismic facies analysis. A good example of evidence for this accommodation and
subsequent sediment filling is shown in Figure 4.67. Although these estimates are

relatively arbitrary, they have the correct magnitude and direction for the
subsidence/sediment accumulation in this case. It may be that these estimates are, in
faet, conservative ones.

The resulting tectonic subsidence curve (Figure 4.56b) reveals an interesting history.
During the rift climax, the average tectonic subsidence increased to l4cm/ma from
6.5cm/ma during the rift initiation. The tectonic subsidence peaked at Z2cmlma
during the rift climax. The tectonic subsidence curve suggests tectonic uplift of
l" cmlma during the immediate post-rift secúon. Most of this uplift would have
easily have been absorbed by compaction induced subsidence (note that the horizons
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above the tectonic subsidence curve within the immediate post-rift section in Figure
4.56b are generally subsiding). However, this amount of tectonic uplift acting on the
basin margin (i"e. Enderby Platform), where no sediment accumulation is interpreted
to occurred at this time, would have been significant enough to have caused mild
uplift of the pre-existing rift initiation section. This would have provided a

sedimentary provenance for deposition of the Angel Formation.

These calculated rates of tectonic subsidence and sediment accumulation are
reasonable when considering recent rifted margin basins. For cxamplc, Scott and
Govean (1984) discussed sediment accumulation rates for the rifted Gulf of Suez.
They calculated successive sediment accumulation rates of  cmlma, 106 - l46cmlma,
and 32cmlma for a vertical section of various formations within the rift" The
maximum sediment accumulation rate noted for Lauchie 1 is 25cmlma for the
Eliassen Formation unit E2. This, incidentally, is during a period of relative
sediment starvation, when the net amount of accommodation produced during this
unit is considered. Scott and Govean did not discuss their rates with respect to
tectonic subsidence. However, they referred to the average rate of tectonic
subsidence for the Gulf of Suez, which was calculated to be 12.5cm/ma from the
Miocene to the present. This figure is a reasonable comparison to the average
teotonic subsidence of the rift initiation and rift climax sections at Lauchie I which is
calculated to be l.Scmlma (this includes the estimated net accommodation). This
comparison indicates that the estimated net accommodation is a reasonable and,
possibly, a conservative estimate.

The tectonic subsidence curve that resulted from estimation of several factors (rift
initiation secúon thickness and amount of net accommodation during rift climax and
immediate post-rift) helps to confirm the previous hypothesis on the subsidence and
sediment accumulation history for the eastern margin of the Lewis Trough. Even
though some estimates were made in producing the tectonic subsidence curve, these
estimates are of the correct magnitude. It is likely that estimates provided by more
reliable data (i.e. additional core data and seismic across the Rosemary Fault) would
not produce dramatic differences in the overall results of this analysis. These overall
results suggest mild tectonic subsidence during rift initiation (sediment accumulation
generally keeping pace with subsidence); a sudden increase in subsidence during rift
climax where subsidence outpaces sediment accumulation; and mild uplift during the
immediate post-rift section and sediment accumulation outpacing subsidence. The
only interval where contention on the tectonic subsidence may arise is during the
immediate post-rift section. More conservative estimates of the subsidence, and/or
sediment filling (net accommodation) would produce tectonically static conditions or
very mild teetonic subsidence during the immediate post-rift section.

Subtle subsidence inflections noted on the subsidence curves during the immediate
post-rift section (Figure 4.56a) may be attributed to varying rates of sediment influx
and eustatic sea level. These two factors were not taken into account in this highly
generalised analysis. A notable change in tectonic subsidence rate occurs at 145Ma
(Horizon 'C' age), possibly suggesting a mild tectonic event at this time.
Incidentally, this time closely correlates with magnetic lineament M16N when sea
floor spreading ceased in the Argo Abyssal Plain.
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The most obvious observation that is made from the subsidence curves is the
dramatic decrease in subsidence at 155Ma. Any reasonable estimation in
âccommodation, sediment influx values or eustatic sea level would not mask the
dramatic decrease in tectonic subsidence rate. This time correlates with the base of
the Angel Formation as well as the breakup of the Argo Abyssal Plain. The mild
tectonic uplift, interpreted from 141 to 155Ma can be associated with the isostatic
rebound that is expected to have occurred after breakup. The suggestion by Hill
(1994) that isostatic rebound occurred at that time, confirms this likelihood.

Seismic Evidence for Structural Events

The various structural interpretations for the Dampier Sub-basin and/or the North
V/est Shelf as a whole include extension related rifting, lateral movements due to
deep seated wrench zones (in which case the Dampier Sub-basin would be a pull-
apart basin), and also a history of compressional and extensional inversion events.
This indicates that a conclusive structural history and tectonic development remains
to be outlined. The evidence outlined in this section shows a history of extension due
to rifting events and subsequent sea floor spreading with a minor component of left-
lateral wrenching that induced strike slip movement along the Rosemary Fault. This
left-lateral strike-slip movement caused a complex history of concurrent extensional
and mildly compressional zones along the Legendre Trend which migrated
southwestward during the Upper Jurassic and Lower Cretaceous.

A sehematic structure map of the study area is shown in Figure 4.60. This map
shows the generalised configuration of the northern portion of the Dampier Sub-basin
which narrows to the northeast (towards Talisman area). An area of depositional
thinning, reflecting periods of sediment starvation, occurred to the north of the Angel
area" This reflects basin últing to the south of this line caused by the overall half
graben formation on the Rosemary Fault during the rift climax tectonic systems tract.
The opening of the basin to the southwest is a likely reflection of overall rotational
extension due to the 'Argo'-related extension direcúon (as shown). This caused
increasing extension and normal fault movement to the southwest (towards the
Rosemary area). The Lewis Trough plunges in this direction, indicating increased
extension at this time. Indeed, the palaeogeography of unit E2 of the Eliassen
Fonnation (Figure 4.9; mid-rift clímax systems tract) reveals an interpreted
stratigraphic strike exactly perpendicular to the 'Argo'-related extension direction.
This stratigraphic strike was interpreted, incidentally, on the basis of stratigraphy and
independent of the 'Argo' extension direction.

Two minor synclinal axes are shown to occur across the Lewis Trough axis. These
axes coincide with sediment source directions from the Rosemary Fault during the
immediate post rift systems tracts (lower Angel Formation). The distal direction is
generally in the direction of the Argo Abyssal Plain which reflects the thermal
subsidenee that occurred in response to the onset of sea floor spreading at that time.
The minor synclines were bathymetric lows along which sediment was transported in
the distal direction. These subtle syncline features may be an artifact of an older
structural grain which was subsequently draped by sediment and then formed as a
result of differential subsidence due to compaction of varying sediment thicknesses.
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Minor normal faults appear to .splay from the Rosemary Trend and generally strike to
the northeast. These faults reflect extension due to left-lateral strike slip movement
on the Rosemary Fault. Seismic examples showing the resultant displacement of
these faults are shown in Figures 4.61, 4.62, 4.63, and 4.64. These examples can be
demonstrated to be the result of oblique or transverse movement on a pre-existing
fault plane using sandbox analogue modeling techniques. A summary of this
technique as it applics to structurc on thc North Wcst Shclf is providcd by Lemon and
Mahmood (1994). In this paper, they show a plan view and transverse sections of a
'sicle ramp' being subjected to oblique extension in a 3D model sandbox. These
sections agreed with interpreted left lateral and minor oblique movement with the
Rosemary Fault acting as the effective 'side ramp'. For example, striking similarities
can be observed in the fault patterns of my Figure 4.61 with their Figure 9b; and of
my Figure 4.64 with their Figure 9a. In addition, the 'kinked' stratal reflectors that
abut a fault plane in Figure 4.65 suggest nearly pure left lateral strike slip movement
on the fault plane. This was observed by comparing unpublished models (Lemon and
Mahmood, pers. comm., 1995) that involve this pure left lateral strike slip movement
on a pre-existing fault plane.

If left lateral wrench movement is proposed to occur on the Rosemary Fault, it
follows that there must have been minor compressional episodes as well as

extensional episodes due to the curvilinear nature of this fault. Areas are outlined on
the schematic fault map (Figure 4.60) which reveal minor compressional related
anticlines. These areas coffespond to zones where the Rosemary Fault curves and
strikes in a more westerly direction (i.e. the fault trace outlines a 'confining bend').
Compression-related features and anticlines can be observed in most of the seismic
examples. The most striking anticline can be observed to occur on Horizon 'A' in
Figure 4.64. Indeed, this example reveals a sequence of compressional and
extensional episodes over time. Mild compression is interpreted to occur from
Horizon 'I' to Horizoî '.Ã'; a secúon revealing extensionaVleft lateral transverse
movement overlies Horizon 'A'. This section is followed by a thick 'extensional'
section and is followed by compression related features beginning on a reflector just
below the Aptian disconformity.
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Figure 4.6I. a) uninterpreted; and b) interpreted seismic examples revealing a collapse graben
structure, considered to be a result of left lateral displacement on the Rosemary Fault. Note the
mild compressional features on reflectors to the immediate right of Samson I intersection.
Refer to Figure 4.60 for example location. See Enclosure IVc) for position on seismic section
Horizon'G' - green; Horizon'H'- yellow; Horizon'I' - red; Horizon'J'- blue.
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Figure 4.63. a) uninterpreted; and b) interpreted small scale seismic examples showing the
stratigraphic result of a st'uctural history of fault reactivation due to alternating extensional and
compressional episodes. See Figure 4.64 for a more detailed explanation. Refer to Figure 4.60
for example location. See Enclosure IVa) for position on seismic section. Top Toolonga
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The existence of these compressional and extensional events can be explained by the
curvature of the Rosemary Fault. When the hangingwall section was moved laterally
along areas of the fault plane that curved into the direction of wrench movement,
minor compression occurred. As this section progressively moved laterally along the
fault plane to where the fault plane curvature deflected away from wrench movement
(a 'releasing bend'), it was subjected to extension. It follows then that different dip
secf.ions across the Rosemary Fault plane reveal varying histories of comprcssional
and extensional episodes. V/hile one area of the footwall block was subjected to
mild compression, another arca cxpcrienced extension, both as a resull. sf left lateral
wreneh movement.

The nature of varying extensional episodes is displayed in the data base of this study.
The constraints of this study have not allowed details of this complex structural
history to be deciphered, and a more complete seismic database across the Rosemary
Fault would be required.

The overall character of the structure is a reflection of dominant extension which was
overprinted by a minor left lateral wrench component The broad basin morphology
was the result of the extension related to rifting. This was subsequently modified,
notably along the Legendre Trend, by left lateral wrenching. It is difficult to
ascertain the timing and relative intensities of these two teotonic components. It is
likely, however, that extensional movements were probably dominant until the break
up unconformity (Horizon 'G'). Wrenching was the likely dominant component
following break up. This component continued intermittently and varied over
different areas up until the middle Cretaceous. Further wrenching occurred in the
Tertiary associated with the subduction zone in the Timor Trench. Anticlines
associated with this event can be observed on the regional seismic cross sections
(Figures 4.57,4.58,4.59), and parricularly over the Talisman area (Figure 4.65).

It is possible that the timing of the wrenching and extensional components in the Late
Jurassic and Early Cretaceous overlap, but it is difficult to say over what period and
to what degree. The source of the wrenching component is likely a combination of
plate movements in different areas. This wrenching may be somewhat related to the
extension caused by the 'Gascoyne' and 'Cuvier' rifting events, and it agrees with
this general direction of extension (Figure 4.60, as shown). Hill (1994) suggested
that strike slip reactivation of the Paterson Orogen was the 'cause of minor inversion'
of fault systems near the Lewis Trough. The Paterson Orogen coincides with the
Bedout Sub-basin to the northeast of the study area, and is the northwesterly trending
orogen adjacent to the Pilbara Block (see Hill, 1994; his Figure 3). Indeed, the
intensity of wrenching is noted to increase to thc northcast (i.e. the Talisman area).

The uplift that was associated with the transpressional stress would have had
significant effect on palaeogeography and, therefore sand transport directions.
Uplifted areas would have been subjected to submarine erosion and/or sediment
starvation. Areas adjacent to uplifted areas would have been the locality of sediment
transport and possible sand deposition. Indeed, the palaeogeographic maps of the
Angel Formation show either condensed sections over uplifted areas or an èrosional
edge adjacent to them.
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The effect of post depositional compression along the Legendre Trend masks the

interpretation of a significant fault scarp existing along the Rosemary Fault (i.e. see

Figure 4.47) dunng deposition of the Eliassen Formation and Angel Formation. This
is demonstrated by a seismic example over the Legendre Area (Figures 4.66 and

4"67)"
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Figure 4.67. a) uninterpreted; and b) interpreted seismic examples flattened on the
Valanginian Disconformity. Note the interpreted headwar-d erosional surface to the immediate
right of fault trace iabelled 'L'. It is interpreted that formation of this surface occurred
contemporaneously with active normal fault movement during Eliassen Formation tirne and
continued to Angel Formation time when basin filling occurred. See text for further
explanation. See Figure 4.66 to view this example unflattened. Refer to Figure 4.60 for
example location. Valanginian Disconformity - purple; Horizon'A' - yellow; Horizon'G' -
green; Horizon 'H' - blue; Horizon 'I' - red. See Enclosure IVj) for position on seismic
sectlon.



A he.adward erosional surface, or 'degraded footwall crest' (Prosser, 1993) can be
observed adjacent to these formations in the hanging-wall block. The effect of most
of the transpression-related anticline was removed by flattening on the Valanginian
disconformity (Figure 4.61). The flattened seismic example allows an interpretation
where synsedimentary headward erosion and normal fault displacement occurred on
the Rosemary Fault during deposition of the Eliassen Formation. Subsequently,
during deposition of the Angel Formation, lower relief headward erosion can be
observed to onlap the erosional surface. The effect of pre-Valanginian compression
can be removed by visually flattening the top of the Angel Formation horizon
(Horizon 'A'). This onlap would appear to be more like uplap, and possibly
represents a more realistic interpretation.

4.2"3 Conclusions

The Mesozoic stratigraphy of the Dampier Sub-basin can be closely related to the
rifting and subsequent sea floor spreading events that occurred on the abyssal plains
adjacent to the North West Shelf. In stating this, it must be taken into account that
there was an established basin fault system and depocentre related to earlier rifting
events that was inherited by the middle Jurassic rifting event. The use of tectonic
systems tracts helps to demonstrate the relationship between the stratigraphy and the
tectonic development of the a¡ea. It is suggested that all basins of the North West
Shelf should be described in terms of tectonic systems tracts, also keeping in mind
the major structural differences that are associated with upper and lower plate rifted
margins of the Lister (1991) detachment models as suggesred by Stagg (pers. comm.,
1993) and O'Brien (1993).

This secúon demonstrates the close association between the stratigraphy of the
Dampier Sub-basin and the stage of rifting and basin development. The Calypso
Formation can be described as an early rift climax systems tract. The two defined
units of the Eliassen Formation can be placed into the mid rift climax and late rift
climax systems tracts, respectively. The Angel Formation can be described in terms
of basin filling during the immediate post rift systems tract. This progression of
basin filling is reflected by the progressive style of the depositional systems of the
Angel Formation as discussed in the previous section. The interpretation of a fault
scarp (i.e. the Rosemary Fault) bordering the Angel Formation is masked by the
compression-related anticlines that occur along the Legendre Trend (e.g. Figure
4"66).

The implications of the transpression-related anticlines of the Legendre Trend with
respect to oil exploration are significant. TTrey have been the target of most drilling
sites along the Legendre Trend and the source of only two discoveries (Talisman
Field and Legendre 1). The primary reason for the large number of dry wells along
the Legendre Trend is likely to be the breach of seal by fault planes. It is suggested
in this section that the timing of lateral fault movements also varied along the
Legendre Trend. If the complex structural history of compressional and extensional
opisodes along the Legendre Trend was deciphered in detail, undrilled closures could
then be assessed for any existing faults that may have breached the seal. A study of
this type by Nelson (1993) considered the effect of successive fault abandonment and
reaetivation episodes on wrench and inversion structures in the Timor Sea Region.
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By applying structural and straúgraphic concepts developed in this study, anticlinal
structures may be assessed for reservoir and seal relationships. In doing so, it must be

taken into account that syndepositional transpressional episodes would have effected
palaeogeography and hence, sand body distribution. For instance, the closure of
Horizon 'A' shown in Figure 4.64 warrants investigation with respect to hydrocarbon
potential. This closure can be observed in plan view in Figure 4.36 (top Angel
Formation Structure Map).

This chapter demonstrates that the 'break up unconformity', previously considered to
be near Horizon 'I' or 'J', (near base Calypso Formation or base Eliassen Formation
equivalents), actually corresponds to Horizon 'G' (155Ma; base Angel Formation
equivalents). This was achieved using the latest known dating on sea floor spreading
lineaments with what is considered the most accurate time scale (Harland, 1989).
Horizon 'G' is the largest unconformity observed in this study. Previously studies
have variably placed the break up unconformity near the base of W. spectabilis 'a'
and also at the base of W. digitata palynozone, depending on which time scale and

sea floor spreading dating references were used. It is suspected that these studies
referenced the date of the break up unconformity and did not identify the associated
unconformity. As demonstrated above, missing section that corresponds to either of
these palynozones was not observed. In addition, rocks that lie above the 'break up
unconformity' (Horizon 'G') identified in this study, contain palynological evidence
that indicate erosion and resedimentation of sediment that is temporally associated
with the succession below (Eliassen Formaúon).

V/hile the effect of eustatic sea level may be overcome by structural movements in
the rift initiation and rift climax systems tracts, some effect is expected to be
observed within the immediate post-rift and increasingly in the late post-rift
sedimentary section, according to Prosser (1993). In the late post-rift section,
however, flooding surfaces are related to increased rates of thermal subsidence. The
influence of eustacy is discussed in the secúon to follow.
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4"3 GENETIC STRATIGRAPHY AND DEPOSITIONAL SURFACES WITH
RESPECT TO SEDIMENT INFLUX, RELATIVE SEA LEVEL AND EUSTACY

4.3.1 Introduction

There is considerable confusion in the literature with respective use.s of the terms
'relative sea level' and 'eustacy' (Posamentier and James, 1993; Weimer and
Posame.ntie,r, 1994). Eustacy is a function of sea-surface movement alone with
reference to some fixed point such as the centre of the Earth, while relative sea level
is a function of sea surface and sea floor movement (Posamentier and James, 1993;
Posamentier et al., 1988). Relative sea level, therefore, incorporates the effect of
factors such as local tectonics, sediment influx and subsidence (this includes
subsidence due to sediment compaction and loading, as well as thermal and regional
tectonic factors). Eustacy is affected either by changes in the absolute volume of
global ocean water or by the varying capacities of the oceanic basins of the world.
These changes are considered to be caused by world-wide glaciation events, and sea
floor spreading rates and times of plate divergence or convergence, respectively (Vail
et al., 1984). Posamentier and James (1993) state: "relative sea level changes
(regardless of the varying relative contributions of eustacy and tectonics) operating in
concert with sediment flux and physiography are the primary control on the
stratigraphic succession". With these definitions and concepts in mind, this section
deals with the evidence for sediment influx variations and relative sea level changes.
The previous section shows that there is a strong tectonic control on the stratigraphy
of the Dampier Sub-basin. The effect of physiography was described in the
discussion of depositional systems. Here, the relative sea level history of the
Dampier Sub-basin (which is dominantly a result of the tectonic history) is described
and the effect of eustacy and sediment influx on the stratigraphy is considered.

The Exxon approach divides eustatically driven sequences into systems tracts. The
systems tracts are directly attributed to relative sea level (Van V/agoner et al., 1988),
and are used within the terminology (e.g. lowstand systems tract, highstand systems
tract). The use of these terms tend to implicate the influence of relative sea level into
the description of any depositional system. This is misleading and introduces the
need for more ssquence stratigraphib nomenclature which is complicated and
cumbersome. This is an issue that is discussed by Weimer (1992b). For example, a
lowstand systems tract is usually perceived as a prograding wedge that occurs on a
shelf edge. With this perception, it is differentiated from a highstand systems tract
which is also a prograding wedge, but one which occurs on the shelf itself. These
perceptions imply that thc wedge formed as a result of change in relative sea level.
V/ithout considering the influence of tectonics, sediment supply and eustacy, it is
\¡/rong to implicate sea level at that point of the interpretaúon. There are many
instances where this has been done with the interpretation of relative sea level carried
through to the conclusion (e.g. Ross and Vail, 1994).

The genetic stratigraphic approach based on Frazier (1974) and introduced by
Galloway (1989a,b) is used in this study. This approach has been combined with the
Prosser (1993) approach of tectonic systems tracts. I have defined the genetic
stratigraphic sequence in section 3.31 as defined by Galloway (1994). This
contrasts with the sequence stratigraphic method of the Exxon group (e.g. Mitchum
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et al., 1977; Vail et al., 1977; Van Wagoner et al., 1988) in many respects. While
the chronostratigraphic framework of genetically related strata is applied in both

methods, the Exxon approach places sequence boundaries at unconformity surfaces

which are usually attributed to relative falls in sea level. The initial approach by
Galloway subdivides the stratigraphic succession at condensed sections or maximum
flooding surfaces (Galloway, 1989a). It accounts for the varying significance of
depositional surfaces in different depositional settings. No particular attribute,
whether a sequence is tectonically, eustatically or sediment driven, is held
aceountable without considering the influence of all the variables. These factors are

considered to account for the relative changes in accommodation space observed in
the sedimentary record.

The effective 'systems tract' used here is the 'depositional system' which consists of
various combinations of 'depositional elements'. A particular depositional system is
defined within the description of the system itself in a qualitative fashion by using
depositional elements. Depositional elements are themselves defined from the
available data and a¡e based on the available evidence for depositional processes,

relative basinal position, depositional architecture and changes in accommodation
space. These depositional elements can be used flexibly and are intended to
encompass a spectrum of architectural and process related possibilities that are

suitably defined for the style of basin and depositional setting of the Dampier Sub-
basin. The focus is on depositional system geometry and no explicit reference to sea

level is implied. Only after the complete depositional systems are described and
qualified are the effects of tectonics, eustacy, relative sea level and sediment source
considered here. In addition, the concept of parasequences (which also introduces
another extensive array of complex and rigid terminology) was not adopted in this
study. The nomenclature is not practical for marine resedimented depositional
systems in rifted margin basins. Indeed, the identification of parasequences was not
even achieved on seismic by Weimer (1990) in a study of the Mississippi Fan.

There is enough criticism in the literature to suggest that the eustatic sea level curve
published by Vail et al. (1987 , 1977) should not be used in many settings, particularly
active rift basins. Some of these papers include Miall (1986, 1992), Hubbard et al.
(1985a,b) Hubbard (1988), Boyd et a1., (1989), Walker (1990), Weimer, (1992a,b)
and Sloss (1988). In addition, Cartwri$ht et al. (1993) scrutinise the validity of using
onlap and downlap surfaces as discrete surfaces that may be regionally correlated as

single chronostratigraphic surfaces. These papers contain many valid, although in
some cases contentious, criticisms of the sequence stratigraphic method and in
particular, use of the eustatic sea level chart. For example, Sloss (1988) stated: "I
persist in the claim that cratons, their margins, and their interior basins do not just lie
there passively waiting to be encroached upon by rising sea levels or laid bare to
erosion as sea levels fall. Students and practitioners of sequence stratigraphy are, for
botter or worse, recorders and interpreters of tectonic evolution." I agree with many
of the arguments that refute this chart, and so it is included on two stratigraphic
secúons (Figures 4.68, 4.69) to analyse any correlation or significance the chart has.

In fact, it can be shown that many correlations with the 'Vail' sea level curve are

simply 'playing the odds'in the sense that there are sequence boundaries not justified
by high resolution biostratigraphy for age dating. The age of any identified surface
based on the available data in an area is usually arbitrary enough to be able correlate
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it with one of the existing sequence boundaries on the. e.ustatic se.a level chart. For
example, Labutis (1994) stated: "fewer sequence boundaries, mainly in the middle
Cretaceous, could be found in the North West Shelf basins than are presented on the
Haq et al. (1988) chart, and it was difficult to identify which of them were actually
represented, because of the lack of ties with various zonations." The same result
could have been achieved if eustatic sequence boundaries were located by random
number gencration. With statcments similar to the one above recurring in Lhe
literature on the use of the eustatic sea level chart, it can be argued that attempts to
correlate with it are highly subjective.

The use of geological time scales and age dating

The use of alternative Geological Time Scales on the North West Shelf has caused
considerable confusion when attempting to correlate events on a regional and global
scale. The standard method of relative age dating of rocks on the North West Shelf is
the Dinoflagellate Zonatton Scheme of Helby et al., (1987). There is no other
retrievable fauna or flora that has successfully been obtained and dated for the
Jurassic to middle Cretaceous from wells on the North West Shelf. For this reason,
the Dinoflagellate Zonafion Scheme has become a relatively informal industry
standard on the North West Shelf. Unfortunately, this zonation has been applied to
various time scales and has also been allocated to them in various manners. At a time
when the Harland (1982) Time Scale was widety accepted in 'Westem Ausrralian
studies, the dinoflagellate zonation was correlated by Helby et al. (1987) to this time
scale. Almost immediately following this, Haq et al. (1987) published a global cycle
ohart on a time scale of their own which included biochronostratigraphy. The
purpose of this chart was to show the age correlation of the Exxon group's global sea
level curve to world biochronostratigraphy and standard chronostratigraphy.
Unfortunately, this chart did not include Australian biostratigraphy. To rectify this,
an unpublished version of the 'Haq' cycle chart was produced by Partridge and Helby
(1988) which included the Australian Biostratigraphy with the Dinoflagellate
Zonation Scheme. Due to the popularity of sequence stratigraphy at the time, and the
desire to correlate with this cycle chart, many industry geoscientists began to use the
Haq scale instead of the older but already accepted Ha¡land (1982) scale.

The significance of the use of the varying time scales on the North V/est Shelf has
immense ramifications when attempting to tie in events which are based on absolute
age" For example, there is an approximate 13Ma discrepancy at the Jurassic -
Cretaceous boundary between the two scales (e.g. compare Figures 4.68 and 4.69).
Attempting to tie in sea floor spreading events such as the break up of the Argo
Abyssal plain varies fi'om Kirnmeridgian to Callovian in age, depending on which
time scale is used. This has dramatic effects on how the geology of an area is
interpreted, as discussed in the previous section.

The Harland (1989) Geological Time Scale is adopted here because it is considered to
be the most accurate time scale in use on the North West Shelf. For your interest,
this scale is annotated with the Haq et al. (1987) eustatic curve. This chart has been
modified from the Harland (1982) scale according to more recent absolute age dating
and relative age dating from macrofossils. The new stage ages vary by less than one
to three million years from the older version, and ages are defined to one decimal
plaee. The most notable variation occurs in the Kimmeridgian to Callovian
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succossion. Previously a duration of 19Ma, it now represents a duraúon of l4Ma on

the Harland (1989) scale. The shorter time period over this interval better explains

the sediment aceumulation rate of the mid-rift tectonic systems tract discussed in the

previous section. This duration is equivalent to IT}l4a on the Haq et 41. (1987) scale.

In order to apply the Harland (1989) time scale to North West Shelf biostratigraphy,

the dinoflagellate zonations were taken from Partridge and Helby's (1988) correlation
to the Haq time scale and annotated to the Harland (1989) scale according to relative
age correlations, not absolute age correlations. Furthermore, each dinoflagellate zone

was allocated to an age ensuring that they took up the same relative position in the

stage, and proportionately, the same length of relative time of the stage. This method

was supported by Roger Morgan (pers. comm., 1993) after discussion.

The use of the Harland Chart on the North West Shelf is further supported from
recent absolute age dating on the North West Shelf. Bint and MarshalJ. (1994), and di
Toro (1994) dated zircon from an ash bed in Wanaea 2 core. The ash bed occurs at

the K. wisemaniae - P. iehierzs¿ boundary. The authors, however, failed to state what
the absolute age of these zircons were calculated to be, possibly for reasons of
confidentiality. However, Bint and Marshall's Figure 7 (p. 551) shows that the ash

bed correlates to 145.6Ma using the Harland (1982) scale. It is presumed that
l45.6Ma is approximately the absolute age of this bed. Another instance of absolute

dating was performed by AGSO using the Sensitive High Resolution Ion Microprobe
(SHzuMP) dating technique. Samples that occurred within a good controlled K.

Wisemnniae Zone provided a reliable absolute age of 141Ma (Labutis, 1994). This
date corresponds to the top of K. Wisemnniae Zone on the scale used in this study
(see Figure 3"13)" These two investigations strongly suggest that the Harland úme
scale, whether the 1982 or 1989 version, is the more sensible time scale to use on the

North West Shelf rather than the Haq et al. (1987) scale.

In addition to the problems association with the use of various úme scales on the

North V/est Shelf, there isìfurther co_mplications arising from correlation of the
Dinoflagellate Zonation Scheme to any of the geological úme scales which are all
based on North American and European biostratigraphy. Presently, there are two
variations in existence. The first correlation that I believe came into existence
allocates the C. delicata Zone to the Lower Berriasian. The second correlation, and

this is the one that I use for this study, allocates this zone at the Valanginian -

Berriasian boundary (Figure 3.13). As a result, the dinoflagellate zones are shifted
upwards in relation to the Stages. Frustratingly, both of these correlations are

presently in use by various authors, along with the alternate use of the Haq et

al.(19S8) scale and the Harland 1982 and 1989 scales. The result is that there is four
variations of geochronostratigraphy used in the literature (see Table 4.3). This does

not include tho variations of the alternate Harland 1982 and 1989 scales. The effect
of shifting thc dinoflagellate zones relative to the Stages (based on biozones), is that
it alters the eorrelation to chronological events based on absolute age such as

magnetic linearnents related to sea floor spreading, as well as the eustatic sea level
curve" This effeet is demonstrated by the example previously described, with the C.

delicata zone representing an effoctive shift of an apparent 4Ma in absolute time.
The shift of Dinoflaggelate zones with biozones makes the correlation with eustatic

sequence boundaries (on average lMa duration) meaningless (e.9. See V/ulff 1992,
his Figure 2; Barber 1994, his Figure 6; Figures 4.68 and 4.69, this study). In
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addition, this variation does not include the error margin of tying the eu.static chart
with a time scale.

Table 4.3. List of authors for various selected sequence stratigraphic studies on the
North V/est Shelf. The particular geological time scale and the palynological to
Stage assignment that was used for each study is indicated. See text for discussion.

The varying allocations of the Dinoflagellate Zonation Scheme to the Stages were
discussed with Morgan (pers. comm., 1994) and partridge (pers. comm., 1995).
Although neither could give a satisfactory explanation as to how these two
correlations arose, Partridge stated that "it reflects the element of slop involved in the
uncertainty of attempting to correlate Australian biostratigraphy to time scales which
are based on northern hemisphere macrofossil assemblages", and "although the
tenacity of this correlation exists, the Dinoflagellate Zonation Scheme has excellent
reliability when the scheme itself is used as the benchmark for correlation purposes
on a regional scale" (two statements firmly agreed herein).

It is thought that these two variations in correlation of the dinoflagellate scheme to
time scales arose by the following instances. The first correlation was obtained by an
attempt to associate the scheme from the original Helby et al. (1987; based on the
Harland, 1982 scale) scale to the Haq et al. (1987) scale according to relative position
and duration with respect to Stages. The second correlation was obtained when
Morgan and Partridge (1988) made a direct correlation to the Haq et al. (1987) scale
which was independent of their primary correlation to the Harland (1932) scale. For
the purpose of this study, the second correlation was compared to the Harland (1989)
scale using the relative stage association method outlined above. This correlation is
supported by Hocking (1992), and Morgan (pers. Comm., 1994) agreed thar rhis
version is 'likely' the most accurate. Indeed, the absolute age date obtained by
AGSO of the K. wisemaniae Zone of 14lMa, as discussed previously, agrees exactly
to the correlation used on the Harland (1989) scale (see Figure 4.69, position of
Horizon'A').

Study Harland Scale
(1982,1989):

1987 Helby et al.
palynology to

SCase assisnments

Haq Scale (1988);
1987 Helby et aI.

palynology to
Stage assignments

Ha¡land Scale
(1982, 1989);

New palynology to
Stage assignments

Haq Scale (1988);
New palynology to
Stage assignments

Wulff (1992) x
Hockins (1992) X
Ba¡ber 0994\ X
Laburis 0994\ X
Robinson et al.
(L994)

X

Messent et aI.
(1994)

X

Ross & Vail
(1994)

X

Bint & Marshall
(1994)

X

Boyd et al., (1993) X
This Srudy X
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Ross and Vail (1994) discuss the tenacity involved in correlating Australian

biostratigraphy to European biostratigraphy and do not offer a definitive answer.

They, however, mention that a new version of the global cycle chart is in progress.

On publication of this chart, it is suspected that another attempt will be made to

correlate Australian biostratigraphy to geological úme scales that are based on

biostratigraphy in the northem hemisphere.

Comparison of sequence definitions

Figure 4.68 shows a comparison of units defined in this study with defined sequences

of Barber (1994), Hocking (1992) and Wulff (1992) and eustacy. The work by
Hocking is a regional study that includes many wells from both the Barrow and

Dampiei Sub-basins. The Huq 
"t 

al. (1987) scale was used Jø'ío that the variation
with the Harland (1989) scale can be observed. Since each of the studies is based on
dinoflagellate zones, the use of a different time scale does not change the correlation
of the variously defined sequences. It is assumed that each author would identify the
same or similar correlatable event markers, regardless of the geological event. The
statement by Hocking (1992) likely applies to most sequence stratigraphic
interpretations: "fn selecting and carrying marker horizons on electric logs, sequence

stratigraphic concepts (as outlined by authors such as Haq, Van Wagoner, Galloway,
Posamentier, Vail and Loutit) have been born in mind and used where possible, but
ultimately a more pragmatic, empirical approach has been used in most areas for
roasons of scale and available time." Assuming that most authors would agree with
this statement, it is reasonable to presume that many existing markers would have

becn picked by more than one author, albeit with minor subjectivity.

Horizons 'K', 'l', 'F', and 'E' correlate exactly with some of the sequence

boundaries defined by Barber (1994). Remarkably, three of these four horizons
correlate exactly with eustatic sequence boundaries (the 160, 150.5, ffid 136Ma
eustatic sequence boundaries). The correlation of Horizons 'G', 'C', and 'A' are also

in the vicinity of sequence boundaries defined by Barber. In this case, two of these

horizons defined by this study agree exactly with horizons defined by Hocking
(1992). Interestingly, in each of these cases, Barber's sequence boundaries all agree

exaetly with the eustatic sequence boundaries. In addition, there are five remaining
sequence boundaries that Barber defined which were not identified as horizons by
this study, or by Hocking. However, all of these sequence boundaries agree exactly
to eustatic sequence boundaries (the I44,742,734,126, and 123.5Ma).
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There is considerable agreement in the definition of my horizons with those of
Hocking. Many correlate exactly (i.e. his 160, 155, I52 and 141Ma horizons), and

some show minor discrepancy (i.e. his 156.25, 148, and 144Ma Horizons). On the

eontrary, he defined a l50.5Ma event not recognised in this study, while Horizons
'C' and 'D' were not recognised by Hocking. That these minor variations may be

primarily attributed to different data sets, as Hocking's work includes wells of the

Barrow Sub-basin.

The event definitions by V/ulff (1992), including the eustatic curve, show poor
agreement with those of the other authors. His work was confined to an area within
the eastern Barrow Sub-basin. This relative disagreement is probably also

constrained by the regional and data set variations of the areas. It is very interesting
to note, however, that some of Wulff's boundaries coincide with consecutive tectonic
systems tract boundaries (e.g. W'ulff's base of sequence 1, top of sequence 2, top of
sequence 5; Rift Initiation - Rift Climax, Rift Climax - Immediate Post-rift,
Immediate Post-rift - Late Post-rift, respectively). This strongly suggests an excellent
regional correlation of these tectonic systems tracts.

Labutis (1994, see his Figure 2, p. 762-3) introduced names for sequences which
were intended to be applied to sequence stratigraphic studies on the North West
Shelf. The sequence names were adopted from some of the dinoflagellate zones over

the relevant section. Labutis defined these sequences from an unlisted database of
wells from the Exmouth Plateau and Barrow Sub-basin as well as some other wells
over the North V/est Shelf. Some of the sequences appear to have been derived from
previously defined type sections in the literature on specific areas (e.g. Arditto's 1993

description of the Znepard and Birdrong sequences). The sequences defined by
Labutis do not agreo with any of the events detailed in Figure 4.68. This
disagreement, in addition to the correlation discrepancies between Wulff's Barrow
Sub-basin sequences and sequences of the Dampier Sub-basin (Figure 4.68) indicates

there is no regional correlation of 'third order sequence boundaries' on the North
West Shelf, as interpreted by Labutis. While there may be some correlation on the

North West Shelf at the 'supercycle' scale as previously suggested, the disagreement

of Labutis's sequences to those events shown in Figure 4"68 is significant. This
clearly shows that there is no regional significance of third-order sequences on the

North V/est Shelf. To evaluate any significance of regional third-order sequences

would require the definition and association of 'supercycles' or 'tectonic systems

tracts' over the North V/est Shelf. The third-order sequences would then have to be

defined independently from data sets with good control (i.e. good quality seismic

with good coverage and abundant well control) in each of the North West Shelf
basins or sub-basins. Individual comparisons of individual 'third-order sequences'

bctween any two regions and their significance could then be evaluated"
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4.3.2 Discussion

The interpreted variations in relative sea level with respect to this study with the
'Vail' eustatic chart are shown in Figure 4.69. The following is a discussion of
depositional surfaces and the significance of interpreted relative sea level with respect
to the depositional units and related horizons. Refer to Figure 4.70 for the stratal
relationships of depositional horizons, and the architectural relationships of
depositional elements. The details of the stratigraphy with respect to depo.sitional
systems, tectonics, sediment influx and eustacy are summarised in Table 4.4"

Early Rift Climax

Horizon 'K' forms the boundary of the non-marine to brackish Legendre Formation
equivalents and the generally nearshore marine Calypso Formaúon equivalents, as
indicated by palynological environmental indicators. This surface occurs at l60Ma
within the lower part of the 'W. digitata'a' zoÍte- Although this horizon was not
mapped due to the lack of well control, the contact was penetrated by Calypso 1,
Legendre 2, Samson 1 and Rosemary 1. There is no missing section noted in any of
these wells. The nature of the contact is very similar in these wells, each revealing a
significant sonic break from wire line logs. In addition, a consistent 15 to 20m thick,
interpreted transgressive sand occurs at the base of the Calypso Formation in each
case. This surface is considered to be a 'ravinement' surface owing to marine
incursion. It is attributed dominantly to tectonics as it marks the boundary between
the rift initiation and rift climax systems tracts. It is interpreted that, at this time, half
graben movement on the Rosemary Fault commenced relative to the northwestern
side of the basin. The resulúng increase in subsidence outpaced sediment
accumulation and produced enough accommodation space for the marine incursion.
While uplap predominated on the developing Rosemary scarp, onlap was occurring
on the northwestern margin of the basin (Kendrew Trough region), owing tó
sediment starvation and the relative lack of accommodation space.

Horizon 'J' marks the onset of a second successive marine deepening event. This
horizon was interpreted at the base of condensed sections, (e.g. Rosemary 1), and
near the base of intervals of high value gamma ray spikes, very fine-grained
sandstones, siltstones and mudstones. The high gamma ray spikes are possiÈly the
result of minerals with volcanic affinities. It is likely that these minerals reflect the
sediment provenance, which may be the Permian volcanics observed in some wells
on the Enderby Platform. Petrological work would be required to assess this
possibility. Attempts at correlating a maximum flooding surfãce near this horizon, as
well as other horizons associated with transgression, (e.g. Horizon 'A', Valanginian
disconformity) proved too difficult to produce a satisfactory chronostratigraphic
horizon. Flooding surfaces associated with various stages of apparent transgiession
and subsequent high sea level appear to have varying significance over proximal and
distal portions of the region. Better results were achieved by correlating the event
with the first indication of marine flooding. This surface is time equivalent to any
associated ravinement surface and mass wasting apron (Galloway, Igg4). In this
style of depositional setting, there is considerable sediment starvation occurring
within the basin and uplap, as opposed to onlap, occurs at the basin margin. Here, the
onset of any transgression (i.e. first flooding surface) is a more satisfactory surface to
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follow rather than any interpreted 'maximum flooding surface'(see Figure 4.70).

This is similar to the methods used by Embry (1993) and Johnson et al. (1985),

where the transgressive surface forms the boundary of the 'T - R sequence' for
regional basin analysis studies.
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Horizon 'J' is considered to represent a second 'phase' of marine flooding. With the
data available, it is difficult to reflect on which interplay of factors (tectonic
subsidence, eustacy, or sediment influx) had the dominating influence on the rise in
relative sea level. This surface correlates very closely to the onset of flooding on the
eustatic chart (Figures 4.68, 4.69). Indeed, Prosser (1993) attributes any discernible
cyclicity or reflection stacking to higher frequency successive faulting increments.
Any indication of the effect of eustacy (if preserved) more likely to be recorded near

the margin of the rift close to the hinge line. This horizon, unfortunately, has not
bcen intersected by any wells in the region of the hinge line.

Unit C2 of the Calypso Formation interpreted from core, well logs and palynology,
displays characterisúcs of an aggrading shelf. Small scale 'footwall fans' and 'talus
cones' (Prosser, 1993) would be subjected to marine currents induced by storms or
long shore drift. This marine reworking would result in sediment peneplanation of
any topography resultant of gravity style sedimentation. Cores I, 2 and 3 from
Rosemary I reveal lithologies and bioturbation that indicate an upward-deepening
marine succession. Also, core I contains septarian nodules which may provide
evidence for fault movement related stresses occuning shortly after sedimentation. It
is suggested that the unit was subjected dominantly to sediment aggradation
accompanied by minor transgression owing to subsidence slightly ouþacing sediment
supply.

Mid to Late Rift Climax

The base of the Eliassen Formation equivalents coincide with the change from
nearshore to offshore palynological indicators in many wells ( e.g. Samson 1,

Rosemary 1, Lewis 1). Interestingly, transgression is noted to occur over the Iü.
Spectabilis zone, as a transition from nearshore to offshore palynological indicators is
noted in Madeleine 1, Angel 3, Calypso l, Lewis I and I-ngendre 2. Nearshore
indicators occur in Legendre 1 (Morgan Palynological Reports, 1987 -1993). No
missing section was observed at the base of the formation. Some of the nearshore
interpretations may be due to the influence of resedimentation from shallow to deeper
water. However, the section in Calypso 1, which is relatively condensed, provides
good evidence for a relative rise in sea level. In addition, Angel 3 occurs near the
hinge line of the half-graben development, and shows this transition abruptly at
horizon 'H', possibly reflecting eustacy.

The base of the Eliassen Formaúon equivalents are interpreted to mark an event of
increased half-graben fault movement, the main cause of sudden sand influx into the
basin. Slope Apron of depositional systems contained braided channels, levee
complexes, and discrete massive sand bodies. Distally, these systems contained
muddy turbidites, contourites and hemipelagic ponding. This sudden increase in fault
movement may have been accompanied by a rise in sea level (possibly eustatically
induced) on developed scarps or narrow margins on the footwall. The submergence
of this area of relatively high gradient may have resulted in submarine erosion and

subsequent resedimentaúon as slope apron deposits. Prosser (1993) suggested that
the onset of the mid-rift climax systems tract (corresponding to the base of the
Eliassen Formation) is associated with transgression of the hangingwall.
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The boundary of the mid-late rift climax systems tracts is associated with the
transition to sediment draping, pelagic fall-out, and distal style turbidites (Prosser,
1993). Indeed, unit El of the Eliassen Formation is mud dominated, with wide-
spread deposition of Contourites and/or Levees, and Hemipelagic Basin Fill
depositional elements. Ultimately the exact timing of this transition is likely to be
dependent on the interplay of eustacy and sediment influx. Keeping in mind that this
horizon was initially identified on seismic, and later found to be a chlonostratigraphic
surface through well ties, it is a relatively subtle event in well log profiles. This
event is attributed mainly to the onset of a static relative sea level with a reduced
sediment supply.

Immediate Post-rift

An unconformity that is attributed to submarine erosional processes occurs at the base
of the Angel Formation equivalents (Horizon 'G'). It is represented on seismic by
erosional truncation of unit El in many wells along the Legendre Trend. This
unconformity is associated with the breakup and onset of sea floor spreading in the
Argo Abyssal Plain. A relative fall in sea level can be directly attributed to isostatic
uplift as a result of this event. Offshore palynological indicators of the overlying
succession occurs in all wells within the study area. These offshore conditions were
fully established during the deposition of units El and E2.

Slope aprons and channel-lobe complexes developed during deposition of units A5
and 46. These sediments would have been sourced by headward erosion of the
previously developed Rosemary Fault scarp or 'degrading footwall crest' (Prosser,
1993), in addition to terrestrial input from the Enderby Platform. The boundary of
these units (Horizon 'F') is considered to be the result of a relative sea level rise
which caused more footwall derived section vulnerable to submarine related erosional
processes. A considerable amount of topography is considered to have been
degraded, effectively lowering the depositional gradient of the margin during this
period.

The onset of deposition of unit A4 is attributed to a relative fall in sea level. In
contrast to Horizon 'F', Horizon 'E' may be attributed to an increase of sediment
influx due to a relative fall in sea level because a lower gradient had been established
on the margin. This lower gradient would have been accompanied by the
establishment of a relatively wider margin where relative falls in sea level play a
bigger role in supplying sediment into the basin. Indeed, Buswell (1989) interpreted
a change in provenance or sedimentary source at the base of A4 by noting change.s in
surface texture, extinction and mincralogy. In particular, he noted frosted sand grains
below this horizon, suggesting a resedimented aeolian origin. Sand grains above this
surface had a smooth surface texture, suggesting a resedimented shallow marine
origin. This evidence supports the above interpretation.

The depositional systems that occur within units A3 and A4 indicate that slope apron
systems are thinner and recessive, and channel lobe complexes are more widespread
and less confined, relative to units A5 and 46. This is considered to be the result of
previous sediment filling of the Lewis Trough which lowered submarine topographic
relief. Unit A3 is muddier than unit 44, possibly reflecting a stillstand of relative sea
level. While sediment was primarily sourced from the Enderby Platform side of the
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basin, sedimentation from north of the Angel area may have commenced during
deposition of unit 44.

The subsequent deposition of unit A2 possibly reflects a relative fall in sea level on

the margin, which may be related to thermally isostatic-related basin tilting. The
depositional systems are more characteristic of a 'ramp' style setting. Slope apron
related sediments appear relatively areal confined in which unconfined 'Braided
Channels', 'Depositional Lobe Massive Sands and Sheet Sands' dominate and thin
distally to 'Distal Turbidites'. This ramp is interpreted to be primarily self-fed from
a progressively established margin. Sands were likely resedimented numerous times.
Nearshore palynological indicators occur within sheet sands over the Wanaea area

which attest to resedimentation from a shallow marine setting.

Unit A1 oontains sand bodies which back-step relative to unit 42. It reflects the
waning nature of processes related to resedimentation. It was probably accompanied
by the onset of a relative rise in sea level during a time when a relatively low
depositional gradient was established. The rift basin was basically filled by this time,
whieh may have provided an opportunity for eustacy to control the ensuing
stratigraphic succession.

The progression from a point source to a wide margin sediment source up-section
within the Angel Formation is confirmed by analysis of the heavy mineral suites by
di Bona and Scott (1990). The distribution of identified mineral suites progressively
become more widespread up-section, suggesting the transition from point sourced
resedimentation to a line source. In particular, their units 'A', 'B'and'E' are

widespread, occurring in wells along the Legendre Trend from Samson 1 to Calypso
1" In this study, the mineral suites occur within units A1 and 42. Although only six
wolls were used in the area, the progression to more widespread patterns up-section
ean be observed from their work.

Late Post-rift

An interpreted transgressive ravinement surface of erosion is interpreted to occur at
the top of the Angel Formation. Up to lMa of missing section is commonly noted in
wells along the Legendre Trend at this time. Significant missing section is noted in
Lewis 1, attesting to the mild transpression-related uplift which ocourred in this area.

h¡finor onlap of the Enderby Platform, which may have been eroded later,
oommenced at this time. Talisman sands developed on a progressively widening
shelf and were also possibly deposited as Channel Fill within channel levee
complexes, relatively confined to the margin of the Lewis Trough. In addition,
shelfal sands and muds slumped into the margin of the Lewis Trough and filled any
remnant relief of the Rosemary Fault scarp that may have existed at this time. This
slumping rnay have also been induced by the sporadic and mild wrenching that
occurred over the Legendre Trend. Incidentally, Horizon 'A' corresponds to a

eustatic fall and subsequent rapid rise in sea level. This eustatic sea level fall would
have likely resulted in a relative sea level stillstand, owing to the interpreted thermal
subsidence.

The base of the Winning Group coincides with the Valanginian disconformity

flMiseman, 1919). Indeed, Wiseman documented a relative fall in sea level "of the
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order of 200m" to have occurred in the northern Carnarvon Basin from interpretation
of the Barrow Island area in the Barrow Sub-basin. He suggested that this fall
occurred in the latest Berriasian or earliest Valanginian. The dinoflagellate scheme
was not in use at that time, and so it is difficult to ascertain any direct comparison.
He also suggested that this eustatic fall may be obscured in other areas due to basin
subsidence. As Wiseman (L979) suggested, there is no indication of a relative fall in
sea level in this area, and may be owed to basin subsidence.

Minor missing section from 1 to 3Ma in wells northcast of tcgcndrc 1 along the
lægendre Trend, is attributed to erosional ravinement during transgression. The
Valanginian disconformity has been dated to occur near the base ,S. areolata zone in
other studies (e.g. Barber, 1994). The alternate designation to near the top of B.
reticulatum zone is attributable to the preferred correlation of onset of transgressive
related flooding and ravinement. This surface is equivalent to Weimer's (1992a)
definition of a transgressive surface of erosion (TSE). Although Weimer suggests that
a TSE can be diachronous, in this case it is chronostratigraphic and it proves to be a
very good correlation surface. The previous interpretation of the 'Valanginian
disconformity' is a likely position for the maximum flooding surface.

Significant onlap of the Enderby Platform commenced at this time. The result was a
classic transgressive vertical succession that ranged from the littoral to sub-littoral
Birdrong Sandstone and distal equivalent Mardie Greensand (Wiseman, 1979) to the
basinal Muderong. An alternative interpretation, (Arditto, 1993), is where this
succession is considered to be chronological. These members were related to a final
episode of coarse-grained Birdrong sedimentation during early transgression;
subsequent terrigenous sediment starvation with later transgression and deposition of
the Mardie Greensand; and finally hemipelagic deposition of the Muderong Shale.
While this interpretation is slightly contentious, it has some degree of credibility over
the Talisman region. The Mardie Greensand is dominantly constrained within the ,S.

Tabulata zone. The diachronous nature of this succession is possibly less than
previously thought, at least over this area. However, the Birdrong Sandstone is
diachronous here, as it is associated with onlap across the Enderby Platform. More
work on the temporal and spatial relationship of this succession would provide more
detail in this respect.

A subsequent flooding event, known as the 'intra-Muderong' event, occurs within the
middle M. Australis 'r' subzone (-131Ma). By this time, most of the Enderby
Platform had been flooded and Muderong Shale deposition was widespread. It is
uneertain whether this event reflects an increase in subsidence rate associated to the
breakup of the Cuvier and Gascoyne Abyssal Plains (135Ma) or a eustatic sea level
rise" This event corresponds closely to a 'second order' maximum sea level on the
eustatic chart.
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Passive Margin

The Aptian disconformity corresponds to the top of the Winning Group. This
diseonformity is regionally correlatable across the North West Shelf is thought to
have formed when the Indian Plate extended beyond the Exmouth Plateau (Veevers,

1984). It also correlates to a well documented eustatic fall and subsequent rise in sea

level on the eustatic chart. There is no evidence to suggest a relative fall in sea level
in the Dampier Sub-basin. This surface may be attributed to a minor relative sea level
stillstand followed by sudden flooding. It is possible that the effect of thermal
subsidence may have obscured any associated eustatic fall in sea level, as with the
Valanginian disconformity. This event represents onset of deposition of the basal
transgressive Windalia Sandstone, its distal equivalent Gearle Siltstone and the
Haycock Marl. The facies change from Gearle Siltstone to Haycock Marl appears to
oeeur within the central axis of the l,ewis Trough. Full oceanic circulation had

commenced by this time, and the Dampier Sub-basin continued to subside as part of a
broad shelf within a fully developed passive margin.

4.3.3 Conclusions

Previous correlations of the stratigraphy for areas of the North V/est Shelf to various
time scales have caused misleading interpretations with respect to eustacy and
tectonic events, in addition to calculations of the rates of subsidence and sediment
accumulation. This issue, has been addressed by what is thought to be the most
accurate versions of the dinoflagellate zonation scheme and time scale in this study.

Depositional surfaces are a result of fluctuations in sediment influx, tectonic factors
and eustacy in varying proportions. In active rifted basins such as this one, it is
diffieult to quantify the individual effect that each factor had on a depositional event.
These considerations remain relatively speculative. While these depositional events
have chronological significance on a local scale, the correlation of 'third order
events' from region to region can cause biased or erroneous results, particularly with
the use of limited databases. In any case, more work on the chronological
significance of the timing of tectonically induced 'supercycle' events, or tectonic
systems tracts should be conducted acroSs the North West Shelf. When this is done,
the relationship of depositional surfaces that are caused by higher frequency events
and defined by detailed, independent projects, may be assessod from region to region.

The eustatic chart (Haq et a1., 1987) should not be used to interpret rift related
depositional systems. It is dubious to attribute relative sea level to eustatic sea level
during the Rift Climax and during the early development of the Immediate Post-rift
tectonic systems tracts. With respect to depositional surfaces, relative rises in sea

level appear to reprosent the boundaries of depositional episodes that occurred during
these systems tracts. Later, during the Immediate Post-rift systems tract when basin
filting progressed, and a widening margin developed, relative falls in sea level may
have resulted in boundaries (depositional surfaces) associated with depositional
opisodes. It appears that tectonics had a much greater influence than eustatic sea

level on relative sea level during sedimentation of the Rift Climax and Immediate
Post-rift tectonic systems tracts.
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However, during the Late Post-rift succession, there is a rema¡kably good correlation
of transgressive surfaces of erosion to eustatic rises in sea level that immediaûely
follow significant falls (i.e. Horizon 'A', Valanginian disconformity, Aptian
disconformity). Although this may be coincidental, it suggests that there may be
some validity with respect to major events on the eustatic curve when applied to
senings where it is plausible for eustacy to control the stratigraphy.
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CHAPTER 5: CONCLUSIONS

SUMMARY AND IMPLICATIONS FOR PETROLEUM EXPLORATION IN
THE DAMPIER SUB.BASIN

5"1 SUMMARY

The Mesozoic succession of the Dampier Sub-basin can be described in terms of
tectonic systems tracts with respect to rifting and sea floor spreading of the Argo
Abyssal Plain" However, in addition to this event, there are other factors which have
major effect on the stratigraphy. These include the inheritance of an already
established basin morphology and basin margin faults from older rifting events (e.g.

F{ilI" 1994); the superimposition of various sea floor spreading events that occur over
the North V/est Shelf (i.e. the Argo, Cuvier and Gascoyne Abyssal Plains) during the
Jurassic and Cretaceous; and other tectonic factors with respect to cratons adjacent to
the basin.

The Legendre Formation and its distal equivalent Athol Formation consist of fluvial-
deltaic and shallow marine dominated sequences that are considered to have
developed in response to the initiation of rifting. Sedimentation generally kept pace

with subsidence and there was virtually no net increase in accommodation space (e.g.

see Figures 4.33, 4.58,4.59). There is much scope for more work on the structure
and sedimentology on this Rift Initiation tectonic systems tract.

The Calypso Formation (Mid-Callovian - Oxfordian; Early Rift Climax systems

tract) is dominantly a marine shelf sequence where seismic reflection configurations
reveal half graben sediment filling under static to slightly transgressive relative sea

level conditions (see Figures 4.7 and 4.46). The seismic character of this formaúon is
dominantly parallel and continuous events that onlap or uplap onto the basin margin
(Figure 3.21). Core data contain evidence of silty debris flows and turbidity
currents, winnowing of fines and repeated bed-load transport of sands by strong
bottom currents (e.g. see cores 1, 2, and 3 at Rosemary l). Nearshore conditions are
indicated by palynology interpretations (Morgan, l98l-93). The sub-littoial zone of
a marine environment is indicated by, Cruziana ichnofacies observed in core of
Rosemary I and Legendre I (e.g. see Figure 3.5d). In addition, vertical successions

of bedding and structures observed in core 16 and 17 at[-ngendre 1 are oharacterisúc
of storm influenced deposits that occur in water depths below fair weather base but
above storm wave base. A transgressive surface of erosion forms the lower boundary
of the Calypso Formation. In this study, the formation was sub-divided at a

succeeding primary flooding surface which occurred during another transgressive
episode. If more core and well data were available, it is likely that additional
depositional surfaces could be established, and the Calypso Formation could be

further sub-divided"

During lower Oxfordian time, an increased rate of half-graben fault movement gave

way to pronounced deeper marine conditions in the Lewis Trough and adjacent
Eliassen Terrace, as subsidence dramatically outpaced sediment supply. This marine
deepening event is indicated by subsidence analysis in addition to the overlying
transgressive transition from nearshore to offshore palynological indicators at
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Calyp.so 1, Samson l, Orion 1, Lewis l, Rosemary 1 ancl lrge.nclre. I (Morgan, 1,987-
93)" At this time, the Eliassen Formation was deposited as part of the Mid and Late
Rift Climax systems tracts (see Figure 4.54). Gravity-induced slope apron
depositional systems formed along a contemporaneously developing fault scarp.
These slope apron systems contain elements with process aff,rnities of braided
channels, levee complexes and channel fill sands (e.g. see Figures 3.32, 3.48, and
4.9). Scismic stratal patterns reveal apron shaped wedges that uplap onto the
interpreted scarp of the Rosemary Fault (e.g. see Figures 4.66 and 4.67). This scarp
would have been subjected to headward erosion at sediment source inlets and to
crestal degradation over the length of the scarp (Figure 4.56). Distal seismic stratal
patterns are mounded, and are interpreted to contain muddy distal turbidites,
contourites and possibly discrete depositional sand lobes (e.g. see Figures 3.20 and
3.45). As sedimentation progressed into the Late Rift Climax systems tract,
increasingly mud rich conditions ensued, owing to depositional elements associated
with muddy turbidites, contourites, levee complexes and hemipelagic ponding (e.g.
see Figures 3.44 and 3.46). Seismic stratal patterns are continuous and parallel and
often highlight the underlying mounded geometries. Low density turbidites were
identified by core data at Madeleine I (cores 6 and 7). The existence of gravel and
very coarse sand-sized material in core 12 at I-e,gendre 1 is a likely function of the
proximity to a nearby sediment source.

The formation of an unconformity commenced near the end of Oxfordian time (see
Section 4.2.2). This unconformity is directly attributed to break up and subsequent
sea floor spreading on the Argo Abyssal Plain. As a result of this break up event,
margin-ward isostatic uplift operated contemporaneously with sediment
cannibalisation via headward erosion of the previously developed fault scarp.
Deposition of the Angel Formation as an immediate post-rift systems tract resulted
(Figure 4.54). Palynological evidence indicates cannibalisation of the underlying
succession, and possibly from the adjacent Eliassen Terrace and Enderby Platform
(Table 4.1). Mud-rich depositional conditions progressed to mud/sand-rich and
subsequently to sand-rich conditions as sedimentary gradients subsided and net
accommodation space decreased by progressive sediment 'filling' of the basin (see
Figure 4.70). Three confined point sources at the base of the Angel Formation
became progressively less confined up-section. In fact, the style of source that
occurred within units Al and A2 is more appropriately described in terms of a point
source. Concomitantly, there was an evolutionary progression of depositional
systems from gravity induced sandy slope aprons and channel-lobe complexes, to a
self-fed depositional ramp (see Figures 4.I4, 4.25, 4.28, and 4.33). Sedimentaúon
bocame more widespread and less confined up-section where sand bodies are more
correlable laterally . The vertical progression of depositional systems resulted as
topographic relief progressively decreased due to basin filling, and later as thermal
subsidence induced basin tilting. Six genetically related units were defined using
well logs and high resolution palynology (Figure 3.13, and stratigraphic log
eorrelations). These units are interpreted to be distinguished by variations in sediment
influx and a tectonically-influenced relative sea level (Table 4.4 and Figure 4.69).
The influence of eustacy is considered to be progressively more significant up-
section. The mapping of four seismic units together with the well correlations of six
genetic units demonstrate the progression that is described above (see Section 4.1).
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Seismic stratal patterns within the Angel Formation include seismic convergence
(Figure 3.18), asymptoúc downlap (Figure 3.19), seismic lens features (Figure 3.52),
incised channel features containing clinoforms and mounded geometries (Figures
3.49,3.50, and 3.51). There is notable erosional truncation of the underlying unit
along the southeast flank of the Lewis Trough.

Although there is very limited core data from Angel Formation Units A3 to A6 to
interpret depositional environments, evidence from core data within Units Al and A2
strongly suggest ramp cannibalisation. Occasional broken shell fragments and
abundant dispersed detrital glauconite within massive sandstones attest to a shelf
depositional environment as a dominant source (e.g. see Angel Field cores). The
identification of a distal Cruziana arrd Zoophycos Ichnofacies suggests a sublittoral to
slope environment of deposition (Figures 3.5f, g, h, and i). The overall lack of
vertical grain size variation is characteristic of a ramp style setting (Figure 3.6).

The Angel Formation has previously been considered with respect to the 'Vail' style
basin floor fan and the Mutti (1985) type I and II turbidite systems (e.g. Buswell,
1990; Barber, 1994). This study has demonstrated that ramp style models such as

those by Heller and Dickinson (1985), Surlyk (1987) and Reading and Richards
(1994) which better reflect the sedimentary architecture of the Angel Formation. In
particular, these models provide alternatives in predicting sedimentary relationships
for hydrocarbon potential (see Section 4.1.3).

Diminishing sediment supply signified the end of widespread Angel Formation sand

deposition during the Berriasian. The Dampier rift basin was dominantly filled at
this time and deposition of an offshore marine claystone, the Forestier Claystone,
commenced as the Late Post Rift systems tract. Onlap onto the adjacent Enderby
Terrace had commenced. The seismic character is dominantly continuous and
parallel (Figures 3.22 and 3.28). Minor onlap is noted on the Enderby Platform near
the Rosemary Fault.

Sands and muds of the Talisman Sandstone and Forestier Claystone slumped into the
eastern margin of the Lewis Trough as Upper Slope Apron deposits. This is
suggested by core data at Talisman 2 which contains muddy slumps, slides and debris
flows and massive sandstone. These processes filled pre-existing remnant relief of
the Rosemary Fault scarp.

Mild, sporadic, synsedimentary, leftlateral wrench movements that occurred over the
Rosemary Fault system during deposition of the Angel Formation also had some
palaeo-topographic control of sedimentation during deposiúon of the Forestier
Claystono and Talisman Sandstone. This wrench component caused
oontemporaneous mild local uplift and subsidence due to reactivation on the
Rosemary Fault in areas that coincide with respective 'constraining bends' and
'releasing bends' (Figure 4.60).

Sediment starvation persisted over most of the basin depocentre during the Late Post
Rift systems tract. A retrogressive wedge exists over the Rosemary area and appears

to have extended distally to the condensed northerly area. A disconformity within the
Valanginian marks the onset of a regional transgression where the Birdrong
Sandstone and the Mardie Greensand transgressed over the Enderby Terrace,
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primarily due to thermal isostatic subsidence of the basin margin. Eustacy is
considered to be the dominant factor that controlled relative sea level and the
development of mappable genetic units during the Late Post Rift systems tract.

A disconformity during the Aptian ma¡ks the establishment of fully open marine
conditions when deposition of the Windalia Sandstone, Gearle Siltstone and Haycock
Marl commenced on a passive margin. The Rankin Platform was completely
submerged by this time. Differential subsidence occurred over the Lewis Trough
area with respect to adjacent areas. Definition of this trough was re-established and
was retained until about Campanian time. The differential subsidence was due to
either the compaction of a relatively thicker underlying sedimentary section within
the l,ewis Trough. It may also reflect a mild compressional event.

5.2 IMPLICATIONS OF METHODOLOGY

The Vail et al. 'sea slug' is not suitable for rifted margin basin stratigraphic studies.
Discrete prograding wedges that allegedly reflect rises and falls in sea level were not
observed in this study. Rarnp style models, where thickening distal wedges are

, , commoll.., and slope apron style models have significant reïãf, are much more
, aPProPriáte for the Dampier Sub-basin. Furthermore, I suggest that the stratigraphic

framework adopted in this study would be equally appropriate for the Jurassic and
Lower cretaceous succession in other areas of the North west Shelf.

'Second-order' super-sequences are clearly controlled by regional tectonics in the
Dampier Sub-basin. 'Third-order' scale chronological surfaces are highly useful at a
local scale when conducting facies analysis of genetically related units. While these
units are often considered to coincide with changes in relative sea level, the real issue
is an explanation for relative changes in accommodation space due to the complex
interaction between tectonics, sediment influx, and eustacy. The influence of these
factors may possibly vary in accordance to the stage of basin development of the
rifted basin. For instance, the role of eustacy is considered to become progressively
more important as the rifted margin transforms into a passive margin. On a regional
scale, the three factors can also be inter-related. Here, regional tectonics and climate
may influence the texture and type of sediment being deposiæd. If the tectonics
and/or climate changes have occurred on a global scale, these changes would
influence eustacy, and then eustacy is justified for these changes.

In their attempts to correlate and associate cycles on a regional basis as a tool to
predict lithofacies in areas of poor data control, straúgraphers are constantly
searching for universal types of signatures in the geological record. It appears from
this work that there is a poor regional correlation of 'third order' scale sequences on
the North V/est Shelf, particularly during the Rift Climax and Immediate Post Rift
systems tracts. Before correlation and the significance of third order sequences on
the North West Shelf may be conducted objectively, the regional association of
supercycles, or tectonic systems tracts, needs to be evaluated in more detail.

The depositional surfaces defined in this study may be attributed to relative rises and
falls in sea level. The nature of these surfaces (e.g. apparent downlap surface,
onlapping surface of erosion, onlap surface, unconformity surfaces, etc.) may be
attributed to either a relative rise or fall in sea level after the regional extent and
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overall significance of the surface on the bounding stratigraphy is evaluated. The
preference of the type of surface that was chosen for mapping varied with the
relevant stage of basin development. In each case, choice of a surface was made for
purposes of accurate correlation. Surfaces defined near the end of the Immediate
Post Rift systems tract were attributed to likely falls in relative sea level. During
most of the Late Post Rift systems tract, the depositional surfaces defined for best
correlation were considered to be primary flooding surfaces (transgressive surfaces).

Primary flooding surfaces were defined by picking the bases of condensed sections,
the bases of seetions that contain multiple flooding surfaces, and disconformity
surfaces where some missing section was noted. It was observed that the interpreted
transgressive surfaee of erosion (disconformity surface) was attributed to primary
flooding because it correlated better with these surfaces. In addition, the correlation
of the interpreted surfaces of primary flooding (i.e. the bases of condensed sections
and 'flooding' intervals) appeared to have more chronological significance than the
correlation of maximum flooding surfaces. This approach is an alternative to
conventional sequence stratigraphic approaches (either the 'Vail' or 'Galloway'
sequence stratigraphic approaches) where interpreted maximum flooding surfaces
bear more relative importance than primary flooding surfaces.

Review of literature in sequence stratigraphy on the North West Shelf and globally
suggest, that there is a shortcoming, where many interpretations are driven by
previously conceived sequence stratigraphic and sedimentological models (e.g.

Barber, 1994; Spring and Newelt, 1993). This work demonstrates that any particular
area must be considered individually on the basis of available data with respect to the
age of the rocks, structural regime, stage of basin evolution, and depositional setting.
Depositional systems should be independently defined from pre-conceived ideas and
'characterised' by the typos of sedimentary processes and respective facies
associations that are infened by interpretation of the data.

The style of sedimentation interpreted to occur within a particular system should be
qualified by considering numerous sedimentological models as end-members. These
are usually 'type' examples highlighting only a few of the possible parameters. The
interpreted character of the deposiúonal system and its respective elements may be
allocated accordingly within a spectrufn of numerous possibilities (e.g. the spectral
variations of submarine channels and lobes due to the texture of the sediment shown
in Figures 4.1 and 4.2). In addition, any formulated model for a depositional system
should be tested for its validity at every available opportunity to avoid pitfalls, and to
gain appreciation for the exploration risks and uncertainties involved with respect to a
particular style of play (Reading and Newell, 1994). In the case of marine
resedimented clastic rocks, an integrated approach is required which defines the
controls on the various systems and their resultant features that may be exhibited in
the geological and geophysical record. Ultimately, more understanding is achieved
of the facies relationships and architecture in the context of reservoir presence,
reservoir geometries and trap integrities. In the search for hydrocarbons, accurate
predictions based on a valid understanding of the lithofacies from seismic data can
then be conducted.

Dramatic changes in accommodation space have been interpreted to occur during the
depositional history of the Upper Jurassic succession of the Dampier Sub-basin. The
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development of a significant fault scarp and adjacent basin depocentre during the.
Oxfordian resulted in a very large increase in net accommodation space. This event
preceded progressive basin filling (continual decrease of net accommodaúon space)
and progressive reduction in relief during the Kimmeridgian and Tithonian. The
relief of the fault scarp resulted in initial headward erosion and overall degradation of
the crest, and inhibited the development of a significant shelf and shoreface. Any
shelf development would have been relatively nûrrow and eustacy would likcly have
had minimal effect on the stratigraphy. If there was a narrow shelf, significant
scdiment bypass would have occurred relatively continuously. It is likely that some
form of nartow shelf and shoreface developed later, after considerable reduction of
relief and basin filling had occurred. The sediment that accumulated on this narrow
shelf is considered to have been continually subjecæd to sediment cannibalisation and
resedimented in a ramp style of setting.

There is a considerable lack of coherence as to the use of an accepted time scale for
the literature on the North V/est Shelf. To manifest this problem, two dinoflagellate
zonation schemes have been allocated to these time scales. The scale and allocation
used in this study was justified by referring to the most up to date material. It is
suggested that this time scale and zonation allocation should be used for further
studies on the North V/est Shelf until newer age assignments and more absolute age
dating are available (Figure 3.13).

5.3 IMPLICATIONS FOR PETROLEUM EXPLORATION

There is considerable potential for structuraVstratigraphic plays to occur on the
northwestern flank of the Lewis Trough. It was demonstrated in section 4.1 that
turbidite sands likely onlap this flank, or simply pinch-out distally over areas rhar
coincide with this flank, particularly over units 45, A6 andB2.

Indeed, the presence of hydrocarbons within Units 45, A6 and E2 in this region is
suggested by multiple shows of sample fluorescence and solvent fluorescence that
were observed over these units during the drilling of Madeleine 1. In addition, gas
cut formation water was recovered during a formation interval test (FIT) of sheet
sands within Unit 42. Sidewall cores retrieved from thin sands of Unit E2 also had
good sample fluorescence and sample cut. Cores 7 and 8, within Units E1 and E2,
respectivelY, Produced significant traces of oily fluids when they were retorted.
Unfortunately, no FIT's were conducted over the prospective intervals of Units El
and E2 due to mechanical problems during drilling of the well. (Madeleine 1 Well
Completion Report, 1969).

It was not in the scope of this study to search the seismic character of units for subtle
individual amplitude anomalies that may suggest sand development. However,
further investigation is warranted. Additional seismic coverage in this area would
therefore be desirable. Higher in the section, there was virtually no topographic relief
on this flank of the Lewis Trough to control the deposition of sand. Hence,
significant distal turbidites are present in Unit A4 in wells on the Madeleine Trend
(e"g" Walcott 1, Wanaea 1). However, there is potential for local stratigraphic closure
of sands within Unit A4 due to the overlying claystone of Unit 43. Sands within
Units A1 and A2 require virtually total structural closure. Seal potential of any four-
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way dip closure of these sandstone-dominated units is almost certain, due to the
overlying regionally extensive Forestier Claystone.

There is good potential for sand development with structural or stratigraphic closure
within the Kendrew Trough. Unfortunately, seismic coverage over this area was

severely limited for this project. However, analysis of the palaeogeography data

suggests there was likely transport of sand into the Kendrew Trough from the Angel
area. Indeed, there were mounded configurations noted in this area. It is possible
that part of the Kendrew Trough was topographically lower than the adjacent
Madeleine Trend at some time during deposition of the Eliassen and Angel
Forrnations, which increases the potential for sand development. Further seismic
mapping and analysis over the Kendrew Trough is warranted to qualify this
possibility. The objectives of such a project could also evaluate the extent of sand

being sourced from the Rankin Platform area during deposition of the upper Angel
Fonnation.

Tho potenúal for updip seal to occur over Angel Formation sandstone bodies on the
southeastern flank of the Lewis Trough is severely downgraded. This is primarily
due to the retrogradational nature of the Angel Formation. The definition of a

potential sand bearing seismic feature, for example, a seismic lens of a Slope Apron
Depositional Sand element, is almost certainly overlain by sand. The potential for
the Rosemary Fault to offer the fourth closure of a sandstone body of the Angel
Formation is dubious due to the suspected breach of a fault seal. The migration path
of the 'Wandoo Field oil may indeed, have included this fault (e.g., see Christiansen,
1992). The following observation adds credence to the suggesúon of a breached of
fault seal. Rosemary North 1 was drilled very close to the Rosemary Fault,
suggesting that a fault seal would be required as the fourth dip direction of closure.
Residual hydrocarbons were observed over a 7m section near the top of the Angel
Formation from log analysis (Rosemary North I Well Completion Report, 1982).
This suggests that more significant hydrocarbon accumulations may have been
previously trapped and subsequently escaped, possibly owing to leakage up a fault
plane. Another example is from Forestier l, where 49.2 cubic feet of gas and 400m1

of condensate were recovered from the top of the Angel Formation (Forestier I Well
Completion Report, 1986).

There is remaining potential to generate a hydrocarbon play by defining structural
olosure of the top Angel Formation sandstone over the Legendre Trend. For instance,
thcre is an area of untested closure southwest of Rosemary 1 (see Figure 4.36).
Further detailed seismic analysis would be desirable on a detailed local scale to gain
more confidence in reservoir/seal geometry, as well as to evaluate the possibility of a
breach of seal via fault planes. The objective of this analysis would be to reduce
uncertainty and, if considered feasible, locate a well position.

In spite of the poor updip sealing potential of the Angel Formation along the
Legendre Trend, potential of this type is still reasonable for the Eliassen Formation.
Good oil shows within the Eliassen Formation have been recovered from several
wells along the Legendre Trend. In Samson l, for instance, 5m and 1.5m
hydrocarbon saturated zones were indicated by log analysis within thin sandstones
(Samson I V/ell Compleúon Report, 1984) that were interpreted in this study as

levees or contourites. In Lewis 1, good solvent fluorescence was observed in
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sidewall cores from this same zone of the Eliassen Formation (Lewi.s 1 Well
Completion Report, 1975). In Rosemary 1, gas cut mud was recovered from an FIT
near the base of the Eliassen Formation (Rosemary 1 V/ell Completion Report, 1972).

The updip sealing potential of the Eliassen Formation along the southeast flank of the
l,ewis Trough is good for the following reasons. The Eliassen Formation contains
murl-rich cle.positional systems where sands are known to.be efficiently transported
into the basin. This provides a possibility for channels that contain Channel Fill
Sands, such as those at Lauchie 1, to be mud fillcd updip. However, if these sands do
in fact uplap the Rosemary Fault, there is still some chance for a fault seal to occur at
the Eliassen Formation level. Because the Eliassen Formation is considered mud-
rich, the real problem is defining a reservoir. For example, the Eliassen Formation
sandstone was a secondary objective for Baleena 1. The Eliassen Formation at
Baleena I is a continuous claystone section (see Barber 1994, his Figure 26).
Interpretation of this section demonstrates that there is claystone in the Baleena
vicinity because it is located on a palaeotopographic high with respect to deposition
of the Eliassen Formation. Further seismic analysis to the west of and west-
southwest of Baleena 1 over the interpreted Channel Fill fairway shown on the
schematic palaeogeography diagram (Figure 4.9) may prove fruitful.

In the event that further seismic acquisition is planned over the study area for the
purpose of stratigraphic and structural analysis, it is recommended that a north-
south/east-west shotpoint grid be seriously considered. As it was demonstrated in
this study, the stratigraphic strike of much of the studied succession is close to north-
south. In addition, many relevant faults trend north-south. This is contrary to the
conventional approach where seismic was shot perpendicular and parallel to the
general strike of the basin morphology. This alternative is suggested because, as
demonstrated, the basin morphology was established in the Permo-Carboniferous and
inherited by the Valanginian to Callovian stratigraphy. During deposition of the
Angel Formation, a north-south relationship to the strike of the stratigraphy and the
trend of faults that were active during sedimentation is apparent.

5.4 FURTHER WORK

This study would provide a frameworkfôr a diagenesis/petrological project. Detailed
petrography and/or mineralogy of the Mesozoic succession could establish more
insight into sedimentary provenance and respecúve source areas. This type of project
could be initiated by using the 'pilot' project on heavy mineral suites which was
conducted by di Bona and Scott (1990). In addition, the definition of rhe
depositional elements in this study could be tested and refined by obscrving thc
textural associations displayed in thin sections. It would also provide additional
information with respect to the lithology, and permeability/porosity characteristics of
the depositional elements. A diagenetic study combined with petrological work
would provide further insight into other questions such as: the source of carbonate
cements within Angel Formation sandstones and whether they are related to
hydrocarbon migration (e.g., see Ryan-Grigor and Schulz-Rojahn, 1995); the origin
of siderite nodules and siderite cemented zones; the emplacement and timing of
pyrite cemented zones which may be related to palaeo-oil-water contacts and
hydrocarbon migration events.
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It is thought that it is the complex structural history of the Legendre Trend is the
primary factor affecting the relatively average discovery rate along the Legendre

Trend (3 wells out of 18, including Talisman Field wells). In order for success to be

achieved in this area, it is crucial to unravel the combined extensional and wrench-

related structural history of the Legendre Trend and associated Rosemary Fault. A
project of this type would include detailed seismic mapping of the Rosemary Fault
and Legendre Trend. Sand-box analogue modelling techniques could be used to
confirm and help decipher structural complexities. The aim would be to assess the
hydrocarbon trapping potential of faulted areas where suspected fault leakage of
hydrocarbons has not been ruled out. In addition, the project should attempt to
identify significant hydrocarbon migration events. A diagenetic project would
complement this analysis through observation of palaeo-oil-water contacts.

There is much scope for a structural-stratigraphic project on the lower to middle
Jurassic Legendre and Athol Formaúons. This work would entail detailed seismic
mapping of the Enderby Platform and Kendrew Terrace. The well database would
primarily consist of wells on the Enderby Platform, with a few wells on the Legendre
Trend which penetrated the relevant succession. This work could also better assess

the extent of this succession within the Lewis Trough. Further knowledge of the
structural history of the Rift Initiation sediments of the Dampier Sub-basin would
also be obtained. In addition, this type of study would assess the stratigraphic and

structural trapping potential of this area including the Lewis Trough. It would also
provide further knowledge of the sediment source areas for the Upper Jurassic

suceession.

Other work that pertains more directly to hydrocarbon play generation have
previously been suggested in section 5.3. In addition, the use of seismic attributes for
identifying potential sandstone bodies within claystone bearing sections could be

evaluated.

ln general, there is scopo for more seismic stratigraphic projects to be conducted over
other areas of the North V/est Shelf. One aspect of these studies should examine the
relaúonship between super-cycles of various basins (e.g. Boote and Kirk, 1989).

When enough of this work is established, the significance of third-order sequences

between regions may then be assessed fnore objectively.

5.5 COMMENT

The informal and non-rigid use of nomenclature has proven to be relatively practical
in spite of minor confusion in the literature. The nomenclature should be continued
to be used in this way. However, in addition to defining the type and style of
lithology in formation definitions, they should be age defined using biostratigraphy
(e.g. Hocking, 1992). This should prove to be convenient for future genetic

stratigraphy studies. There is much scope for standardising some of the more recent
nomenclature on the North V/est Shelf, in order to avoid future confusion.
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CORE LOGS
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STRUCTURES
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Horizontal bedding

Fine lamination

Wavy/wispy bedding

lnlined bedding

Convoluted bedding

Flaser bedding

Dish structures/dewatering featu res

Ripple marks (plan view)

Highly bioturbated

Tubes/burrows

Claystone intraclasts

Scour surface

Unconformity surface

Load casts

Sand ball

Sand lens

Siderite nodule

Pyrite nodule

Septarian nodule

Shellfragments

Belemnite

Leaþlant imprint

Microfaulting

Slickensides
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Dolomite filled fracture
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GHAVEL:
GT
Gmm
Gcm

SAND:
Sb
Sp
St
Sh
Sq
Sm
Se
Sd
Sr

SltT & fi/lUD:
FI
Fm
Fb
Fr
Fd
Fh

Lithofacies Codes (modified after Miall, 1978)

- trough cross bedded
- massive, matrix supported
- massive, clast supported

- bioturbated
- planar cross bedded
- trough cross bedded- horizontally bedded
- grade.d bedding
- massve
- erosional scours with intraclasts
- soft sediment deformation
- fine rippled sand

- laminated
- massive
- bioturbated
- ripple laminated
- soft sediment deformation
- horizontally bedded



Angel 1

Angel Formation

coRE 1 2662j -2667

K. wisemaniae Zone RECOVERY:94/" SCALE 1 : 50

-D

FAEIES
EODE

e
v
e

v
I

7a DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Se
Fbd

Sbe

Fbd
Sm

2663

266/-

2665

2666

2667

Claystone: green grey, mica-micaceous, sandy,
wispy laminations.

Sandstone: light grey, well sorted, medium to fine
grained, 5% gfauðonítê, 5 - 10% argillite; 5 degree
d¡p at sand/clay interface.

porosity: 16.4 - 22.4"/" (sandstone).
Þermeability: 187 - 723md (sandstone)

Ansc / 1
Core L

Core plug
Core plug
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Angel 2

Angel Formation

CORE 1 2702.4 - 2706.5m

P. iehiense zone SCALE 1: 50

oo

<

FAEIES
GODE

Sm

c c I
Í. DRTLLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Sp

Sm

Sp

Sm

2704

2705

2706

well
lair

i
es

downwards and fills fractures near the base of core.
Befemnite gaurd and leaf fragment noted near 27O5
m_
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Angel 3

Forcstier Claystone

CORE 1 2604.5-2613.4m

D. lobospinosum Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50
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FAEIES
CODE

Fm

v
fe

v
e

3. DRTLLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Claystone:
glauconite,

light brown to olive grey, up to 15%
mrca-mcaceous.

sr

Frn

2605

2606

2607

2608

2609

261 0

2611

2612

2613

Sandstone: wellsorled, very fine to medium
grained, dominantly fine grained; occurs as - 5
mm laminae, no visual porosity; dip of 5 - 10
degrees is noted"

sr

Fm
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Angel 4

Angel Formation

CORE 1 Z698- 2711m

Berriasian Age RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1: 100

T

FAGIES
OODE

sdb

Sm

sdb

Sm

e f =.õ DRILLER'S DEPTH (M)
2698

2700

2701

2702

2703

2704

2705

2707

2708

2709

2710

2711

Sandstone: light grey, wellsorted; -Smm
diameter claystone clasts; argillaceous zones are
hi ghly biotu ôated with occasio nal Te rebe I li n a,
Pfanolites, and Zoophycos burrows; spotty
dolomite cement texture Írom2703lo 2710.5 m.

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Core unconsolidated írom2710.5 - 2711m

Anqel I Cl 2$8,tr m

rrrrl
cm Scale
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Angel 4 CORE 2 2716.5 - 2744m (part 2) CORE 3 2744 - 2771m (part 1)

Angel Formation Berriasian/Tthonian Age RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1: 100

I

B

000

FAEIËS Ic
Ía DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

2739EODE

sbh

Sm

2740.

2741

2742

2743

274

2745

27ß

2747

27ß

2749

2750

2751

2752

2753

27il

2755

27æ

2757

2759

Sandstone: light grey, well sorted;
argillaceous zones are highly bioturbated
and soft sediment deformed; occassional
mm scale kaolin clasts (ex-feldspar).

Terebellina, Planolites, Rhyzoearallium burrows

Quartz, cheft, jasper, and feldspar in sand matrix.

Sb

Sm

Sq

2761
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Angcl4

Angel Formation

CORE 4 (part 2) 2771 - 2798.3m

Tthonian Age RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1: 100

FACIES
CODE

Sm

c i DRILLER'S DEPTH (m)
2783

2784

2785

2786

2787

2788

2789

2790

2791

2792

2793

2794

2795

2796

2797

2798

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTSI

Sandstone: light grey, well sorted,very fine to
medium grained, dominantly fine grained; fair to
good visual porosity.
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eossaek 1

Angel Formation

CORE 2 2909.6 - 2928.7m

P. iehiense Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 100

FACIES
CODE

Smh

v
f

v
c n DRTLLER's DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

2910

Sb

Sm
11

2912

2913

2914

2915

2916

2917

2918

29f9

2920

2921

2922

2923

2924

2926

2927

2928

Sandstone: light grey, well sorted, fine grained.

Rhyzocorallium and planolites bunows.

Grey claystone rip up clasts 1 - 2cm by 10cm.

Planolites bunows

Chondrites and planolites burrows.

Fb

Sm

Fb

Sm

Fb

Sxh

Fb
Sh
Sm

Fb
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Dampier 1

Forestier elaystone

CORE9 2834.6-2838.3m

D. lobospinosum Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50

FAEIES
v
c

v
I i DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCR|PT|ON & COMMENTS

EODE

FI 9laystone:. dark brown, laminated silt, slighily
biotuôated.2835

2836

2837

2838
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Dampier 1

Foresticr Claystone

CORE 10 2898.3 - 2905m

K. wisemaniae Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50
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FACIES
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c I
7a DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION A COMMENTS

Sm

Fbt
Siltstone: grey, brown, micaceous, argillaceo us ;
wispy laminae of sand and silt, moderately
bioturbated, disseminated pyrite throughout; t¡ght.

Sandstone: daft grey, clear, well sorted, silty and
argillaceous; t(¡ht; shell fragments.
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2900

2901

2902

2904

2905
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Dampier"l CORE 11 3063.5 - 3070.9m

Angel Forrnation P iehiense Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1: S0

v v
t ; DR¡LLER,s DEprH (m) DEScRrproN & coMMENTSFACIES
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Sandstone: lighilycalcareous, rile bãnd at
3066.3 m; e.

Core plug porosity: (sandstone) 3.6 - 9.1%.
Core plug permeãbiiity: (sandsione) 0 rnd

grey, sandy, argillaceous;
nes; upto 10%
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Dampier 1

Dingo Olaystone

CORE 12 3282.4 - 3287m

O. montgomeryi Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1:50

v v
t =, DRILLER'S DEPTH (m)

3283

3284

3285

3286

3287

eous, very silty, -5 mm
slightly laminated, very
ut.

DESCRIPTION & OOMMENTS

Siltstone: dark grey, medium grey, argillaceous;
Smm wide worm burrow.
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Dampier 1

Dingo elaystone

CORE 13 3487.5 -3492.7m

O. montgomeryi Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50

FACIES c I -6 DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRTPTTON & COMMENTS
CODE

c

Shale: dark gre¡ black, slightly silty, highly
micaceous, very minor bioturbation.

Fm 3488

3489

3490

3491

3492



Dampier 1

Dingo Claystone

CORE 14 3710.6 - 3715.2m

D. swanenese Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50

FAEIES
CODE

Fm

e c I i DRTLLER'S DEPTH (m)

3711

3712

3713

3715

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Shale: dark grey, black, calcareous, micaceous,
hard, slightly fissile.

4
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Dampier 1

Dingo elaystone

CORE 16 4134.9 - 414O.4m

D. swanense Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1: 50

FAC¡ES
EODE

Fm

Ice Ë DRTLLER's DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

4135

4136

137

4138

4139

4140
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Lambert 1 CORE 1 3104 - 3109.6m

Angel Formation P iehiense Zone RECOVERY:1OO"/" SCALE 1: S0

I ; DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS
3104

FAEIES
CODE

Sm

3105

31 06

3107

108

31 09

Core plug porosity: 18.2 - 20.3%
Core plug permeábility: 360 - 735 md
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Legendre 1

Angel Formation

coRE 11 2127.2 - 2128.7

D. jurassicum Zone RECOVERY:1OO/" SCALE 1: S0

v
fFAOIES
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sqr

Se

v
e ã DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPT|ON & COMMENTS

2128

Note: this core appears mixed up in the core box.
The. positioning. oi 

-core 
has beeri inferred and may

not be exac{ly in the correct position.
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tegendre 1 CORE 12 2354.6 - 2359.6m

Eliassen Formation W. spectabitis Zone RECOVERY: 81% SCALE 1: 50

FAEIES
EODE

Sm

c I
=-õ DRTLLER'S DEPTH (m)

2355

2356

2357

2359

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTSc

Core plug porosi$: clean sandstone- 2.3 - 181" ,

brown, poodly sorted,
kaolin? oebble size
occur ad rounded sand

grains.

Note: this core eppears mixed up in the core box.
The positioning oi.core has been infened and may
not tie exac{y-in the correct position.
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Legendre 1

Eliassen Formation

CORE 14 2534.7 - 2538.9m

W. spectabitis Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50
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FACIES c c
CODE

FUSh

I È DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

2535 Siltstone: dark blue grey, blue black, sand¡
argillaceous, mm scale sand laminations and beds,
minor microfaulting; up to 30 degree dip in
laminations

Sandstone: daft grey, fine to @arse grained,
dominantly fine grained, poorly sorted.

Core plug porosity: 2.0 - 4.5o/o
Core plug permeability: 0 md

Note: this core appears mixed up in the core box.
The positioning of core has been inferred and may
not be exactly in the correct position.
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tegendre 1

ealypso Formation

CORE 17 3180 - 3184.2m

W. digitata Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50
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FAEIES
CODE

Fb/FI

sh

c fc . DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS
3180 Siltstone: da¡ft brown, medium grey, darkgrey;

argillaceous and sandy; -40 degree dip.

3181

3182

318it

3184

Sandstone: light grey, wellsorted, well rounded,
very fine grained; poor visible porosity.

Note: this core appears mixed up in the core box.
The positioning of core has been infened and may
not be exactly in the correct position.
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tegendre 2

Talisnnan Member

CORE 1 2080.3 -2O83.2m

D. lobospinosum Zone RECOVERY:28.31o SCALE 1 : 50

v
c

v
Í . DRILLER'S DEPTH (m)

2081

2082

2083

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTSFAEIES
EODE

Sm

e

Sandstone: orange brown, coarse to fine grained,
dominantly medium grained, well sorled, siderite
cement, -10/" glauconite.

From 2081.5 m - sanstone: light grey, medium to
coarse grained dominantly medium grained poorly
sorted; core is very fdable and broken up.

X-ray analysis at 2081.5 m (well completion
report) results: quartz - 50%: microcline
feldspar - 10o/oi calcite - 5o/": clay minerals -
5%; siderite - 30/".
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Madelcine 1 COREl 2900.1 -29O7.8m

Dingo elaystone P iehiense Zone RECOVERY: 10O/" SCALE 1: 50
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'õ DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCR|PT|ON & COMMENTS

Claystone: dark grey, micaceous, laminated with
mm scale beds of sand and silt.

2901

2902

2903

2904

2905

2906

2907

Siltstone: light grey, argillaceous, upto t07o
glauconite, sand filled worm burrows.

Sandstone: .light grey, well sorted very fine grained;
occurs as th¡n discontinuous laminae in silt ãnd
clay, probably indicative of slumping.
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Madeleine 1 CORE2 2979.1 -2984.9m

Angel Fornnation D. jurassicum Zone RECOVERY: 95% SCALE 1: 50

FAEIES
GODE

Fbt

Sm

e
v
c

v
t -õ DRILLER'S DEPTH (m)

2980

2981

2982

2984

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

e
and
sual

Core oluo oorositv: sandstone - 17 '23"/"'
Core bluõ bermeáU¡ttv: sandstone' ß - 880 md;
averaþe 300 mo; siltétone- 0 nrd.

Siltstone: dark grey, argillaceous and sandy;
hodzontal discoñtinuoslaminae of very fine well
sorted sand;
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Madeleine 1 CORE4 3404-3408.6m

Eingo Glaystone O. montgomeryi Zone RECOVERY:671" SCALE 1 : 50

FACIES
EODE

sb

Fm

FI

v
c e

v
I i DRILL R'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

3404
Sandstone: dark grey, argillaceous and silty, very
fine grained, poorly sorted, finely micaceous, highly
biotuóated; poor visible porosity.

Shale: dark grey, black, up to -30% silt, occasional
silt laminations, micaceous.3405

3406

3407

3408
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Madeleine 1 CORES 3632.6-3636.3m

Dingo Olaystone W. clathrata Zone RECOVERY:82/o SCALE 1 : 50
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FACIES
CODE

Fn¡

v
c e

v
I ; DRTLLER's DEprH (m)

3633

3634

3635

3636

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Sr

Frn

Claystone: dark grey, micaceous, brachiopod
fragment noted, hard, dense; disseminated pyrite;
concoidal f ractures ; occasional disconti nuous wavy
laminae.

Sandstone: light grey, well sorted, calcareous
cement, top surface of bed has ripple cross
lamination, poor visibible porosity.
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frdadeleine 1 COREO 3856.9-3867.3m

Dingo Glaystone W. spectabilis Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 50

D:-:-tr

*i=l=

g+
tri:-D:-
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ïr- tr_-
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FAOIES
GODE

Fm

v
c c + DRTLLER's DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & OOMMENTS

3857 Shale: dark grey, grey black, micaeeous, concoidal
fractures, green pyrite bands 1 to severalcm's
thick; occasional silt lenses and laminations with
rare cross bedding and worm burrows;possible fish
scales.

3858

3859

3860

3861

3862

38æ

38&+

3865

3866

3867
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Madcleine 1 CORET 3942.3-3947.8m

Dingo elaystone W. spectabilis Zone RECOVERY:72ï" SCALE 1: 50

FACIES
CODE

FI

v
c e

v ='õ DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRTPTION & COMMENTS

394Í|

3944

3945

3946

3947

Claystone: dark grey, hard, dense, siderite
nodules and cement, wavy laminations of sand and
silt; convoluted bedding and bioturbated
throughout.

Sandslone: light grey, poorly sorted, ooarse to fine
grained; -10 cm thick bed occurs as a small
channel infill at 3147.8 m with scoured base and
gradationaltop; also occurs as discontinuous
laminae and 1 cm thick contorted beds.
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hladelcine 1 CORE I 4160 - 4164.5m

Dingo Claystone ? W. spectabilis Zone RECOVERY: 68% SOALE 1: 50
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FACIES e
v
f DR¡LLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS6

EODE 4160

v
c

Fm Claystone: dad< grey, occasional pyrite lenses,
occasional sliekensides, massive.

Note: this core is very broken up in core box
There is no cedainty óf depth annotations.

Sandstone: daft grey, coarse to very fine grained,
poorly sorted, argillaceous matdx; occurs as 1.5 cm
thick bed near base of core.

4161

4162

4163

41æ
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Rosemary 1

ea$pso Formation

CORE 1 2794.4 - 2803.6m

R. aemula Zone RECOVERY:87"/" SCALE 1: 50
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FAEIES
EODE

Fm

Fm

c f ã DRTLLER's DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

2796

2797

2798

2799

2800

2801

2802

2803

Siltstone: brown grey, grey black, minor
bioturbation; silty dolomitic zones; chondrites
nodules of dolomite and fracture filled calcite.

Core plug porosity: O - 9Yoi average - 5.31",
excluding sample at2795 m with 14%.
Gore plug permeability:0 md, sample at 2795 m
with 1.6 md.

Claystone: brown dac( bnown grey, hard, silty,
slightly micaceous; dolomite and calcite chondrites
nodule.
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Rosemary 1

ealypso Formation

COREg 3185.5-3193.7m

R. aemula Zone RECOVERY:90% SCALE 1:50

FAEIES

sbl

cc I -õ DRILLER'S DEPTH (m)

3186

3187

3188

3189

3190

3191

31 92

3193

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS
EODE

FI

sbr

Sandstone: light grey, very fine grained, well
sorted, silty, hþhly bioturbated, clay laminae, up to
5% calcite cement.

Claystone: dark gre¡ silty.

Core plug porosity: 7 - 17Yo.
Core plug permeability: 0 md

Siltstone: dark grey, up to 307o argillite.FI

sbr
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Talisman 2 CORE 4 2012 - 2030.1m

Forestier Olaystone B. reticulatum Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 100

FACIES
CODE

Fmd

c c Í ='ã DRILLER'S DEPTH (m)
2012

2013

2014

2015

2016

2017

2018

2019

2020

2021

2022

2023

2025

2026

2027

2028

2029

2030

DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Claystone: olive grey, olive black, arenaceous and
conglomeritic in part, 40 - 80% argillite, uplo 40/"
quartz grains, up to 30% glauconite; siderite and/or
dolomite cement; siderite nodules throughout;
siderite nodule around septarian nodule al -2025J
m; claystone around nodules often compacted;
-Smm pyrite nodules; 20 cm - 1 m thick mass flow
beds of sandy claystone are common.

Slide block: 2015.5m - 2020 m- 20 to 30 degree
dip; highly faulted and slickenside surfaces;
overlies a contorted bedded claystone, unit top and
base is intensely sheared with smallfaults, may
indicate a possible slide block.

Fl (sheared)

Fmd

Fmd

Core plug po
2023.25 m)-
Core plug pe
2023.25 m)-

rosity: sandslone (2021.35 -
9.8 - 15%.
rmeability: sandstone (2021.35 -
0.4 - 2.3 md.

Sandstone: olive grey, dark green grey, fine to
pebble grain size, dominantfy coarse, up to 30%
glauconite; very argillaceous.

Mass flow conglomerate unit: -2024 m - 2026
m- consists of smallconglomerate claystone
clasts which are bunowed in a sandy glauconitic
matrix.
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Talisman2 CORE5 2030-3-2O482m

Forestier elaystone B. reticulatum Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1 : 1OO

c c
v

ø DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

Fm

Fml

FAEIES
EODE

Fm

Fml

Fm

Fml

Fm

2031

2032

203Ír

203r'.

2035

2036

2037

2038

2039

2040

2041

2042

20ß

2044

2045

2046

2047
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Talisman 2

Talisman Member

CORE 6 2055 - 2058.7 m

D. lobospinosum Zone SCALE 1:100

.////.I\ìTñ

(K

.Z/'
:D

FAEIES
EODE

e i DR¡LLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS
2055

Sp/Sb/Sh Sandstone: grey, olive grey, dark brown, fine to
very coarse grained, predominantly medium to
coarse grained, we¡lsorted; up to 30% glauconite;
thin beds 20 to 50 cm thick eonsist of a faint planar
cross bedded unit overlain by an argillaceous
bunowed sand.

2056

2058 Core
Core

plug porosity: 11.7 - 2A.0o/o.
plug permeabiliff: 87 - 5300 md.
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Wanaea 1 CORE 1 2832-2845.5m

Angel Formation P iehiense Zone RECOVERY: 87"/" SCALE 1 : 100

Í
ta DRILLER'S DEPTH (m)

2832

2833

2834

2835

2836

2837

2838

2839

2840

2841

2842

2843

2844

2845

DESCRIPT¡ON & COMMENTSFAEIES
EODE

Fm

Srnh

Fbt

Smh

Smh
Fbr

Smh

c

Sandstone: light grey, coarse to very fine grained,
dominantly medium grained, poorly sorted to well
sorted, dominantly well sorted, up to -5%
glauconite, up to -5% dolomite cement; dominantly
massive with weak horizontal and slightly wavy
bedding throughout.

Core plug porosity: sandstone- 13..8 - 17.8"/";
average- 15..8V".

Siltstone: light olive grey, up lo 25'/" quartz sand; up
to 15% argillite; primary depositionalstructures are
almost completely destroyed by high bioturbation;
bioturbation consists dominantly of horizontal sand
filled worm tubes; occasional verticle burrows 1 cm
long and 2 cm wide; occasionalodginal lamintions
are noted; occasional siderite cemented bands.
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Wanaea2 COREl 2O7s-2OZ7m

Talisman Member (equivalent) B. reticulatum Zone RECOVERY:15!" SCALE 1 : 50

2075 - 2077 Claystone: grey, all rubble.
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Wanaea 2 CORE 2 2869 - 2886m

Angel Formation P iehienseZone RECOVERY: 1007o SCALE 1: 100

FACIES
EODE

FI

Sd

Fmbl

Fmbl

Fb

Fmbl

c c I ' DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS
2869

Claystone: grey, silty, low to inlense bioturbation
2870

2872

2873

2874

2875

2876

2878

Horizontalworm bunow 1cm thick across
complete cnre - Rhizocorallium"

2877.5m - Zoophycos bunow

2879

2880

Sd

Fb

Fmbl

FI

Sd

Fbd

sandstone: grey, well sorted, clay matrix, crn
scale rip up clasts, no porosity; siump bed.

2881

2882

2883

2884

2885

2886

Planolites bunows
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Wanaea 2 CORE3 2886-29O7m

Angel Formation P iehiense Zone RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1: 100

aa
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FAEIES
OODE

Fblh

Srd

Fdb

ec
V
t -ã DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION & COMMENTS

2886

2887 Claystone : grey, silty, mode rate bioturbation.

2888

2889

2890.2m - Flame structures

2891

2893
2893m - Inclined escape burrow 6cm deep.

2894

2895

Sx

Flr

Fbt

Sh

Sm
Sandstone: light grey, well sorted fine to
medium grained.

FI

Sx

Fb

2896

2897

2898

2899

2900

2901

2902

2903

2904

2905

2906

2907
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Wanaea 2 CORE 4 (part 2) 2907 - 2930m

Angel Formation P iehiense Zsne RECOVERY: 100% SCALE 1: 100

o
o
o

FAGIES f
7a DRILLER'S DEPTH (m) DESCRIPTION A COMMENTSc c

EODE 2920

2921

2922

2923

2924

2925

2926

2927

2928

2929

2930

Sm

sh

Sm

Sandstone: light grey, well sorted, mm scale rip up
dasts at 2921m ard 2929m.

Sh

Sm
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APPENDIX tr

CORE LOG TO WIRELINE LOG ANNOTATIONS
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ANGEL 2
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ANGEL 4
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ANGEL 4
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THIN S ECTION DES CRIPTIONS
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Thin Section Descriptions Sample List

1" Angel 1

2" Angel2
3" Finucane 1

4" Forestier 1

5" Forestier 1

6" Hampton I
7 " Hampton 1

8" Lambert 1

9. Lægendre 1

10" Legendre 1

11. Legendre 2

12" Madeleine 1

13" Madeleine 1

14" Rosemary 1

15. Rosemary 1

16" Talisman 1

17" Talisman 1

18" Trafalgar 1

Core 1

Core 1

Ditch Cuttings
Ditch Cuttings
Ditch Cuttings
Ditch Cuttings
Ditch Cuttings
Core 1

Core 10

Core L 1

Core 1

Core2
Core2
Ditch Cuttings
Core2
Ditch Cuttings
Ditch Cuttings
Core 1

2666.Im
2704.5m
2950m
2080m
2325m
550m
600m
3108.55m
1935.5m
2128.4m
2081.5m
2981.7m
2982.5m
2225m
2922.5m
792Om
l97Om
2498m
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Well: Angel 1 Depth: 2666.I m Formation: Angel

PalynologiealZonelA¡ge: U. Tithonian Sample Type: core

Hand Sample Description: quartz arenite, light grey, medium - fine grained, moderately sorted,
slightly glauconitic, fair intergranula¡ porosity.

@:

GrainSizc: bimodaf - medium gained and fine - very fine grained.

Sorting: moderate.

Rouqd$ess: medium sized grains are rounded, fine gains are sub-angular

Spherocity: medium sized grains are high, fine grains are low

Extinction: (quartz) straight -75Vo, undulose -2íVo,composite - trace.

Mineralogy: quartz - 907o, microclineþerthiæ - 5Vo, glauconite - 57o. Accessory chert, dolomite,
siderib, opaques, ra¡e zi¡con.

ecment: early stage quartz overgrowths filling pores provides tangental grain contacts and a
relatively open grain framework. This is etched by dolomite. Sideriæ stains occasionally rim quartz
gains" Late stage siderite is seen by rimming dolomite. There is also minor glauconite cement.

: (core plug analysrs) L9.4Vo porosity, 535md permeability

: qua-rtz areniûe

Comments:
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Well: Finueane I Depth: 2950m Formation: Forestier Claystone

PalynologiealZonelA¡ge: C. delicata Sample Type: ditch cuttings

Hand Sample Description: red brown, argillaceous, white sandy wisps

@:
GrarnSize: very fine silt, occasional coa¡se silt

Sorting: well sorted

Roundness: sub-angular

Sphorociry:

Extinetion: (quartz) undulose - L00Vo

Mineralogy: clay (dominantly illite, some kaolin) - 80Vo, quartz - lOVo, feldspar - 5Vo, dolomite - 57o,

accessory - siderite, iron oxide, disseminated pyrite, chert

Cemenldiagenesis: Ro cement, rock is clay supported.

Porositylpermeabrlity :

Rock ehssification: claystone

Comments:
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Well: Forestier I Depth: 2080m Formation: Talisman Member

PalynologicalZonel{ge: C. delicata Sample Type: ditch cuttings

: argillaceous quartz arenite, light brown, very coarse to medium grained,
limoniæ (yellow) staining,

:

GraiqSiza: fine to coarse, bimodal distribution,

Sorting: eoarse grained - well sorted, frne grained - well sorted

Roundness: sub-rounded to sub-angular,

Sphe¡æity: low to high, dominantly high, some broken grains

E¡tinqtion: (quartz) undulose - 40Vo, poly crystalline - 30Vo, straight - 307o,

Mineralogy: quartz - 6OVo, clay - 40Vo, aæ;essory microcline, perthite, dolomite, fine grained
glaueonite, chert, opaques (carbonaceous matter ?), disseminated pyrite in clay matrix

eement/d.iagenesis: very minor quartz cement, eûched qvaftzgrains

Porosity/pernqeability :

Rqck elassification: muddy qtrartz arenite

Comments: One claystone cutting has an oxidation ring on it. This rock appears to have well
reworked grains and was deposited in a muddy setting.
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Well: Forestier 1 Depth: 2325m Formation: Angel

PalynologiealZonelÃge: O. montgomeryi Sample Type: ditch cuttings

Hand Sample Description: quartz arenite, white, clear, 95Vo sandgrains, 5Vo claystone fragments,
very eoarse to medium gained, dominantly coarse, moderately sorted

:

Grain$ize: medium to very coârse, dominantly coarse

Sorting: well sorted

Roundness: sub-rounded to rounded

SpherociW: moderate

Extinction: (qua¡tz) undulose - 50Vo, poly crystalltne - 30Vo, staight - 20Vo; accessory - chert,
microeline, elay (itliæ?)

Mneralogy: qua.rtz - 95Vo, dolomiæ (cement) - 5Vo

Cemenldiagenesis: no quartz cement, dolomite cement su¡rounds some quartz.

Porosityþernoeabrlity :

: qtartzarenite

Commen$: This rock is very clean. There is no glauconite present.
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Well: Hampton 1 Depth: 550m Formation: Mardie Greensand

PalynologiealZonelÃge: M. australis Sample Type: ditch cuttings

Hand Sample Description: argillaceous quartz arenite, grey, granula¡ to medium, dominantly
medium, poorly sorted

:

Grarn Size: bimodal - coarse quartz, very fine quartz in argillaceous and carbonate matrix

Sorting: eoarse gained - well sorted, very fine grained - well sorted

Roundness: coarse - sub-rounded to rounded (etched), very fine - sub-rounded to angular (etched)

Spherocity: high

Extinction: (quartz) coarse grained: undulose - 907o, poly crystalbne - 20Vo: very fine gfained:
undulose -907o, sEaight - 107o.

Mneralogy: quartz -20Vo (veryfineandcoarse),glauconite -20Vo (wellroundedveryfìnegrains),
dolomite (eement, very fine crystalline) - 20Vo, clay (dominantly il\te) 3070, sideriæ (cement) 107o"

aeeÆssory - plagioclase, microcline, biotite, ca¡bonaceous material; trace iron oxide.

Cement/diagenesis: dominantly dolomiæ cement, some siderite and iron oxide within the dolomiæ,
late stage glauconite cement. Quartz is highly etched.

Porosirylperurcability:

: glauconitic sandy mudstone

Comments:
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Well: Hampton 1 Depth: 600m Formation: Birdrong? Member

PalynologiealZonelÃge: M. austalis Sample Type: ditch cuttings

Hand Sample Description: argillaceous quartz arenite, grey, granula¡ to medium grained, dominantly
medium, poorly sorted

Th¡n Section Description:

GrainSrze: fine to coarse, dominantly medium

Sorting: moderaúe

Roundness: sub-rounded to rounded, etched quartz gains

Soherocitv: hish

Extinction: (qua¡tz)

Mineralog:y: quartz - lOVo, microclineþerthite - lÙVo, glauconite - IOVo, dolomite (cement) - L07o;
accessory - ealcite, siderite, clay (dominantly illite) opaques (carbonaceous material).

Cement/diagenesis: clay matrix is being replaced by carbonate. There are carbonate cemented
aggregaûes of grains. argillaceous mafix is silty.

Po¡oqity/penne abiliry :

: muddy a¡enite

Comments: Occasional point contacts of grains occur in the argillaceous maü'ix.
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Well: tambert I Depth: 3108.6m Formation: Angel

PalynologiealZonell¡ge: P. iehiense Sample Type: core

Hand Sample Description: light grey and white marix with clear qua.rtz grains, Occasional
argillaeeous siltstone clast 5mm diameûer, fine grainecl, well sorted, rounded grains, fair visual
porosity.

:

GraiqSize: fine - coarse, dominantly fine grained

Sorting: moderate

Roundness: dominantly rounded grains,

Sphcrociry: high spherical quartz, decreases with grain size

Extinqtion: (quartz) sfaight - 6oVo,undulose -307o, composite - I\Vo

Mineralogy: qua.rtz - 75Vo, microclineþerthite - I57o, glauconite - 57oi ac;c-essory chert, elay; rare
zireon; detrital? siderite

Cement: well cemented by early silica shown by good surface and sutu¡ed contacts of quartz gains.
Edges of quartz gains are commonly corroded. Minor glauconite rims glauconite grains and nearby
quartz grains. Feldspar is highly corroded. Some porosity is filled with illite. Some grains are
ftaetured and filled with an unidentifred mineral.

Porosity/permeability: (core analysis) l8.7vo porosity, 323mdpermeability

: subfelds a¡enite

eomments: the argillaceous clast is a silty claystone wtth3}Vo medium grained quartz sIIt,20Vo
euhedral pyr"iæ?, dominantly kaolin matrix.
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Well: Legendre 1 Depth: 1935.5m Formation: equivalent Talisman Member

FalynologiealZonelLge: B. reticulatum Sample Type: core 10

Hand Sample Description: quartz areniûe, cream and white, white clay matrix (dolomite?) very
coarse to medium grained, moderately sorted, tair porosity, smooth grain surfaces.

:

Grru¡Sþe: very coaße to medium, dominantly medium

So¡ting: moderate

Roundness: dominantly rounded

Sphe¡ocjty; high to low, dominantly high

Exdnedon: (quartz) undulose - 95Vo, straight - 5Vo, ocßâsionally poly crystalline

Mne¡alogy: quartz - 45Vo dolomite (marix) - 40Vo, glauconiæ alæred faecal pellets? - LÙVo,

mieroelineþlagioclase - 5Vo, accessory kaolin

Cement/diagenesis: no cement seen in this sample. Microsparry dolomite comprises the matrix and
has rnterparticle porosity. The rock is matrix supporûed with occasional tangental grain contacts.

: visual - poor, core analysis - L5.8Vo porosity, 15 md permeability

: dolomitic quartz a¡enite

Comme¡ts: quartz grains appeff eüched from the dolomitisation. Glauconite is being altered to
kaohn?" Feldspars do not appear altered in this sample. Good sample for XRD.
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Well: I-egend¡e 1 Depth: 2128.4m Formation: Angel

PalynologicalZonelltge: D.jurassicum Sample Type: core 11

Hand Sample Description: quartz arenite, very light grey, fine grained, well sorted, clea.r, etched
quartz Sains white matrix, friable, excellent visual porosity.

Thin S ectionDeserþtion :

GrainSiae: fine grained

Sorting: well sorted

Roundness: rounded to well rounded

Spherocity: moderate to high

Extinetion: (quarø) straight - TOVo,undulose - 257o,poly crystalline SVo

Mineralogy: quartz - 95Vo, microcline - 5Voi accÊ,ssory - glauconite, chert; minor clay rimming quartz
grains, rare zircon.

Cemenildiagenesis: very minor silica cæment, quartz grain contacts are well sutured indicating a good
compaetion phase. Qua¡tz is highty etched at pore bounda¡ies. Minor late stage glauconite cement.

Porosity/permeability: visual - excellent intergranular porosity, core analysis - LTVa porosity, 114md
permeabiliff"

: quafizarenite

CommeRts: This sample has little cement or clay mahix. Qua¡tz grain contacts are highly sutu¡ed but
there is still a good open framework for excellent porosity.
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Well: l"egendre 2 Depth: 2081.5m Formation: equivalentTalismanMember

Palynologieal ZonelAge: D.lobospinosum Sample Type: core I

Hand Sample Description: light orange grey, buff brown matrix, smooth clear quartz grains, medium
to coarse grained, dominantly medium grained, moderately sorted, <lÙVo glauconite, poor to fair
porosity"

@tion:

Grain Size: medium to very coarse, dominantly medium

Sorting: moderate

Roundness: sub-angula¡ to well rounded, dominantly rounded

Spherocity: high to low, dominantly high (807o),

Extinction: (quartz) undulose -90Vo, sfaight - 5Vo,poly crystalline - 57o

Mineralogy: quartz - 5OVo, microcline - LOVo, siderite (matrix) - 30To, calcite - 5Vo,lcrrussory kaolin
replacing feldspar?.

Cement/diagenesis: matrix is dominantly siderite cement. No quartz cement is seen. Minor late
stage glauconite cement. Occasional tangental grain contacts, with relatively open grain framework
and siderite matrix.

Porosity/penneabiïty: visual - poor

Rock Classification: sideritic quartz arenite

Comme¡ts: see XRD sheet in WCR.
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IVell: Madeleine 1 Depth: 2981.7 Formation: Forestier claystone

PalynologiçalZonelÃge: D.jurassicum SampleType: core

Hand Sample Description: sandy siltstone, grey, argillaceous, glauconitic, slightly mica micaceous;
horizontal lvoün tubes a¡e filled with stratified very fine sand.

:

ftan þc: very fine sand to coarse stlt"SOVo is mahix

Sordng: moderate

Roundness: sub-angular

Spheroeity: low, preferentially oriented

Extinction: (quartz) staight - 80Vo, undulose - 20Vo

Mne¡alqgy: quartz - 4O7o, microclineþerthiæ 5 - LÙVo; accessory glauconite, chert and opaques;
matrix - dominantþ illite, muscovite 5 - LOVo.

eement/diagenesis: early silica cement is etched and replaced by illite, quartz grain contacts are
highly sutured, Feldspar gains are slightly altered and highly corroded, late stage glauconiæ rims.

: Visual - trght.

: sandy mudstone

Comments:
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lVell: Madeleine 1 Depth: 2982.5m Formation: Angel

PalynologiealZonelLge: D. jurassicum Sample Type: core

Hand Sample Description: quaftz a¡enite, very light grey, clear etched grains, white matrix, medium
grained, glauconitic, well sorted, large (several mm) euhedral dolomite?, g¡psum? crystal, excellent
porosity.

Thin Sectio¡ Description:

Gra¡Srze: fine to coa.rse, dominantly medium

Sortiry: moderate

Roundncss : sub-angular to sub-rounded, dominantþ sub-angular,

Spherocity: coarse g"ains - low, fine grains - high

Extinction: (quarø) sfraight - 80Vo, undulose - 20Vo

Mineralogy: quartz - 85Vo, microcline/perthite - 57o, glauconite - 15Vo, acr;essory kaolin, chert,
dolomite, biotite alæring to chlorite, ra¡e zi¡con.

Cemenldiagenesis: minor quafz cement, grain contacts a¡e well sutured and edges are highly
etched. Dolomite frlls some pore space and replaces microcline, minor kaolin? rims on quartz, minor
late glaueonite cement.

Porosity/pe¡meability: core analysis - 23.5Vo porosiry, 888md permeability

: qvartza¡enite

eomments: quartz appea.rs frosted due to etching. This rock is well compacted with little cement and
exeellent porosity.
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lVell: Rosemary 1 Depth: 2225m Formation: Angel

PalynologicalZonelfuge: P. iehiense Sample Type: ditch cuttings

Hand Sample Description: qua.rtz arenite, white, clear,SOVo sand grains,207o claystone, very coarse
to eoarse grained, dominantly very coarse grained

Thrn SeetionDcsqription :

Grarn5þe: very coarse to medium, dominantly very coa.rse

Sorting: moderate

Roundness: originally well rounded or rounded, highly etched

Spherocity: dominantly high

Extinction: (quartz) poly crystalline - 5OVo, undulose - 45Vo, staight - 5Vo

Mneralogy: quafiz - 857o, dolomiæ - IOVo, clay (dominantþ illite) - 57o, ãc;ce,ssory - mierocline,
ehert

Cemenldiagenesis: no silica cement, grains are highly etched, many cuttings consist of itched quartz
grains within a dolomite cement maEix. Claystone fragments are silty with a dominantly illiæ matrix.
One ftagment consists of a very red mineral matrix with quartz and glauconite silt.

Porositv/oermeabilitv :

: dolomitic quartz a¡enite

eomments: Silica cementation did not occur or \¡/as subsequently eûched away. The absence of
glauconitie in the sand portion is conspicuous. There is a high proportion of poly crystalline quartz.
These factors makes this sample different from the others, possibly signifying a sepa.rate provenance.
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Well: Rosemary 1 Depth: 2922.5m Formation: Dingo Claystone

PalynologiealZonelÃge: R. aemula Sample Type: core

Hand Sample Description: argillaceous siltstone,light brown grey

Thin SeetianlDcserþtion :

G¡En S-þe: silt size grains dominantly .05mm

Sordng: well sorted

: angular - sub-angular

Spherociry: low

Extinction: (qua¡tz)

Mneralogy: quartz - 40Vo, matrix - 40Vo, dominantly illite? carbonate?; opaques - 2OVo

Cement: ouartz is hishlv corroded

: (core analysis) 4.7Vo porosity, Omd permeabiliry

Rock Cla.ssifrcation: argillaceous siltstone

eomments:
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Well: Talisman 1 Depth: L92Om Formation: Talisman Member

PalynologimlZonelfuge: S. tabulata Sample Type: ditch cuttings

Hand Sample Description: quartz arenite, light green grey, very coa.rse üo fine dominantly medium,
moderately sorted, red fragments

:

GrarnSrzc: moderate to coa^rse, dominantly medium

Sorting: moderately sorted

Rounclness: sub-angula¡ to rounded, dominantly rounded

Spherociry: high

Exdnetian: (qua¡tz) undulose - 60Vo, poly crystalline - 3OVo, stalght - tÙVo

Mineralogy: qvafiz - 90Vo, glauconite - 5Vo, microsparry ferroan dolomite - 5Vo; aeræssory -
mieroeline, siderite, chert, iron oxide alæred glauconite

Cenrenldiagenesis: interstitial iron oxide occurs rimming quartz and replacing some glauconite and
dolomite" Dolomite rims quartz grains.

Porosity/penneability :

: iron oxidised quartz arenite

Comments: This sample is just above an unconformity. Exposure is indicated by the presence of i¡on
oxide matenal and minerals altering to iron oxide. This sand was probably reworked on a ma¡ine
sheH during a hansgression.
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Well: Talisman I Depth: 1970m Formation: Talisman Member

Palynological Zonelþrge: C. delicata Sample Type: ditch euttings

Hand Sample Description: light grey, clear smooth quartz grains, 2OVo clay matrix, medium to coaße
grained, dominantly medium.

Thin Section Descrrption:

Gra¡nSrze: medium to coa.rse, dominantly medium

Sorting: well sorted

Roundncss: rounded although grains are highly etched.

Spherocity: high, occasional broken grain.

Extinction: (quartz) undulose - 8OVo, straight - I0lo, poly crystalbne - IOVI

Mineralogy: qua-rtz - 75Vo, microclineþerthite - IÙVo, siderite (grains) - 5Vo, gLauconíte - LÙVo

accessory - ehert, kaolin, opaques (carbonaceous material?)

Ceme¡ldiagenesis: minor quartz overgrowths on quartz grains

Porosig¿lpermqabili ty :

Rock ehssif,rcation : feldspathic qua¡tz arenite

eomments:
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Well: Trafalgar I Depth: 2498 Formation: Legendre

PalynologicalZonelþ¡ge: W. digitata Sample Type: core 1

Hand Sample Description: quaftz arenite, white, clear quartz, vory coarse, well sorted, rounded to
sub-rounded, quartz cement, excellent porosity, minor disseminated pyrite, minor clay

:

Grain,Size: fine to coarse, dominantly medium

Sordng: moderate

Roundness: rounded, qvartz slightly etched

Spherocity: high

Extinqtion: (quartz) sfraight - 55Vo, undulose - 40Vo, poly crystalline - 5Vo

Mneralogy: quartz - 95Vo, microcline/perthite (fine) - 5Vo, are;essory - clay (illite, possibly trace
kaolin); rare - tourmaline, zircon, pyrite, chert

: long sutured qua.rtz grain contacts, minor quartz cement follows compaction,

: excellent primary intergranular porosity

: qua-rtz arenite

eomments:
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Appendix IV, Depths below KB of the mapped horizons used in the study. The Palynotogical zone that total depth was drilled to is indicated
for wells that d¡illed below time horizon 'J'



APPENDIX V

SUBSIDENCE CURVES
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